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INTRODUCTION TO THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
In this annotated and indexed listing of works on teleconferencing, emphasis has been placed upon teleconferencing
as real-time, two-way audio communication with or without visual aids. However, works on the use of television in
two-way .or multiway nets, data transmission, regional communications networks and on telecommunications in general are
also included.
The telelconferenecng tchnique h~n proven the roverse of the nodtig teit demnnd creates supply. Tle potential for
education via two-way radio, TV and telephone hookup existeA long before the demand for such educational techniques. As
these educational media are tested and refined, more applications for their use are found. An ever-increasing demand
for their use is being created, because they have proven to be a viable extension and variance of the traditional
teacher-learner situation.
The use of two-way radio and telephone hookups is increasing in education, in the medical and other professions,
and in various fields of government and business. (See entry 0585.) This is due to the continually increasing demands
for further and more innovative education and training coupled with the increasing inability to achieve education within
the traditional time-space limitations of institutional learning.
On campuses and in other educational settings, telelectures can be used as an extension of the lecture-discussion
method of instruction to off-campus students. (4114, 4972, 4973)
Some works included in this bibliography describe many ways in which the telelecture technique may be utilized as
an innovative educational medium, such as item 0592 which illustrates telelecture's usefulness for multimedia experi-
mentation. Item 4010 describes an inexpensive course enrichment program whereby U.S. State Department members are
brought to the classroom via telelecture equipment to join with high school students and community members to form a
seminar on foreign relations and current events. Such confrontations between students and distant communicants are
carried one step further to the international sphere by Project EAR (Educational Amateur Radio) (4016) in which Harrison,
New York, elementary school children exchange ideas and information with students of a rural school in Uyumbicho, Ecuador.
This educational tool offers to the pupil immediate verification of information read and discussed in class, instantaneous
comparisons with a known environment, dramatization of concepts, and extemporaneous communication. 
It'also provides a
motivational force toward learning. The first actual use of a telelecture setup via communications satellite was held
between Wisconsin secondary school French language students and Parisian secondary school Englich language students to
demonstrate an international, cross-cultural, bilingual learning experience for the participating students. The learning
possible in this ituation is much greater than when lectures are merely piped into or out of the classroom.
The medical professionn are also in tie vdnguard of those utilizing teleconferencing. Teleconferencing is an
integral part of many regional medical communications programs. (0588, 4047, 4048, 4131, 4135)
Teleconferencing provides a means for continuing medical (0554, 4132, 4051) and paramedical education (4133, 4142,
4119, 4137) and provokes a sense of the need for further information among postgraduate, 
widely dispersed professionals.
Two-way radio communication has been used for medical assistance and rescue at sea (4121) and, experimentally,
for exchange of diagnostic information and advice. (4139, 4922)
Businesses are using teleconferencing as a means of reducing travel costs and of increasing the frequency and
extent of contact. Teleconferencing offers instantaneous, inexpensive-, simple contact between the home office and
an extensive number of field offices or between collaborating companies. (0420) Teleconferencing can facilitate
training programs without removing the employee from his daily working and living routines for more than a few hours
per week.
GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
The bibliography is made up of three parts: a Record 
Identification Index, an Author Index, and a Permuted 
Index.
The Record Identification Index, noted on the print-out 
as the RECID INDEX, is a list of abstracted references 
to
books, parts of books, journal articles, conference papers, news 
items and unpublished papers. The items on the list
appear in order of accession, with the accession number--the 
record identification number--printed out at the left 
and
the right of each citation. Each entry is made up of 
five parts: author, title, source, key words and abstract.
The Author Index relists the record alphabetically 
by author's surname or by the cooporate body 
of authorship.
News items with no stated authorship and having no author 
listing do not appear in the Author Index.
The Permuted Index serves as a subject index. It is a KWOC (Key 
Word Out of Context) index which is generated
by the computer permutation of the significant 
words within the titles and of supplementary key 
words. The key words
are important, subject words which do not appear in the title but 
which describe the content of the material cited. A
KWOC index is based on the same principles as a KWIC (Key Word 
in Context) index, but is printed out in a more readable
format. While a KWIC index prints out only one line of 
the title, focusing upon the word being permuted within 
the
context of the phrase, the KWOC index prints out the word 
to the left, repeating the entire title, the key words 
and
the record identification number to the right. Each 
word of the title and each key word then serves as a 
subject
heading.
The full reference with key words and abstract in the examples below appears in the Recid Index 
in its numeric
position between 0427 and 0429; it appears without the 
key words and abstract in the Author Index under BOSWELL, 
JOHN
J., MOCKER, DONALD W. and HAMLIN, WILLIAM C.; and finally its title, 
key words and record identification number appear
under the subject headings formed by the title words EXPERIMENT; REMOTE, TEACHING 
and TELELECTURE, and under the subject
headings formed by the key words SAINT-LOUIS, MISSOURI-UNIV, 
ADULT-ED, EXTENSION, CREDIT-COURSES, PSYCHOLOGY, EVALUATION-
PRE-AND-POST-TESTING and EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP. The title does not appear under the 
headings because these and other
trivial words such as articles, prepositions, adverbs and some verbs are programmed to be 
rejected by the computer for
permutation. In consulting the Permuted Index, the 
user will find only the title, the key words and the 
record iden-
tification number, and with the help of this number, must refer back 
to the Recid Index for full identification of the
citation.
RECID INDEX
0428, BOSWELL, JOHN J. * MOCKER, DONALD W. * HAMLIN, WILLIAM C. 0428
author-- .TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING
title /- ,.ADULT LEADERSHIP 16,9, P321-2+, MARCH 1968
source- . // SAINT-LOUIS MISSOURI-UNIV ADULT-ED EXTENSION
CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
key words- EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
p.IN A RESEARCH PROGRAM INITIATED RECENTLY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
AT ST. LOUIS, TELELECTURES WERE FOUND TO BE AN EFFECTIVE AND
abstract- ECONOMIC AID TO OFF-CAMPUS ADULT EDUCATION. TELELECTURES
abstractor 's PROVIDE ... FK
initials " 
_
recod identification number
AUTHOR INDEX
BOSWELL, JOHN J. *** MOCKER, DONALD W. * HAMLIN, WILLIAM C. &28
TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING
ADULT LEADERSHIP 16,9, P321-2+, MARCH 1968
PERMUTED INDEX
title words- bREMOTE *** AEROSPACE ENGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 4061
*** EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION
OF STUDENT TEACHERS 4126
*** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING 0428
TEACHING *** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 4009
*** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING 0428
*** AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM 4020
*** GRADUADE TEACHING BY TELEPHONE AND RADIO 0605
key words- - ADULT-ED *** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING // SAINT-LOUIS
MISSOURI-UNIV ADULT-ED EXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP 0428
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTIIWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT
IOWA TEACHER-ED INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS
PROGRAMED-TESTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNDATION 0467
*** A SITUATION TEST OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS // VOCATIONAL-ED
ADULT-ED MULTIMEDIA-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION 4014
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP *** A STUDY OF TEACHING EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELELECTURE
// WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING
PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-T-TEST
EVALUATION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP 4716
*** DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN YOUND CHILDREN // EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP 4021
*** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING // SAINT-LOUIS
MISSOURI-UNIV ADULT-ED EXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP 0428
*** EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION
OF STUDENT TEACHERS // TEACHER-ED HOME-ECONOMICS
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP COST 4126
4** ADULT EDUCATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
ETN ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION 4507
*** FEASIBILITY OF INCORPORATION TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS
COURSE TO VOCATIONAL TEACHERS // INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-OTIS-EMPLOYMENT-TEST COST 4504
*** A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING
IN COMMUNICATING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION
ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST TESTING 0421
The citations themselves are divided into three parts: author, title and source.
The author statement is simply the identification of the individual, individuals or corporate 
bodies responsible for
the work's intellectual content. The authors can be listed 
in such a way that the. computer program will list the citation
in the Author Index under more than one author. We have made use of this capacity 
to enrich the Author Index with second
authors or identifying phrases. While H. D. Perraton, D. A. Wade and J. W. 
Fox are the authors of citation 4930, they
worked within the context of a research unit and might also be identified by the entry, National Extension College.
Inter-University Research Unit. By listing citation 4930 under each of these four author entries, coverage 
is expanded
and the connection between this work and other works by the Inter-University Research 
Unit is drawn.
AUTHOR INDEX
FOX, J.W. *** PERRATON,.H.D. * WADE, D.A. * NATIONAL 
EXTENSION COLLEGE.
INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT
NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE. INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT *** PERRATON,
H.D. * WADE, D.A. * FOX, J.W.
PERRATON, H.D. *** WADE, D.A. * FOX, J.W. * NATIONAL EXTENSION 
COLLEGE.
INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT
WADE, D.A. *** PERRATON, H.D. * FOX, J.W. * NATIONAL 
EXTENSION COLLEGE.
INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT
The titles are altered in several ways because of computer systems limitations. 
Commas and periods are substituted
where colons, semicolons and question marks occurred in the originals. Hyphens 
are used as a device to link two or more
words so that they will be treated as a one-word unit for permutation by the 
computer. This is done simply to limit the
occurrence of less meaningful subject headings. The phrases HEAD-START, LOS-Angeles and TWO-WAY 
are adequately represented
by their appearance under the linked headings and the headings START, ANGELES 
and WAY need not occur without their ante-
cedents.
The sources vary from the simple imprint, containing the information of place, 
publisher and date, such as in cita-
tion 4930, CAMBRIDGE, NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE, 1969, to more complex imprints, 
containing statements contrived to
explain the availability of the work as best we can. Journal articles fall 
somewhere in between. The style used for
these sources shows the title, volume, paging and date.
RECID INDEX
4018 SCHATZ, SHARON 
4018
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY
WASHINGTON, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. INFORMATION SYSTEMS OFFICE,
1967. 26P. ERIC ED 016 492
JOURNAL CITATION
4062 EDUCATION~ TECHNOLOGY 7-,23, P9-10, DEC 15, 1967 4062
journal title volume and issue paging - date
Some of the citations are analytics, with each chapter listed separately. 
The source shows the paging for the
chapter or article, and the full citation of the book in 
which it appears..
ANALYTIC CITATION
4963 PAGES 7-8 IN ORLICH, DONALD C. AND CHARLES O. HILEN (EDITORS) 4963
auth---- TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING. EVERETT, WASHINGTON, GENERAL
title--- ' : TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE NORTHWEST AND ASHINGTON STATEUNIVERSITY,
1969
imprint
ABBREVIATION LIST VERB Victor Electrowriter Remote
Blackboard
ACE Association for Continuing Education IBM International Business Machines WASB Wisconsin Association of School Boards
AT+T American Telephone and Telegraph IRMP Intermountain Regional Medical WATS Wide area telephone service
Program
CAI Computer assisted instruction
ITFS Instructional television fixed
CATE Center for the Creative Application service
of Technology to Education (Texas
A+M University) JCET Joint Council on Educational
Telecommunications
CATV Cable television
LDX Long distance xerography
CCCIC Carbon County Coordinated Instruc-
tidnal Center (Wyoming) MEDIC Medical Education's Dedicated
Instructional Channel
CCTV Closed circuit television
NASA U.S. National Aeronautics
CIC Committee on Instructional Co- and Space Administration
operation
NATO North Atlantic Treaty
CIRM International Radio Medical Center Organization
(Rome, Italy)
NEA National Education Association
CMT Council on Medical Television (U.S.)
CPB Corporation of Public Broadcasting New-York-RMP New York Regional Medical
Program
DAVI Department of Audiovisual Instruc-
tion (National Education Association) OMEN Ohio Medical Education Network
EEG Electroencephalogram PEC Program Evaluation Checklist
(Evaluation tool used by
EEN Eastern Educational Television University of Wisconsin Extension)
Network
SCA Subsidiary Communications
EKG Electrocardiogram Authorization
ERP Effective radiated power SUC State University College
(New York)
ESEA Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (U.S.) TDAL Telephone Dial Access Library
(The University of Wisconsin)
ETN Educational Telephone Network
(Wisconsin) Title I Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act
ETV Educational television
Title III Title III of the Elementary and
FCC U.S. Federal Communications Secondary Education Act
Commission
UCLA University of California at
GE General Electric Los Angeles
GT+E General Telephone and Electronics UNIVEX Communications loop used by
University of Illinois Division
of University Extension
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RECID INDEX
0419C *** AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 0419C
SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH. BROCHURE. N.P., N.D.
// COORDINATOR MODERATOR PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
THE AT+T HANODOOK PRESENTS SUGGESTIONS TO SPEAKERS, COORDINATORS AND MODERATORS OF TELE-LECTURES.
CONTAINING MANY LISTS OF HELPFUL HINTS, THE HANDOOK ADVISES LECTURERS IN THE AREAS OF 1)
ENHANCING THE PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OIF BOTH SPEAKER AND AUDIENCE 2) IMPROVING PRESENTATION SKILLS
SUCH AS VOCAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TIMING 3) USING VISUAL AIDS 4) USING A TELEWRITER AND 5)
PLANNING WHAT SHOULD OCCUR IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO A SESSION. SUGGESTIONS TO CONFERENCE
COORDINATORS ARE MADE IN THE AREAS OF 1) ROOM ARRANGEMENT, SEATING AND EQUIPMENT 2) PLACING THE
CALL AND 4) INTRO.)UCING THE SESSION. A LIST OF HELPFUL HINTS FOR TELE-LE&TURE MODERATORS IS
ALO INCLl1W . K
0420C W~ IMIlRE, WAkRFN C. 0420C
BIJEING NETWORK CUTS APOLLU WORK COSTS
AVIATIIN WFEK AND SPACE TCCHIINOLOGY 90,6,t 41-6, FLR 10, 1969
// INDUSTRY NASA LDX BELL-TELEPAK-A TIERMOFAX REAR-SCREE;-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES
LEGAL-NSPECTS LEASED-LINES
THIS ARTICIE DCSCRIIES HOW THE BUEING CU. USES TELECUNFCRENCING FUR MEETINGS BETWEEN EMPLOYEES
CONNECTED WITH TIlE COMPANY'S APOLLO TIE CONTRACT. SOME SPECIFICS UF THE RELEVANT TECHNOLOGY
ARE GIVEN. LINKING TOGETHER AS MANY AS 250 EMPLOYEES, BUEING'S BLUE NET LEASED LINES ARE USED
FOR AUDI) PURPnSES, AND A XEROX LOX TELEPHOTUGRAPHY SYSTEM IS USED FOR VISUAL EFFECTS. CLOSED
CIRCUIT TELEVISION WAS CONSIDERED, BUT THE LOX SYSTEM IS MUCH LESS EXPENSIVE. THE LDX
TERMINALS ARE COINNECTED BY THE BELL SYSTEM'S TELEPAK, A WIDE-BAND LEASED CIRCUIT WHICH FEDERAL
LEGISLATION REQUIRED BOEING TO RENT ON A FULL-TIME BASIS, EVEN THOUGH IT IS NOT USED AT ALL
TIMES. ALSO UTILIZED ARE THERMOFAX MACHINES AND REAR SCREEN PROJECTORS. MEETINGS ARE HELD AT
TELECONFERENCING THEArREz IN OUEING COMPLEXES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. BOTH ROUTINE AND AD HOC
CONFERENCES UF VARYING SIZES ARE HELD, AND, AT TIMES, JOINT NASA-BOEING MEETINGS ARE CONVENED.
GROUP OISCUSSInNS GENERALLY FOLLOW A DRESENTATION, AND REGIONAL CHAIRMEN CAN SWITCH SPECIFIC
STATIONS 'IN' OR 'OUT' OF AN UN-GOING MEETING. THE ARTICLE CONCLUDES WITH A LIST OF POTENTIAL
IMPRCVEMENTS. FK
0421C ** BLACKWOOD, HELEN * TRENT, CURTIS 
0421C
A COMPARISON UF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING EDUCATIONAL
INFORMATION TO ADULTS
MANHATTEN, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SERVICE, 1968. 16P. (EXTENSION STUDY
4). ERIC ED 028 324
/i EI TE NSION IADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROLL-GROUP -EvAL' TION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
// EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUAT I ON-CONTROL-GROUP EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
RESEARCH STUDIED THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CLASS LECTURE AS COMPARED TO TELELECTURE, AND THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN AMOUNT LEARNED AND THE PERSONAL AND SITUATIONAL FACTORS OF AGE, LEVEL OF EDUCATION,
TIME OF DAY, AND ATTITUDE. PRETESTS AND POSTTESTS COLLECTED LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE AND PERSUNAL
INFORMATION FROM 71 WOMEN DURING A SHORT COURSE ON MONEY MANAGEMENT GIVEN BY UNIVERSITY
EXTENSIO'J SPECIALISTS IN RENO COUNTY. THE SAMPLE WAS RANDOMLY DIVIDED INTO AN EXPERIMENTAL AND
CONTROL GROUP. IT WAS FUUND THAT NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN AMOUNT OF LEARNING EXISTED.
SEVERAL TENDENCIES, NOT STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT, WERE REVEALED, AGE WAS NEGATIVELY ASSOCIATED
WITH AMOUNT LEARNED, LEVEL OF EDUCATION WAS POSITIVELY ASSOCIATED WITH PRE AND PUSTTEST SCORES,
SCORES WERE HIGHER IN THE AFTERNOON THAN MORNING, ALTHOUGH ATTITUDES WERE HIGHER IN THE
MORNING. IT WAS CONLCUOED THAT EITmE
, TEACHING TECHNIQUE COULD BE USED RESULTING IN SIMILAR
AMOUNTS OF LEARNING. IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION WORKERS AND USE OF REMOTE TEACHING TECHNIQUES
ARE INCLUDED. ERIC
0422C *** SINAIKO, H. WALLACE 
0422C
PRELIMI:ARY EXPERIMENTS IN TELECONFERENCING
PAGES 160-2 IN THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON HUMAN FACTORS IN ELECTRONICS, 5TH, SAN
DIEGO, CALIF., MAY 5-6, 1964. NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF., WESTERN PERIODICALS CO., 1964. SEE
0478-84
// OCFINITIUN-TELECONF INTERNAT IONAL-TELECONF PROBLEM-SOLVING LANGUAGE CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE
NETWORKS TV TELETYPE
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE USE OF TELECUONFERENCING AS AN EFFICIENT MEANS OF GROUP COMMUNICATION.
TELECONFERENCING REFERS TO THE CONfDUCT OF CONFERENCES WHEN THERE ARE THREE OR MORE CONFEREES,
CONFEREES ARE REMTE FROlM UNE ANUTHER AND NOT ALL PARTICIPANTS SPEAK THE SAME LANGUASE. THE
INSTITUIE FOR DEFLNSC ANALYSES PERFORMED A STUDY TO LEARN WHETHER INTERIM PROCEDURES COULD BE
SPECIFIED O1 FNA.LE TELECUNFERENCES TO 1E CONDUCrTo EFFICIENTLY IN THE NEAR FUTURE AND WHAT
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH WAS NEEOED TO FILL GAPS IN CURCENT KNOWLEDGE RELEVANT TO TELECUNFERENCING.
A LAIBURATO,{Y IOR COND)UCTINC FXPERIMENFS IN TFLECo(NFERENCE PROCFDIURIS wAS ESTABLISHLD, AND FIVL
SERIES OF EX'PRIMi:NTS RUN. THE LABURATORY WORK INCLUDEI) IELLTYPE, TELEPHONE, AND TELEVISION
CUMMUNICATIONL MEDIA AND WAS DONE TO PROVIDE FLEXIBLE MEANS FUR VARYING NETWORK STRUCTURES,
CHAIRMANSHIP ROLES, LANGUAGE SERVICES, AND CONFERENCE TASKS. IT WAS FOUND THAT, FOR
NEGOTIATION UR BARGAINING AMONG REMOTE CONFEREES, THE MOST IMPERSONAL MEDIA WERE PREFERRED.
AIAA. SEE 0478-84
0424C +** ATHERTON, LAWRENCE L. 
0424C
CLASSROOM DARTY-LINE
OHIO SCHOOLS 42, P25+, DEC 1964
// OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
YFLLOW SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL, OHIO, HAS INITIATED IN COOPERATION WITH OHIO BELL A TELELECTURE SYSTEM
USING AMPLIFIED SPEAKER PHONES TO HRING SPECIALIZED INFORMATION INTO THE CLASSROOM.
TELELECTURES WERE USED IN THE HIGH SCHOOL'S AMERICAN GOVERNMENT COURSE IN CONJUNCTION WITH A
DISCUSSION OF OHIO'S COMPLEX WELFARE SYSTEM. IT WAS FELT THAT REPRESENTATIVES FROM FEDERAL,
STATE ANO) PRIVATE PROGRAMS COULD BEST EXPLAIN THEIR RESPECTIVE PROGRAMS AND THAT USING THE
TELELECfURE TECHNIQUE WOULD ALLEVIATE TRAVEL COSTS AND INCONVENIENCE. INSTALLATION COST WAS
APPROXIMATELY 30 DOLLARS TO RUN EXTENSION LINES FROM EXISTING PHONES TO CLASSROOMS. PORTABLE
PHONE AND SPEAKER ATTACHMENT RENTAL WAS SEVEN DOLLARS PER MONTH. CM
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REID INuEAx
0427 **, 0427
BLOCK-ISLANO (A PACE PROJECT)
AMERICAN EDUCATION 2,10, P9, NOV 1966
0428C *** BOSWELL, JOHN J. * MOCKER, DONALD W. * HAMLIN, WILLIAM C. 0428C
TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING
ADULT LEADERSHIP 16,9, P321-2+, MARCH 1968
// SAINT-LOUIS MISSOURI-UNIV ADULT-ED EXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-,TESTING EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
IN A RESEARCH PROGRAM INITIATED RECENTLY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT ST. LOUIS, TELELECTURES
WERE FOUND TO BE AN EFFECTIVE AND ECONOMIC AID TO OFF-CAMPUS ADULT EDUCATION. TELELECTURES
PROVIDE TEACHER-STUDENT CONTACT WITHOUT DRAINING THE RESOURCE OF TRAINED TEACHERS. THE INITIAL
ST. LOUIS EXPERIMENT PRESENTED THE SAME INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY COURSE TO THREE DIFFERENT
GROUPS. 'ONE GROUP WAS A CONTROL GROUP (N-64) WHICH RECEIVED A TRADITIONAL LECTURE ON THE HOME
CAMPUS. THE SECOND GROUP (N-63) ALSO ON THE HOME CAMPUS, RECEIVED A LIVE LECTURE WHICH WAS
SIMULTANEOUSLY TRANSMITTED TO THE THIAD GROUP (N-22) LOCATED IN A REMOTE CLASSROOM.' RELEVANT
VARIABLES WERE VERY CLOSELY REGULATED, AND SCORES BFFORE AND AFTER THE COURSE INDICATED ALMOST
NO DIFFERENCE IN LEARNING AMONG THE THREE GROUPS. THE UNIVERSITY OFFERED 9 CREDIT COJRSES IN
19Ahu-67 VIA OFF-CAMPUS TELELLCTURE. ONE PROHLEM IN THESE COURSES WAS THAT THE AUDIO SYSTEM
1ECHNICALLY COULO NOT HANDLE ADEQUATELY A FREE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS BETWEEN A PROFESSOR AND HIS
STUDENTS. A SECINI PROIBILM WAS THAT PROFESSORS ASSUMED TOO MUCH PRIOR KNOWLEDGE BECAUSE OF A
LACK OF PFRCEIVABLE FEEDIACK. HOWEVER, THIS PROBILEM DID NOT ARISE IN A SUCCESSFUL SERIES OF
TELELECTURES WHICH 010 NUT HAVE ON-THE-SPOT AUDIENCES. FK
0429A ,** 0429A
OUSINISS GETS EYE-TU-EYE DY PHONE
BUSINESS WEEK, P30-1, AUGUST 14, 1965
// PICTURFPHONE AT-T UNION-CARBIDE
UNION CARBIDE IS COOPERATING WITH AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY IN THE FIRST BROAD
BUSINESS TEST OF PICTURE-PHONES. PICTURE-PHONES CUT DOWN UN INTEROFFICE VISITS WITHOUT
DEPRIVING PEOPLE OF THE SENSE OF HAVING VISITED. AT+T IS CONSIDERING WIDE-ANGLE LENSES FOR
CONFERENCES, MAGNIFYING LENSES FOR BETTER DISPLAY OF OBJECTS AND CHANGES IN THE PICTURE-PHONE
ITSELF. YA
0430C *** CHRISTIANA, CIEL 0430C
LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM
NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION 51,2, P16-7, NOV 1963
// NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE
TELSTAR-11 COST FORD-FOUNDATION
IN JULY CF 1963, OR. MOSES HADAS DELIVERED THE FIRST OF 18 LECTURES TO 500 STUDENTS FROM FOUR
DIFFERFNT SOUTHERN NEGRO COLLEGES ON 3REEK DRAMA. EDUCATORS WERE ATTEMPTING TO ANSWER THE
QUESTION OF HOW TO GIVE STUDENTS THE BEST EDUCATION WITH LIMITED FUNDS. THIS INTERSCHOOL LINK
WAS ACCOMPLISHFD THRUUGH THE USE OF TELEPHONES AND AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS AT BOTH ENDS. THE
fWO-WAY AMPLIFIED PHONE CONVERSATION CUNSISTED OF BOTH DR. HADAS' LECTURE AND A QUESTION AND
ANSWER PERIOD. ALTHOUGH THIS SYSTEM WILL NORMALLY OPERATE ON REGULAR TELEPHUNE LINES, 15
MINUTES OF THIS FIRST LECTURE WERE SENT VIA TELSTAR II TO ILLUSTRATE SATELLITE CAPABILITY. CM
0432C *** CURNOW, B. KATHLEEN C. 0432C
TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS
CALIFORNIA EDUCATION 3,5, P3-7, JAN 1966
// CALIFORNIA LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-DISTRICT HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED
MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-FELEPHONE-CO
TELE-CLASSES FOR HOMEBOUND OR HOSPITALIZED STUDENTS IN GRADES 4-12 HAVE BEEN UTILIZED IN LOS
ANGELES SCHOOLS SINCE 1962. DURING T-E 1964-65 SCHOOL YEAR, 338 PUPILS WITH VARIOUS PHYSICAL
DISABILITIES WERE ENROLLED. THE SYSTEM, SET UP IN COOPERATION WITH THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE CO.,
INCLUDES A HEADPHONE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS CENTERS FOR THE TEACHERS.
THE TEACHER'S EQUIPMENT ALLOWS SINGLE OR GROUP INTERACTION ON SEPARATE LINES. PUPILS CAN BE
CONTACTED INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY, AND THEIR RESPONSES MAY OR MAY NOT BE HEARD SY THOSE
OTHER THAN THE TEACHERS. SUPPLEMENTARY 6OOKS, WORKSHEETS, MAPS, ETC., ARE SENT BY MAIL, AND
TEACHERS VISIT STUDENTS AS NFCESSARY TO MAINTAIN PERSONAL CONTACT AND ADMINISTER EXAMS.
OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES INCLUDE CONVENIENCE FOR THE TEACHERS, LOWER COST (WHEN STUDENT IS HOMEBOUND
FOR 2 MONTHS OR MORE) AND OF COURSE, THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE DISABLED CHILD TO MAINTAIN
CONTACTS WITH SCHOOL AND FRIENDS. CM
0433 *** DAVIS, H.S. 0433
NEW APPROACH TO IN-SERVICE EDUCATION. GREATER CLEVELAND SOCIAL-SCIENCE PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 45,5, P28+, MAY 1966
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0434C * 0434C
DEW-LINE FOR DRUGS
NEWSWEEK, P55, JAN 15, 1962
// MED)IPHONE WASHINGTON-DC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV CURRENT-AWARENESS DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE
PHARMACEUTICALS
MEDIPHONE, HEADQUARTERED IN WASHINGTON, D.C., IS A TELEPHONE DIAL ACCESS SERVICE FOR LICENSED
PHYSICIANS, DESI;1:ED TO PROVIDE THEM WIIH UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION ON THE LATEST DEVELUPMENTS IN
DRUGS. THE RESPONSE INCLUDES THE NAMES OF DRUGS, DOSAGES, SIDE EFFECTS AND WHAT TO 00 ABOUT
THEM. THE AUTOMATED LIST OF INFORMATION WAS GATHERED BY RESEARCHERS AND TOOK A FULL YEAR TO
COMPILE. DATA WAS COLLECTED FROM PHARMACOLOGICAL TEXTBOOKS, JOURNALS, DRUG MANUFACTURERS'
BROCHURES AND ARTICLES DATING BACK TO 1946. THE FILE WILL BE KEPT UP-TO-DATE BY THE
PHARMACOLOGY DEPARTMENT OF GEORGE WASHINGTUN UNIVERSITY. MEDIPHONE, AS A PRIVATE ENTERPRISE,
WILL CHARGE SUBSCRIBERS 20 DOLLARS A YEAR AND 3 DOLLARS FOR EACH CALL. MOST OF THIS INCOME
WILL HELP TO PAY THE SALARIES OF THE PART-TIME ANSWERING PANELISTS. CM
0435C ** 0435C
DIAL F FCR FUTURE
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 88,9, P134, AUGUST 28, 1965
// TELEPHONE-EQUIPMENT
THIS NEWS ITEM OFFERS A SPECULATIVE REVIEW OF POPULAR USES OF PRESENT AND NEW TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT.
PUSH BUTTON PiHONES, PICTUREPHUNES, LOUDSPEAKER ATTACHMENTS, AUTOMATIC DIALING, REMOTE ANSWERING
DFVICFS, MOBILF PHONFS, ADVANCED ELECTRJNIC SWITCHING, WRIST PHONES AND LASER BEAMS ARE SOME OF
THE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES WHICH MAKE NEW SERVICES PUSSIBLE. SOME NEW SERVICES INCLUDE
ABBREVIATED DIALING, DIAL CONFERENCES, VIABLE CALL TRANSFERS, CALL WAITINGS, INTERNATIONAL AND
OTHER LONG DISTANCE CONFERENCES, DATA TRANSMISSION AND REMOTE CONTROL OPERATIONS. CM
0437C us 0437C
FACSIMILE BY PHONE OFFERED BY XEROX
BUSINESS WEEK, P76, MAY 7, 1966
// TELECOPIER MAGNAVUX-CU COST
THIS SHORT NEWS ITEM INTRODUCES A '...NON-XEROGRAPHIC MACHINE THAT SENDS AND RECEIVES FACSIMILES
OVER ANY LONG-DISTANCE, VOICE QUALITY TELEPHONE LINE. DEVELOPED BY MAGNAVOX CO. AND CALLED A
TELECOPIER, IT ALLOWS USERS TO DIAL ANYONE WITH A SIMILAR DEVICE AND TRANSMIT BY SIMPLY PLACING
THE PHONE HANDSET ON THE MACHINE'S CRADLE.' THE TELECOPIER, TO BE MARKETED AND SERVICED BY THE
XEROX CORPORATION, WILL BE LEASED FOR 35 DOLLARS A MONTH PLUS A METER CHARGE OF 2.5 CENTS PER
MINUTE. CM
0442C 0442C
INNOVATIONS DOLSTER IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS
WISCONSIN JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 100,3, P16-9, NOV 1967
// ANTIGO MERRILL ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELO WAUSAU STEVENS-POINT WISCONSIN-UNIV-STEVENS-POINT
TEACHE'-ED TEACHER-AIO-EU INSERVICE-ED EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
UNDER TlE OIRECTION OF E. J. SCHARRSCHMIDT, THE WISCONSIN STATE UNIVERSITY-STEVENS POINT IS THE
HEADCUARTERS FOR A TELELECTURE PILOT PROGRAM AND A PARAPROFESSIONAL PILOT PROGRAM FOR CENTRAL
WISCONSIN CITIES, INCLUDING ANTIGO, MERRILL, ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD AND WAUSAU. MADE POSSIBLE
THRUUGH TITLE III OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT, THESE TWO IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS
ARE FINANCED bY FEDERAL FUNDS. THE TELELECTURE PROGRAM INVOLVES A SERIES OF INTERCONNECTED
'HOT LINES' THROUGH WHICH PERSONS IN VARIOUS LOCATIONS CAN CONVERSE. THE PROGRAM'S NAME WAS
CHANGED FROM TELELECTURE TO TELEWRITER AFTER AN ELECTROWRITER WAS INCORPORATED INTO THE SYSTEM
AS A VISUAL AID. LECTURES AND CONFERENCES TAKE PLACE ACCORDING TO A PRE-ARRANGED SCHEDULE. IN
THE USUAL FORMAT, TEACHERS RECEIVE A LECTURE BY A STEVENS POINT PROFESSOR WHO DOES NOT HAVE TO
BE CGNCERNED ABOUT TRAVELING IN ORDER TO REACH HIS STUDENTS. GROUP SILE RANGES FORM 2 TO 14
PARTICIPANTS AT EACH RECEIVING STATION. EVALUATION SHEETS ARE FILLED OUT BY THOSE TEACHERS IN
ATTENDANCE FOLLOWING EVERY SESSION. A PARAPROFESSIONAL (TEACHER AID) PROGRAM IS ALSO BEING
CONSIDFRED DY THE SAME CJTIES WHICH ARE INVOLVED WITH THE TELEWRITER PROGRAM. FK
0443C *** JOYNER, DOUGLAS 0443C
NEW DEVeLOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 11,b, P442, JUNE-JULY 196b
// SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
A SPECIAL AUDIO-VISUALLY INTERCONNECTED CJNFERENCE SESSION WAS HELD BETWEEN DAVI (DEPARTMENT OF
AUOICVISUAL INSTRUCTION) AND CMT (COUNCIL ON MEDICAL TELEVISIUN) DEALING WITH LIBRARY AND
INFORMATION PRODLEMS. THE SYSTEM INCLUUED A UNIDIRECTIONAL ELECTROWRITER LINK FROM SAN DIEGO
TO SAN FRANCISCO AND A TWO-WAY VOICE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TWO CITIES. THE TWO GEOGRAPHICALLY
SEPARATED GROUPS EXCHANGED IDEAS FOLLOWING LECTURES ILLUSTRATED BY MEANS OF THE ELECTROWRITER.
ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR, THIS DEMONSTRATION PROVED THAT 'WITH THE PROPER SURVEY, DESIGN, AND
OPERATION, THE USE OF THE TELELECTURE/ELECTROWRITER MAY PROVE QUITE FEASIBLE IN EDUCATION.' CM
0444C *** KENDALL, LLOYD 0444C
MEET THE SPOKESMAN
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 9,4, P236, APRIL 1964
// SAN-CIEGO CALIFORNIA PRIMARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT
THE SPOKESMAN, A DEVICE WHICH AMPLIFIES A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION SO THAT A WHOLE CLASS CAN LISTEN
TO IT, HIS GIVFN YOUNG STUDENTS MANY NEW EXPERIENCES IN FIRSTHAND EXCHANGE WITH EXPERTS IN
NUMEROUS FIELDS. THE SPUKFSMAN, WHICH IS BOTH LOW IN COST AND SIMPLE TO OPERATE, PROVIDES AN
ALMOST UNLIMITED NUMBER OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR TWO-WAY EXCHANGE BETWEEN SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY. IT
IS CURRENTLY BEING INSTALLED IN MANY SAN DIEGO SCHOOLS. FK
0447C *** LEWIS, PHILIP 
0447C
TELECUMMUNICATIONS, NEW PARTY-LINE FOR EDUCATION
NATION'S SCHOOLS 78,3, P114, SEPT 1966
// HISTCRY-TELECONF COST ELECTRUWRITER FACSIMILE SLOW-SCAN-TV
LEWIS DESCRIBES THF TCLELECTURE TECHNIQUE AS AN EFFECTIVE METHOD UF INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE, TOUCHING
ON THE HISTORY OF THE USL OF TELELECTURES IN EDUCATION. HE DESCRIOES HOW 
TELELECTURES WORK,
AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT, COSTS AND POSSIDLE APPLICATIONS. EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED INCLUDES 
TELEPHONE
TELELECTURE HOOKUP, ELECTROWRIfERS, SLOW-SCAN TV AND FACSIMILE. CM
0448 ++* MADDEN, CHARLES F. 044d
GIVE A RING, GET A LECTURE. TELEPHONES IN THE SOUTHERN STATES
TIMES (LCNDON EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT), P2557-79, UCT 9, 1964
TIMES (LCNDON EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT), P2557-79, OCT 9, 1964
0449C *** MCDIVITT, HELEN 
0449C
TEACHING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS
CLEARING H'IISF 38,7, P446-i, MARCH 1964
// , I -I R I tT 1.4-Y. K -C.iDARY- 0 PRI MAkY- INSHRVICE-ED TEACHER-EL)
EDUCA I -ADM INISTRA ION SPEECH- THERAPY CUR ICULUM-ER ICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CUBA
HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS LLECTROWRITER COLUMBIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
MCDIVITT OUTLINES THE VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH THE TELEPHONE HAS BEEN USED BY NINE SCHOOLS 
IN EASTERN
NFW YORK STATE. FACH SCHUCL IS FROM TWO TO 34 MILES AWAY FROM SOUTH KORTRIGHT, 
WHERE A CENTRAL
SWITCHBRARD CONNECTS EACH BY CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEPHONE TO THE OTHERS AND TO THE OUTSIDE 
WORLD.
THE EXPERIMENT WAS BFGUN IN 1962 TO SUPPLEMENT REGULAR INSTRUCTION BY ALLOWING 
SCHOOLS TO
ESTABLISH CONTACTS WITH OUTSIDE SPEAKERS. THE SUCCESS OF THIS PROGRAM LED 
TO THE USE OF THE
SYSTEM FOR INSERVICE TEACHER TRAINING. INSTRUCTION IN MODERN MATH IS TO BE PROVIDED BY 
PHONE,
IN CONNECTION WITH FILMS, TAPE-RECORDED LESSONS AND TELEPHONIC WRITING EQUIPMENT. THE
TELEPHONE LINES HAVE ALSO BEEN USED FOR INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE, LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, 
TEACHER
SHARING, AUMINISTRATIVE DISCUSSION BETWEEN SCHOOLS, EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
AND SPEECH
THERAPY. INDEED, THE POSSIBILITIES SEEM TO MULTIPLY. 'ONE INTEREST LEADS INTO ANOTHER OR INTO
THREE OR FOUR OTHERS.' CONVERSATION HAS DISTINCT ADVANTAGES OVER OTHER FORMS OF 
INFORMATION
PRESENTATION. 'THE MOST IMPORTANT BENEFIT CAME FROM THE DIRECT TWO-WAY CONTACT BETWEEN 
SPEAKER
AND STUDENTS.' WH
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0445C *** KRAY, EUGENE J. 
0445C
NEW TELEPHONE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
BALANCE SHEET 46,4, P192, DEC 1964
// NEWFCUNDLAND-CITY NFW-JERSEY WEST-MILFORD-TOWNSHIP-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED
COURSE-ENRICHMENT NEW-JERSEY-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE TFLECUNFERENCING EXPERIENCES OF STUDENTS AT WEST MILFORD TOWNSHIP HIGH
SCIIOCL, 'JFWFUNDLAN:Di NFW JERSFYz OFVFLPEO DY THF NEW JPRSFY BFLL TELEPHONE CO.. THE
EQUIPMENT USED ALLUWS STUDENTS TO TALK WITH AND HAVE THEIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY NOTED
PERSONALITIES. THE EQUIPMENT CONSISTS OF FOUR LOUDSPEAKERS AND SIX MICROPHONES PLUGGED INTO
REGULAR TELEPHONE LINES. THE TELECONFERENCE TECHNIQUE IS USED FOR COURSE ENRICHMENT THROUGH
CGNTACT WITH FAMOUS PERSONS. THE AUTHOR ALSO NOTES THAT CALLS TO LESS DISTINGUISHED PERSONS
CAN GREATLY AID THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS. FK
0446A *** 
0446A
LECTURES IN THE PHONE, TELELECTURES
TIME, P37, JULY 19, 1963
// MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II
A BRIEF ACCOUNT UF HOW MOSES HADAS, A NOTED CLASSICIST, PRESENTED AN HOUR'S TELELECTURE TO A CLASS
IN MISSISSIPPI. PART OF HIS LECTURE WAS BOUNCED OFF TELSTAR II TO DEMONSTRATE THAT
TELELECTURES CAN BE TRANSMITTED TU OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD. THE PRESENTATION WAS LESS COSTLY
THAN INVITING HADAS TO MISSISSIPPI. YA
0450 *** MEYERS, E.A. (ANO OrHERS) 0450
BLACKBOARD-3Y-WIkRE AND GRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN CHEMISTRY
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION 44, P452-3, AUGUST 1967
0451 *** MONCFLBAU, J.D. 0451
SIX EXPERIMENTAL TELELECTURES
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 45,5, P32-3, MAY 1966
0452C *** MOORE, J. MICHAEL 0452C
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN FL INSTRUCTION
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 10,8, P656, OCT 1965
// SAN-0IEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT
GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
A HIGHLIGHT OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS WEEK HELD IN SAN DIEGO IN APRIL 1964 WAS A TRANSATLANTIC
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW OF WEST GERMAN VICE-PRESIDENT ERICH MENDE BY STUDENTS ENROLLED IN GERMAN
CLASSES OF THE SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHODL DISTRICT. VISUAL AIDS WERE EMPLOYED DURING THE
INTERVIEW, WHICH WAS bRUADCAST OVER A GERMAN RADIO NETWORK ALSO. GROUNDWORK FOR THE EXPERIMENT
WAS LAID BY THE AUTHOR IN GERMANY IN 1964. FK
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0453 *** MORTON, BERRY C. * BURNS, RICHARD L. 0453
TELELECTURE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 55,6, P40, JULY 1966
0458C *** PAUL, ALDRICH K. 
0458C
NEW CONCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS
SPEECH TEACHER 13/14, P27-9, JAN 1965
// NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV 01110 CINCINNATI-UNIV HISTURY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST
NORTFWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHpNE-CO
DR. PAUL DESCRIBES THE USE OF THE fELELECTURE TECHNIQUE BY THE SPEECH DEPARTMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF CINCINNATI, AFTER GIVING A BRIEF HISTORY OF CONFERENCE TYPE TELEPHONE INTERCONNECTIONS. HE
CITES INNOVATIVE USES OF THE TELEPHONE FROM 1899 TO 1960, WHEN MICHEL BEILIS TRIED THE
TELELECTURE TECHNIQUE WITH LARGE AUDIENCES. THE SPEECH DEPARTMENT AT CINCINNATI HAS USED THE
TECHNIQUE SINCE 1962 TO RECEIVE LECTU4ES FROM EXPERTS AND TO PROVIDE OPEN DISCUSSION 4ITH THEM.
THE TWO-WAY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE HOOKUP IS SUPPLEMENTED BY VISUAL AIDS WHICH ARE MAILED PRIOR
TO THE LECTURE. THE COST OF A TELELECTURE IS FROM ONE-FIFTH TO ONE-TENTH OF THE COST OF
BRINGING A PROMINENT SPEAKER TO THE CLASSROOM. THE AUTHOR MENTIONS SOME DIFFICULTIES INHERENT
IN THE TECHNIQUE AND SOME SOLUTIONS HIS GROUPS AND SPEAKERS HAVE ACHIEVED. IN ADDITIN TO THE
ADVANTAGES OF LOW COST, GREATER AVAILABILITY OF SPEAKERS, FLEXIBILITY IN PROGRAM PLANNING AND
IN SPEAKER LOCATION, AND EASE IN TECHICAL PREPARATION, THE AUTHOR FEELS THAT THE CIRCULAR
COMMUNICATION PROCESS OF TELECONFERENCING IS SUPERIOR TO THE ONE-WAY LECTURE. CM
0461C *** 0461C
PICTUREPHONE
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 211,1, P48, JULY 1964
// NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO WASHINGTON-DC COST SPECTRUM-USE AT-T
AT+T IS INSTALLING A COMMERCIAL PICTUREPHONE SERVICE BETWEEN NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND WASHINGTON IN
JUNE, 1964 TO TEST PUBLIC INTEREST AND REACTION. THIS IS I...THE FIRST DIALABLE VISUAL
TELEPHONE SYSTEM WITH AN ACCEPTABLE PICTURE THAT HAS BEEN BROUGHT WITHIN THE RANGE OF ECONOMIC
FEASIBILITY.' COST FUR A 3-MINUTE CALL RETWEEN WASHINGTON AND CHICAGO IS 21 DOLLARS. A
PICTURFPHGNE TRANSMISSION REQUIRES 125 TIMES AS MUCH OF A BANDWIDTH AS A
VOICE-ONLY-TRANSMISSION DOFS. CM
0462C 0462C
PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL USE
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 86,5, P73, AUGUST 1, 1964
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 86,5, P73, AUGUST 1, 1964
// NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-DC CHICAGO BELL-LABS
COMMERCIAL PICTURE0 HONE SETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE BY APPOINTMENT IN NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND
WASHINGTON. PUBLIC REACTION TO THE SETS MUST BE MEASURED BEFORE THE SETS BECOME WIDELY
AVAILABLE. DEVELOPMENT WORK BY BELL LABS CONTINUES ON THE FEASIBILITY OF CONFERENCE
PICTUREPHONE USAGE AND UN MAKING PRINTED MATERIALS EASIER TO SEE AND READ OVER THE VIDEO
CIRCUIT. CM
0463 *** QUINN, n. 0463
SIX WORKSHOPS RECEIVE KEY PRESENTATIONS VIA TELELECTURE
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 45,5, P29+, MAY 1966
0464C *** ROMENESKO, MERLIN A. 0464C
HELLO GREAT AMERICAN
WISCONSIN JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 98,1, P8, SEPT 1965
// WALWCRTH WISCONSIN bIG-FOUT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS
BIG FOOT HIGH SCHOOL IN WALWORTH, WISCONSIN USED AMPLIFIED TELEPHONES TO RECEIVE A LECTURE FROM
PEARL S. BUCK. STUDFNTS TOOK AN ACTIVE PART IN CHOOSING THIS SPEAKER AND IN PREPARING
QUESTIONS FOR HER TO ANSWER. THE QUESTIONS WERE MAILED IN ADVANCE TO EXPEDITE THE
CONVERSATION, AND VISUAL AIDS WERE REJUESTED OF THE LECTURER IN RETURN MAIL. THE GENERAL
TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERED THREE SPEAKERS AND A PORTABLE MICROPHONE WITHOUT CHARGE. CM
0466C *** SNELLMAN, ADALINE * SEMENIUK, ALEXANDRA * STOFLET, DOROTHY 0466C
TELELECTURF BRINGS FAMOUS DESIGNER TO TEXTILE AND CLOTHING STUDENTS
JOURNAL GF HOME ECONOMICS 58,1, P48-9, JAN 1966
// SOUTH-DAKO A-STATF-UN IV HIGHER-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT HOME-ECONOMICS PRE-PLANNING
VISUAL-AIDS MAILCn-MATERIALS TAPE-RECURD
TEXTILE ANI' CLOTHING STUDENTS AT SUUTH DA<OTA STATE UNIVERSITY HA) THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FROM AN
I1 mTIlO.\ LLV 2i A ±iI J 27A N   v A L0N1-ISIANCt TELELECTUR F HOOKUP. PREPLANNING
FOR THE rELELECTURE WAS EXTENSIVE. STUDENTS PREPARED A BIGGRAPHY OF THE DESIGNER, MADE
DISPLAYS AND RELEASED PUBLICITY ITEMS THROUGH LOCAL NEWS MEDIA. THE DESIG.ER INQUIRED OF THE
STUDENTS' SPECIAL INTERESTS AND SENT VISUAL AIDS BY MAIL TO HE SYNCHRONIZED WITH HER LECTURE.
THIS TELELECTURE WAS THE FIRST IN THE DAKOTAS AND SURROUNDING STATES AND GENERATED MUCH
COMMUNITY INfEREST AND COOPERATION FROM THE LOCAL TELEPHONE COMPANY. THE COST WAS ONLY 21.50
O)OLLARS. THE PRESENTATION WAS TAPFD AND WILL BE USED FUR FUTURE FRESHMAN CLASSES. THE AUTHORS
ADVISE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF PRETESTING THE EQUIPMENT AND OF PREPLANNING THE PROGRAM SO THAT
RAPPORT CAN BE ESTABLISHED READILY. CM
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0467C +* 0467C
SPREADING THF WORD ON THE NEW MATH
BUSINESS WEEK, P110-2, APRIL IC, 1965
// NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS
PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROwRITER VERB COST FORD-FOUNDATION
THE NORTHWFST IOWA TELEWRITER PROJECT MADE USE OF TELEPHONE LINES AND THE VICTOR ELECTROWRITER TO
TEACH THE NEW MATH Tf] SOME 2,250 PARENTS AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. LECTURES GIVEN BY
INISTRUCTORS IN CHICAGO, URBANA, ILLIW:DIS, AND CEDAR FALLS, IOWA WERE RELAYED TO SEVEN SCHOOL
HALLS IN NIRTIIHWEST InWA, UP TO 500 MILES AWAY FROM THE SOURCE. SLIDES OF THE LECTURER WERE
USED 'TO KEEP INTEREST HIGH.' MICROPHONES ALLOWED THE STUDENTS TO ASK QUESTIONS AND THE
ELFLCTOWRITFR FLASHED THE TLACHERS' DIAGRAMS ONTO EIGHT-FOOT SCREENS AT EACH LOCATION. SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONAL PAMPHLETS WERE DESIGNED AND PURCHASED FROM ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITTANICA. THE PROJECT,
WHICH WAS FINANCED BY THE FORD FOUNDATION, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND LOCAL EDUCATION GROUPS,
SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL. IT HAS HELPED TO INVOLVE PARENTS MORE FULLY IN THE
EDUCATION OF THEIR CHILDREN AND IT HAS PROVIDED TEACHERS WITH NECESSARY INSERVICE TRAINING.
UNLIKE TELEVISION, THIS METHOD OF MASS INSTRUCTION PERMITS AUDIENCE RESPONSE AND SO ALLOWS THE
INSTRUCTOR TO ADAPT HIS PRESENTATION CONTINUALLY 10 HIS AUDIENCE. FURTHERMORE, THE EXPENSE IS
ESTIMATED TO BE '...ONE-THIRTIETH THAT OF CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION.BROADCASTS OF A SIMILAR
NATURE.' WH
04680 * IANUAY, A [uA.', J. 0468C
LAKEWOOD, TELEPHONES HELP STUDENTS STUDY FRENCH AND SPANISH
NATION'S SCHOOLS 78,4, P90, OCT 1966
// LAKEWOOD COLORADO SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS PROGRAMED-INSIRUCTION INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
FRENCH AND SDANISH LANGUAGE STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOLS IN LAKEWOOD, COLORADO PARTICIPATED IN A
SUPPLEMANTARY INOIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM. TAPE-RECORDED LESSON DRILLS WERE MADE AVAILABLE
TO THE 3'i LANGUAGE STUDENTS VIA A TELEPHONE DIAL ACCESS SYSTEM. THE PROJECT WAS EVALUATED BY
QUESTIONNAIRES ANSWERED DY THE STUDENTS AFTER 3 MONTHS. SEVENTY-TWO PER CENT FELT THAT THE
DRILL LESSONS WERE HELPFUL. SIXTY-THrEE PER CENT THOUGHT THAT EVEN NEW LANGUAGE LESSONS COULD
BE LEARNED BY THE TELEPHONE DIAL ACCESS TECHNIQUE. STUDENTS INDICATED THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO
USE THE DIAL ACCESS TAPES DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR. ALTHOUGH THE EXPERIMENT WAS SMALL AND
INFORMAL, THE AUTHOR FEELS THAT IT DID POINT THE WAY TO FUTURE PILOT STUDIES USING THE
TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING TOOL. CM
0470C 0470C
TELEPHONE TCACIERS
TIMES II.CNn(I) EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT) 2609, P1570, MAY 21, 1965
// HOME BUN)-CHILnRF N OMAIIA-UNIV VISUAL-AIDS COST AT-T
TWO EDUCAlTIONAL APPLICATIONS UF THE TELEPHONE IN THE UNITED STATES ARE REPORTED IN THIS NEWS
ARTICLF. THE FIRST USE IS AN AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE SYSTEM BY MEANS OF WHICH HOMEBOUND STUDENTS
CAN HEAR ALL THAT OCCURS IN THE CLASSROOM AND CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE LESSONS. FOURTH GRADERS
THROUGH CULLEGF STUDENTS CAN USE THIS SYSTEM. COST FOR THE EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION IS USUALLY
ABSORBFO BY THE FOUCATION AUTHURITIES OR LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS. THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT IN THE
USE CF THE TLLFPHONE IN EDUCATION IS THE TELELECIURE. A RECENT LECTURE SERIES AT OMAHA
UNIVERSITY INCLUDLO fLLCLLCTIRk-S bY TWO FAMOUS ELIZABETHAN SCHOLARS - ONE LECTURER AT CORNELL
UNIVERSITY AND THE OTHER IN LUNDON. THESE LECTURES WERE SUPPLEMENTED BY VISUAL-AIDS AND
SIUDENTS ASKED QUESTIONS IHROUGH THEIR CHAIRMAN. THE ARTICLE REPORTS THAT TWO-WAY TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATION PROVIDFD AN ENHANCED FEELING OF UNITY BETWEEN LECTURER AND CLASS. 'ONE STATE
UNIVERSITY LECTURER REVEALED THAT HE FELT AN EVER GREATER URGE TO COMMUNICATE THAN WHEN HE
COULD SEE HIS AUDIENCE.' THE SAVINGS IN COST, TRAVEL AND TIME ARE NOTED. CM
0474C *** WILSON, FRED 0474C
PICTUREPHCNE AS A PHOTO TOOL
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY 57,4, P36, OCT 1965
// NFW-YCRK-CITY CHICAGO
THE EDITCR OF THE MAGAZINE, POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, MADE USE OF THE PICTUREPHONE LINK BETWEEN NEW YORK
AND CHICAGO TO ASK A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER TO SHOW HIM A PORTFOLIO OF THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S
PRINTS OVER IHF LINE. A TIME WAS ARRANGED AND SOME THIRTY PRINTS WERE HELD UP TO THE CAMERA IN
CHICAGO. THE FOITOR CHOSE A PICTURE FOR INCLUSION IN THE 1966 EDITION OF PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL.
THOUGH THE PICTUREPHCNE IMAGE IS ONLY FOUR AND THREE-EIGHTHS BY FIVE AND THREE-FOURTHS INCHES,
THE RESOLUTICN IS GOOD. EXCEPT FOR FOCUSING, IT UPERATES AUTUMATICALLY - ADJUSTING CONTRAST
AND ADAPTING TO ILLUMINATION RANGING FROM 5 TO 100 FOOT CANDLES. IT INCLUDES AUTOMATIC
SYNCHRONIZATION '...TO ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL CONTROLS. WH
0476C0 0476C
MAKING CURRENT-EVENTS REAL FUR STUDENTS
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT 10,9, P11, SEPT 1966
// OSWEGO NEW-YORK SECONOARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT TAPE-RECORD COST
THIS NEWS ITEM NOTES HOW HIGH SCHOOLS IN OSWEGO, NEW YORK HAVE UTILIZED TELELECTURES TO BRING MANY
FAMOUS AND IMPORTANT FIGURES INTO THE CLASSROUM. REGULAR LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALLS ARE
HEARD OVER THE SCHOOL LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM. COSTS INCLUDED APPROXIMATELY 100 DOLLARS FOR LINE
CHARGES AND 200 DOLLARS FOR SPEAKERS' FEES. SESSIONS ARE TAPE RECORDED FOR FUTURE USE. FK
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0477C *** KLEPMER, EDMUNO T. 0477C
HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN SATELLITE TELEPHONING
.U4MA% FAul, A, P475-RO, )EC 1ho
//. DELAY ECHO BELL-LABS
'TELEPHONE CALLS ROUTED VIA SATELLITE INVOLVE LONG TRANSMISSION PATHS WHICH IN TURN REQUIRE
SIGNIFICANT TRANSMISSION TIMES EVEN AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT. THIS TRANSMISSION TIME PRODUCES A
DELAY IN SPEECH TRANSMISSION OF ABOUT 0.3 SECONDS IN EACH DIRECTION FOR A SYNCHRONOUS
SATELLITE. ALTHOUGH THE DELAY ITSELF IS NOT USUALLY NOTICED BY THE TALKERS, IT SIGNIFICANTLY
INCREASES THE DISTURBING EFFECTS OF ECHO AND MUTILATION OF SPEECH BY THE ECHO SUPPRESSORS SD
THAT THE OVERALL QUALITY OF THE CIRCUIT, AS JUDGED BY THE USERS, SUFFERS.' CHARTS AND GRAPHS
ACCOMPANY THIS ARTICLE TO ILLUSTRATE THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DELAY AND DIFFICULTY OF HEARING
AND TALKING IN FIELD AND LABORATORY SIMULATIONS AS WELL AS ACTUAL CIRCUIT TESTS. AUTHOR'S
ABSTRACT WITH NOTE BY CM.
0478C *** BAVELAS, ALEX 0478C
TELECONFERENCING, BACKGROUND INFORMATION
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-106. IDA/HQ 64-2310,
NOV 1963
0479C *~ BAVELAS, ALEX 0479C
TELECONFERENCING, GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-107. IDA/HQ 64-2312,
NOV 1963
0480C *** GLENN, EDMUND S. 0480C
TELECONFERENCING, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL FACTORS
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-109. IOA/HQ 64-2314,
NUV 1963
// INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF INTERPRETATION TRANSLATION CROSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF
THIS PAPER DISCUSSES TYPES OF LANGUAGE TRANSPOSITION SERVICES AND THEIR APPLICABILITY TO
INTERNATIONAL TELECONFERENCING. THE AUTHOR NOTES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SPONTANEOUS
TRANSPOSITION OF ORAL MATERIAL, (I.E., INTERPRETATION) AND METICULOUS TRANSPOSITION OF WRITTEN
MATERIAL (I.E., TRANSLATION). ALTHOUGH THIS DISTINCTION SOMETIMES BECOMES BLURRED IN A
TELECONFERENCING SITUATION, FOUR BASIC TYPES OF TELECONFERENCING TRANSPOSITION ARE DISCERNABLE
1) THE FULL TRANSLATION METHOD 2) THE SIMULTANEOUS SIGHT NETHOD, IN WHICH TRANSLATION OCCURS AT
THE SAME TIME A MESSAGE IS BEING PRINTED ON A TELETYPE 3) THE SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION
THE SAME TIME A MESSAGE IS BEING PRINTED ON A TELETYPE 3) THE SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION
METHCD AND 4) THE CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION METHOD, IN WHICH INTERPRETATION OCCURS AFTER A
PARTICIPANT FINISHES SPEAKING. IN SELECTING A METHOD OF TRANSPOSITION, THE COMPATABILITY OF
TFCHENIOUFS AND ECUIPMENT MUST BE KFPI IN MIND. CURRENTLY, THE CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION
SYSTEM IS USED IN HIGH LEVEL DIPLOMATIC TALKS, WHILE THE SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION METHOD IS
COMMCN TO LARGE SCALE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES. IN TELECONFERENCES, SEVERAL TRANSPOSITION
POSSIBILITIES EXIST, INCLUDING 1) A OE LANGUAGE NETWORK 2) A MULTI-LANGUAGE SIMULTANEOUS
NETWCRK 3) A NETWORK IN WHICH EACH TERMINAL TRANSMITS ITS OWN LANGUAGE 4) A MULTI-LANGUAGE
CONSECUTIVE NETWORK 5) THE BERLIN SYSTEM, IN W893H MANY CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATIONS ARE DONE
SIMULI. ANFOUSLY ANI) 6) TiHlT DUILEX NETWORK, IN WHICH THE ORIGINAL IS TRANSMITTED IN ONE DIRECTION
AND AN INICRPRIrTATION IN ANOTHER. SINCE LANGUAGE SERVICES EFFECT TELECONFERENCES TO SOME
EXTENT, IMMEDIATE ATTENTIUN IN THE FORM OF RESEARCH SHOULD BE GIVEN'TO THE EFFICIENCY PROBLEMS
OF '...TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION IN THEIR SEVERAL COMBINATIONS AS REQUIRED BY VARIOUS
MEDIA OF COMMUNICATION.' FK
0481C *** SCHWARTZ, JAY W. 0481C
TELECONFERENCING, CAPACITY OF CURRENT COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-110. IDA/HQ 64-2315,
NOV 1963
// INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF NATO COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
THIS PAPER CONSISTS OF A GFNERAL DISCUSSION OF THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNATIONAL
TELECONFERENCING NETWORKS AND A CURSORY ASSESSMENT OF AVAILABLE TELECONFERENCING FACILITIES IN
NATO CAPITALS. IN THE PAPER, TELECONFERENCING REQUIREMENTS ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO THREE FACTORS
WHICH CAN AFFECT A TELECONFERENCE IN MANY WAYS. THESE THREE ARE BANDWIDTH, TRANSMISSION
QUALITY AND SECURITY MEASURES. THE AUTHOR ASSESSES THE BANDWIDTH AND SECURITY FACILITIES WHICH
EXIST BETWEEN NATO CAPITALS, NOTING THE DESIRABILITY OF ENCRYPTION VIA TELETYPE. THE AUTHOR,
HOWEVER, DOES NOT ASSESS QUALITY, A VERY SUBJECTIVE CHARACTERISTIC, BUT RATHER MAKES SEVERAL
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUBJECT. THE PAPER CONCLUDES WITH A DISCUSSION OF COSTS, WHICH MAY BE
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED IF U.S. AND NATO MILITARY CHANNELS ARE UTILIZED. FK
0482C *** BELCEN, THOMAS G. 0482C
TELECONFERENCING, PROCEDURES
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-1ll. IDA/HQ 64-2316,
NOV 1963
// INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF I)EFINITION-TELECONF NETWORKS PROTOCOL LANGUAGE PRESENTATION-SKILLS
CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE
IN AN ATIEMPT TO SUGGEST A METHOD FOR ANALYZING TELECONFERENCE PROCEDURES, THE AUTHOR DESCRIBES THE
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF TELECONFERENCING NETWORKS AND EXAMINES THE
PROCEDURAL PROULEMS INHERENT IN THEM. THE PAPER BEGINS BY DEFINING TERMS AND EXPLAINING THE
GRAPHIC SYMBULS USED BY THfE AUTHOR TO REPRESENT THE MEDIA, TERMINALS AND MODES OF TRANSMISSION
USFD IN VARIOUS NETW(RKS. UESCRIPTIONS AND PROCEDURAL ANALYSES ARE GIVEN FOR THREE GENERAL
TYPES OF NETWORKS 1) COMMON CIRCUIT SIMPLEX NETWURKS (I.E., DELTA NETS) 2) CENTRAL CONTROL
NFTWCRKS (I.E., Y NETS) AND 3) COMBINATION NETWORKS. PROCEDURAL ISSUES ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO
THOSE INVOLVING PROTOCOL AND THOSE INVOLVING UPERATIGNAL PROCEDURES. ISSUES OF PROTUOL WHICH
ARC FXAMINF) INCLUI I1) THE PROBLEM (JI LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETATION, WHICH OFTEN CAUSES LONG
DULAYS OURINi TLLC.C(INFFRI'NCES 2) THE EXtgeNT uF THE PUWER 10 SE WIELDED BY THE TELECONFERENCE'S
CHAIRMAN 3) SIDE CONVERSAIIGNS AND 4) MEDIA COMBINATIONS. IN CONCLUSION, THE AUIHOR MAKES
SEVFRAL CBSERVATICNS ANO SUGGESTIONS REGARUING TELECONFERENCE PROCEDURES, NOTING THAT WELL
THiICJGHT-'1)T PROCF!UiltS ARt L.StNTIAL TO THE SUCCESS OF A TELECONFERENCE. FK
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0483C **, HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH, INC. 0483C
TELECUNrERENCING, LITERATURE REVIEW, FIELD STUDIES, AND WORKING PAPERS
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH ANU ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-113. IDA/HQ 64-4698,
OCT 1963. (REVISED MARCH 1966)
0484A *** SINAIKU H. WALLACE 0484A
TELECONFERENCING, PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS. RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING. RESEARCH PAPER P-108. IDA/HQ 64-2313.
NOV 1963
0489C *** BERGEN, SIANLEY S., JR. U489(
USF OF TWO-WAY RAUIO BY VULUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION
NEW YORK JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 66, P2694-7, OCT 15, 1966
0501C *** SMART, CHARLES R. * STERNBERG, THOMAS H. * CLINCO, ARTHUR A. 0501C
INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION
JOURNAL CF MEDICAL EDUCATION 41, P977-RI, OCT 1966
// LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA UCLA POSTGRAOUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR
EVALUATION-OUESTIONNAIRE KCET VIDEOTAPE-RECORD COST
THE SCHOCL OF MEDICINE OF THE UNIVERSITY 3F CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES BEGAN USING OPEN CIRCUIT
TELEVISION AS A TEACHING MEDIUM IN POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN OCTOBER 1954. ATTENDANCE,
MEASURED OY A TELEPHONF SURVEY, WAS GOOD AND PHYSICIAN RESPONSE WAS FAVORAdLE. IN 1964, THE
MEDICAL SCHOUL VETOED THE USE OF OPEN CIRCUIT TELEVISION IN FAVOR UF CLOSED CIRCUIT OR ENCODED
TFLEVISION TO ENSURE PRIVACY AND AVOID LAY CRITICISM OF THE PARTICIPANTS. THE NEW
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM UTILIZED ENCODED TELFVISION COMBINED WITH A TELEPHONE LINK FOR QUESTION
AND ANSWER PERIOOS. MODERATORS WERE ASSIGNED AT EACH RECEIVING HOSPITAL TO KEEP ATTENDANCE
RECORDS, STIMULATE QUESTIONS AND EVALUATE THE PROGRAMS. FURTHER EVALUATION WAS SOUGHT BY MEANS
OF tLSTiLRAiRL5. 'c4C,,iJEu TELLVISIJN FuR PoSTGRAdUATE MEDICAL EOUCATIG~ ENCOMPASSCS MOST uF
THF ADVANTAGES OF CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION (PRIVACY OF MEDICAL COMMUNICATION PLUS AN AUDIENCE
WHICH CA ~E MEASURED, EVALUATED AND CONTROLLED), AS WELL AS THE CHEAP, POTENTIALLY WIDE
COVERAGE OF OPEN CIRCUIT TELEVISION. BY MAKING THE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL THE RECEPTION CENTER FOR
THFSE PROGRAMS AND BY PROVIDING FOR LIVE FEEDBACK FROM THE AUDIENCE, THE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
BECOME A BRANCH OF THE 'UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS' IN THE LIFELONG EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS.'
'Y MEANS OF THE NEWLY DEVELOPED, CHEAP HOME VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS, IT IS NOW POSSIBLE FOR THE
HOS"ITAL STAFF TO RECORD THESE TELEVISION PRUGR(AMS WHEN UROADCAST AND THEN REPLAY THEM AT
WHATEVER HOUR AND AS MANY TIMES AS THEY DESIRE. IT ALSO ALLOWS THE NETWORK TO DUPLICATE THE
PROGRAMS AND MAIL THEM TO HOSPITALS OUTSIDE THE RANGE OF THE PRESENT BROADCAST SYSTEM. THIS
MEANS THAT THE PRACFITIOJER MAY SEE AN EXCELLENT, UP-TO-DATE PROGRAM AT ANY TIME AND ALMOST ANY
MEANS THAT THE PRACTITIONER MAY SEE AN EXCELLENT, UP-TO-DATE PROGRAM AT ANY TIME AN ALMOST 
ANY
PLACE.' CM
0512C *** TAMPAS, JOHN P. * SOULE, A. BRADLEY 
0512C
EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELFVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 204,1i, P1173-5, JUNE 24, 1968
// VF.RHMCNT-NIV KA'4S'S-UNIV REMOTE-PAIIENT-MONIIORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SArELLITE
FLUUROSCOPIC- ANSMI SSION SATELLITE CUAXIAL-CABLE COSF
'TELEVISICN HAS :3F[N OEVIL()PED AND USED .XTENSIVFLY AT THE UNIVERSITY UF VERMONT COLLEGE OF
MF)ICI'N FOP, CONSULTATION, PATIEN CARE, TEACHING, ANI) RESEARCH. PRESENT USES INCLUDE
TELEVISED MONITrRING UF FLUUROSCOPIC FXAMINAI)NS, RADIUGRAPHS, ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS, MICROSCOPIC
IMAGES, TEACHING CONFERENCES, OPERATIVE PROCEDURES, AND PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY.
PROJECTED PLANS INCLUDE TIiE DEVELOPMENT UOF A TWO-WAY AUDIUVISUAL TRANSMISSION BETWEEN THE
MEDICAL CENTER AND PERIPHERAL COMMUNIIY HOSPI ALS FOR TEACHING AND CONSULTATION PURPOSES.' THE
ARTICLF DISCUSSES THF HISTORY, TECHNICAL FACTORS, EARLY TYPES, CURRENT APPLICATIONS, PROJECTED
USES, AND THE LIMITING FACTORS OF THESE COMMUNICATIONS APPLICATION. CM
0542C * * FRECETTE, ALBFRT P. 
0542C
TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES, TH'E ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE PROJECT
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 8, P738-40, DEC 1963
0544C *** COOK, THOMAS G. 0544C
TEL-LECTURE
ADULT LEADERSHIP 12, P11-2, MAY 1963
// WISCCNSIN-IlNIV LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE EXTENSION-UW HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT
PRESFNTATION-SwILLS VISUAL-AIUS PRE-PLANNINC PUBLICITY COST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
LA(!U R F 'r - f i t r4 ,'-
AN EXPERIMENT rO EXAMIE THE PUTLirlIAL EFFECTIVENLSS OF TELELECTURCS WAS CONDUCTED AT LACROSSE
STATE COLLEGF, I:N WISCONSIN, ON MAY 3, 1962. ONE HUNDRED PEOPLE, MAINLY UNDERGRADUATES IN
PHYSICAL SCIENCE, ATTEJDEU A TELELECTURE ON THE NUCLEAR REACTOR GIVEN BY ODR. MAX CARBON,
LOCATED NT ThE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON CAMPUS. TwC PROJECTORS AND TWO SCREENS WERE
USED AT THE RECEIVING SITE, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THOSE IN THE LECTURER'S OFFICE, SO THAT
IMoORTANT VISUALS COULD REMAIN IN VIEW WHILE SECONDARY SLIDES WERE CHANGED. THE EXPERIMENT
DEMONSTRATED THE NECESSITY FOR DETAILED PLANNING AND THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATING VISUALS
INTO THE LECTURE IN ORDER TO FOCUS AUDIENCE ATTENTION. FURTHERMORE, PARTICIPATION IN THE
QUESTION-ANSWER SESSION PRUVED VALUABLE IN THE ATTEMPT TO 'INVOLVE THE AUDIENCE IN SOME
MEANINGFUL WAY...' ALL THOSE WHO COMPLETED EVALUATION CARDS THOUGHT THE TELELECTURE AN
EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL METHOD AND '66 PER CENT OF THE RESPONDENTS FELT THE TEL-LECTURE WAS 'AS
EFFECTIVE' AS A LECTURE 'IN PERSON'.' THE AUTHOR FEELS THAT THIS TECHNIQUE SHOULD NOT REPLACE
PERSCNAL ATTENDENCE WHERE PUSSIBLE. HOWEVER, IT MAY PROVIDE SMALL COMMUNITIES WITH INEXPENSIVE
ACCESS TO VALUABLE RESOURCES AND TO WIDELY ACCLAIMED PERSONS. WH
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0545C e 0545C
ON THE LINE
NEWSWEEK 59, P92+, MARCH 12, 1962
// MISSOURI STEPHENS-CULLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE LEGAL-STUDIES
CUURTROOM-PROCEEOINGS CCTV
THIS NEWS ARTICLE DOSCRIPES TWO CURRENT USES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AS TEACHING TOOLS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION. STFPHENS COLIEGE IMISSOURI) IS USING THE TELEPHONE TELELECTURE TECHNIQUE TO
FACILITATE TWO-WAY INTFRVIEWS WITH PO(LITICAL LEADERS FOR ITS STUI)ENTS. THE 30-MINUTE
UJPPORIII I I IS T1 HFAP, ANH OUI S IUN PtILITICAL NOTAfiLES HAVt: PROJVII)EU STEPIIENS' STUDENTS WITII
'TiiE VXCITEMLNIT Oi STRLEI CORNER POLI I ICS ALUNG WITH THE UBJLCTIVITY OF THE CLASSROOM.' LAW
STUI)NTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CAN VIEW ACTUAL COURTROOM PROCEEDINGS VIA CLOSED CIRCUIT
TELEVISION. THIS SYSTEM IS ESPECIALLY USEFUL BECAUSE STUDENTS CAN DISCUSS CERTAIN POINTS AS
THFY ARISE WITHOUT DISTUR ING THE PROCEEDINGS. IF THE JUDGE WISHES TO CLEAR THE COURT, HE
SIMPLY ORDERS IT AND INSTRUCTS THE BAILIFF TO SHUT OFF THE TV CAMERA. CM
0546 * 0546
WHAT'S COMING TOMORROW FROM TODAY'S TELEPHONES
U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT 56, P60-4, MARCH 9, 1964
0547C +** RUBIN, HAROLD 0547C
TELEPHONE NETWORK COURSES
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 43, P128-32+, MARCH 1964
0549C *** MYERS, KENT C. 0549C
LEARNING BY TELEPHONE
CLEARING HOUSE 39, P475-8, APRIL 1965
0550C 0550C
VISUALS FUR rELELECTURE AND CAMPUS AUDIO NETWORKS
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 10, P468-9, JUNE 1965
// MISSCURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED HISTORY-TELECONF
VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUDY
THIS ARTICLE REPORTS A MEETING AT WHICH CARL B. SNOW OF WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY AND CHARLES F.
THIS ARTICLE REPORTS A MEETING AT WHICH CARL 6. SNOW OF WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY AND CHARLES F.
MADDEN OF STEPHENS COLLEGE (MISSOURI) BRIEFLY RELATED THE ELECTRONIC RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT
THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS. SNOW DESCRIBED WESTERN MICHIGAN'S DORMITORIES, WHICH ARE EQUIPPED
WITH MULTICHANNEL AUDIO CLOSED CIRCUITS TO AID STUDENTS IN THEIR STUDIES. MADDEN PRESENTED A
BRIEF HISTORY OF TELLECTURES, FOCUSING ON VISUAL AIDS, ESPECIALLY THE ELECTROWRITER. HE
CONCLUDED UY DESCRIBING A 16 STATION HOOKUP TO BE IMPLEMENTED IN THE AUTUMN OF 1965 UNDER THE
COORDINATION OF STEPHENS COLLEGE. FK
0552C * 0552C
WISCONSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES
AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL 155, P20, MARCH 1968
// WISCCNSIN WASR EDUCATION-ACMINISTRATION EXTENSION-UW ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
IN DFCF 'ER 'F I97 w(SCi: IN% SC,00IL BIARD MLMBERS AND A)MINISTRATORS CONFERRED VIA A TELEPHONE
LI.-;' . i C', ?-: L JLA !lNN R jlU,,-,juT IHE MIATL. ARRANuED 3Y THE WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION OF
SCHOCL HiAdl) (WAsh), THIS C6iNFERErCE OEALT WITH SALARY NEGOTIATIONS AND LEGISLATIVE
OFVELGPMENTS AFFECTING PUBLIC EDUCATION. USING TELEPHONE FACILITIES PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY
EXTFNSImN ()F THE INIVERSIIY OF WISCONSIN, THE CONFERENCE CONSISTED OF REPORTS FROM PARTICIPANTS
FOLLUWFr) BY A ROLL CALL 'QUESrION AND ANSWER PERIOD. ROBERT ZIEMER, WASB PRESIDENT, CALLED THE
CONFFRCNCF 'EXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL.' REPORTS RECEIVED BY THE WASB TERMED THE CONFERENCE
'EXTREMELY VALUABLE,' AND PARTICIPANTS UNANIMOUSLY FAVORED HAVING MORE SUCH CONFERENCES IN THE
FUTURE. FK
0554C *** MEYER, THOMAS C. * HANSEN, RICHARD H. * KELIHER, JERRY J. 0554C
TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AlND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATION 18, P18-23, JAN 1968
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV POSTGRAUUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUATIUdn-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
IN NOVEMBER 1965, THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MEDICAL CENTER INITIATED A TELELECTURE PILOT PROJECT
DESIGNED TO BRING POSTGRADUATE INSTRUCTION Tro PHYSICIANS THROUGHOUT WISCONSIN. CONDUCTED OVER
LEASED TELEPHONE LINES, PROGRAMS CONSISTED OF A 30-MINUTE TAPED LECTURE, USUALLY ACCOMPANIED BY
VISUAL AIDS, FOLLOWED BY A LIVE QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION. PROGRAMS TRANSMITTED OVER THE
NETWCRK INCLUDED 1) GENERAL MEDICAL CONFERENCES, WHICH RANDOMLY COVERED MANY SUBJECTS 2) A
PEDIATRIC JOURNAL CLUB 3) AN EXPERIMENTAL COURSE IN ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY AND 4) PROGRAMS FOR
ALLIED HEALTH PERS(INNEL. IN 1966-67 THE NETWORK EXPANDED GREATLY, AND SOME STATIONS WERE ADDED
WHICH RECEIVED PROGRAMS BY RADIO RATHER THAN TELEPHONE. SEVERAL EXPERIMENTS WERE ATTEMPTED,
INCLUDING ONE IN WHICH A SERIES OF VETERINARY LECTURES ORIGINATED IN EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN.
IN AN ATTEMPT TO ACHIEVE EVALUATION, PRE-TESTS, POST-TESTS AND SIX-MONTH POST-TESTS WERE GIVEN
TO THOSE PHYSICIANS TAKING THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY COURSE. RESULTS COMPARED FAVORABLY WITH
THOSE OF MEDICAL STUDENTS TAKING THE SAME COURSE IN A CLASSROOM. FK
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0562C 0562C
REVIEWING LESSONS FOR ABSENTEE STUDENTS
SCHOOL MANAGFMENT 11,2, P15, FEB 1967
// RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA ALVORD-SCHOOL-DISTRICT SECONbARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS TITLE-IllI
THE ALVORD SCHOOL DISTRICT IN RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA HAS PROPOSED A DIAL-ACCESS SYSTEM WHICH WOULD
ALLUW STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT FROM SCHOOL TO RECEIVE HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS AND BRIEF LESSON
SUMMARIES MERELY BY DIALING A TELEPHONE NUMBER. HAVING MADE SOME PROGRESS WITH THIS PROJECT,
ALVORD HOPES TO PLACE A FEW SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ON DIAL-ACCESS TAPE WITH FEDERAL FUNDS
SUPPLIED UNDER ESEA TITLE Ill. FK
0564C *** EDINGER, WARD 
0564C
TIHE TECHMIOUE OF TELE-LECTURE
NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION 52, P35, MAY 1965
// ALbANY NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED SEMINAK-ENRICHMENT
EDUCATION-ADMINIST1RATION
THE AUTHCR DESCRIBES THE PLANNING AND PRESENTATION OF A TELE-LECTURE DELIVERED BY DR. WILLIAM
HAGENY OF SUC NEW PALTL TO HIS SEMINAR OF INTERNS IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AT SUC ALBANY.
THE SIMPLE ANU INEXPFNSIVE ECUIPMENT FOR THIE LECTURE INCLUDED A MICROPHONE AND RECEIVER
ATTACHED BY THE TELEPHUNE COMPANY TO THE TELEPHONE LINE IN THE ALBANY SEMINAR ROOM. THE
LECTURFR USED HIS UNAUGMENTED UFFICE PHONE. BOTH HAGENY AND PARTICIPATING INTERNS WERE GIVEN
INFORMATION ABOUT EACH OTHER PRIOR TO THE TELELECTURE. THE ACTUAL SEMINAR INCLUDED A LECTURE
BY HAGENY AND A DISCUSSION PERIOD. STUDENT RESPONSE WAS ENTHUSIASTICALLY FAVORABLE. FK
0565C *** HAGENY, WILLIAM J. * DAVIDSON, ROBERT C. * PRICE, JOHN F. 0565C
ELECTRONIC WONDERLAND, HARBINGER OF THE FUTURE
NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION 55, P14-5+, APRIL 1968
// NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED EDUCATION-LAW ELECTROWRITER TV
VIDECTAPE FVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
IN THE FALL OF 1968, A TEAM OF FACULTY MEMBERS OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT NEW PALTZ, NEW
YORK EXPERIMENTED WITH AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM THAT UTILIZED FOUR DISTINCT ELECTRONIC
TECHNIOUES, IELEVISION, TELE-LECTURE, TALK-BACK AND TELEWRITING. THE FIRST COURSE TU BE
OFFERED, EDUCATION LAW, WAS TRANSMITTED FROM NEW PALTZ TU TWO REMOTE CAMPUS CENTERS. A TYPICAL
CLASS MEETIG BEGAN wITH A HALF-HOUR VIDIOTAPED PRESENTATION ON A SPECIFIC SUBJECT. FOR MANY
REASCNS, TELEVISIUN, RATHER THAN FILM, WAS UTILIZED. FOLLOWING THIS PRESENTATION, AN HOUR-LONG
TELE-LECTURE EXPA'4CED UPON THE CHOSEN SUBJECT, WHILE A VICTOR ELECTROWRITER WAS USFD AS A
VISUAL AID. A 'TALK-BACK' DISCUSSION FOLLOWED, WHICH COULD BE HEARD AT BOTH CAMPUSES BECAUSE
OF A CONFERENCE-BRIDGING NETWORK DESIGNED BY THE NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY. RESULTS BASED ON
OF A CONFERENCE-ORIOGING NETWURK DESIGNED BY THE NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY. RESULTS BASED ON
FINAL EXAMS AND TERM PAPERS INDICATE THAT COURSE PERFORMANCE WAS ABOUT THE SAME AS WHEN THE
COURSE WAS GIVEN FACE-TO-FACE. STUDENTS' REACTION WAS ALSO GENERALLY FAVORABLE, LARGELY
BECAUSF OF TELELECTURE'S TIME-SAVING CHARACTERISTICS. FK
0566C *** MOOERS, R. WAYNE * CURETCN, JAN W. 0566C
HOMEBOUNC-LESS
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 10, P708-9, NOV 1965
// WATERLOO IOWA HOMEROUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED VISUAL-AIDS FIELOTRIP
MANY INNJCVATIVE TECHNIQUES, INCLUDING A HOME-TO-SCHOOL TELEPHONE LINKUP, HAVE BEEN UTILIZED BY MRS.
FRANCES STRAWN uF WATERLOO, IOWA, AN ITINERENT TEACHER OF THE HOMEBOUND. USED FOR TEACHING
BOTH ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, HOMEBOUND EDUCATION IS AIMED AT HELPING STUDENTS
CONFINFD TO HOSPITALS OR THEIR HOMES KEEP UP WITH THEIR CLASSES IN THE BASIC TOOLS AREAS. TO
SUPPLEMENT THE TELEPHONE LINKUP, MRS. STRAWN VISITS HOMEBOUND STUDENTS ABOUT THREE TIMES A
WEEK, TAKING WITH HER VISUAL AIDS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS. OCCASIONALLY, INDIVIDUAL
ANO GROUP FIELD TRIPS ARE PLANNED. PARENTAL COOPERATION IS VITAL. IN HER HOMEBOUND EDUCATION
PROGRAM, MRS. STRAWN SEEKS TO FOSTER SOCIAL MATURITY AND GOOD USE OF LEISURE TIME AS WELL AS
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT. FK
0568C *** SEYVCUR, MARJGRIE 1. 0568C
AUOIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS
INSTRUCT,R 78,1, P154, AUGUST 1968
// CARIOCN-COrUNTY WYOMING CCCCIC LEARNING-CENTER MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY CUURSE-ENRICHMENT
HEGILNAL-COOPCRATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
BECAUSE CF THE GREAT S17E OF CARkON COUNTY, WYOMINg,, DLUCATORS THERE FELT IT MOST PRACTICAL TO
ESTAULISH A LEARNING OR CULTURAL CENTER TO SERVE THE APPROXIMATELY 4,100 SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THE
7,965 SQUARE MILE ARFA. THIS CARBON COUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER ICCCIC) NOT ONLY
ACQUIRED AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND INSIRUCTIUNAL MATERIALS FUR LOAN TO CARBON COUNTY SCHOOLS,
BUT IIT ALSO OWNS A'JD COOROINATES THE USE OF A VICTOR ELECTROwRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD (VERD).
THF VERO SYSTEM INCLUDES OVERHEAD PROJECTORS WHICH ALLOW REMOIE LECTURERS TO WRITE AND DRAW IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THEIR TELEPHONE LECTURE. BOTH THE GRAPHICS (VERB) AND THE AUDIO ARE
TRANSMITTED VIA STANDARD TELEPHONE LINES. THE CCCIC COURSE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM WILL ATTEMPT TO
BRING PRESENTATIONS 3Y NOTEU AUTHORITIES TO CARBON COUNTY STUDENTS. THE COST OF SUCH A
ONE-HOUR LECTURE FROM A U.S. SENATOR ON THE EAST COAST WAS 56 DOLLARS, OR ONE ONE-HUNDREDTH OF
THE COST OF A CLOSED CIRCUIT TV BROADCAST OF EQUAL LENGTH. CM
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0569C *** BROWN, SANDRA M. 0569C
TELELECTURE, APPALACHIA'S IN-SERVICE CLASSROOM OF THE AIR
INSTRUCTCR 78,2, P126, OCT 1968
// TENNESSEE OHIO WEST-VIRGINIA KENTUCKY VIRGINIA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED HEAD-START
APPALACHIA-EOUCATIONAL-LAB EDUCATION-INC
TELELECTURE WAS A PROJECT CONDUCTED BY EDUCATION, INC. UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE APPALACHIA
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY IN CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA. ITS PURPOSE WAS TO PROVIDE IN-SERVICE
INSTRUCTION FOR TEAC-ERS IN REMOTE, EDUCATIONALLY AND ECONGMICALLY DEPRIVED AREAS OF
APPALACHIA. BECAUSE OF THE DISTANCES INVOLVED AND THE ISULATION OF- THE PREDOMINANTLY ONE-ROOM
SCHOCLS, SUCH TRAINING WOULD HAVE BEEN IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT THE SPEAKER PHONE HOOKUPS. DESPITE
SOME TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES BECAUSE OF POVLRTY AND ISOLATION, THE SYSTEM WORKED EFFICIENILY.
THE INSTRUCTOR MET ALL THE STUDENTS PERSONALLY BEFORE THE SIX-WEEK COURSE BEGAN AND
CORRESPONDED WITH ALL OF THEM REGULARLY. STUDENT RESPONSE WAS ENTHUSIASTIC. CM
0570C *** HARRIS, CORNELIA 0570C
DIAL O FCR OPERATOR
INSTRUCTCR 73,5, P43, JAN 1969
// PRFSCI400OL-ED
THE AUTHCR, A KINDERGARTFN TEACHER, SUGGESTS THAT 'THE TELEPHONE IS AN IDEAL DEVICE ON WHICH TO
BUILO LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN THE CLASSROOM, BECAUSE IT IS A NORMAL AND FAMILIAR PART OF THE
CHILC'S HOME LIFE. PLAY PHONES HELP HIM TO ENLARGE HIS VOCABULARY, USE MORE COMPLEX LANGUAGE
PATTERNS, AND ACQUIRE CONCEPTS OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOR. ROLE PLAYING BECOMES SIGNIFICANT AND LESS
SELFCCNSCICUS.' MULTIMEDIA SUPPLEMENTS, INCLUDING BOOKS, FILMSTRIPS, ALBUMS AND POEMS ABOUT
TELEPHONES, HAVE BEEN USED BY THIS TEACHER TO BUILD APPRECIATION FOR THE TELEPHONE. CM
0571 *, LFWIS, PHILIP 0571
ETV, HOW TO PUT TOGETHER A COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, TELELECTURE INSTALLATIONS
NATION'S SCHOOLS 76,4, P52, OCT 1965
0572C *** MOVICK, EUGENE 
0572C
WEST-UNICN, fELELECTURES HELP SIX DISTRICTS CONFER
NATION'S SCHOOLS 78,4, P94, OCT 1966
// IOWA NORTHEAST-TELEWRITER-PROJECT INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECrROWRITER COST TITLE-I
UNDER AN ESEA TITLE I GRANT, 1200 TEACHERS SERVING IN SIX SPARSELY POPULATED COUNTY SCHOOL
UNDER AN ESEA TITLE I GRANT, 1200 TEACHERS SERVING IN SIX SPARSELY POPULATED COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICTS IN NORTHEAST IOWA ARE RECEIVING IN-SERVICE TRAINING VIA TELEPHONE AND ELECROWRITER.
THE AUDIO IS A SIMPLE PHONE CONNECTION. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES, DRAWINGS AND TRANSPARENCIES ARE
TRANSMITTED ON ELECTROWRITERS WHICH FUNCTION AS OVERHEAD PROJECTORS. SUPPLEMENTARY W3RKSHOPS
AND MEETINGS ARE HELD TO ROUND OUT THE PROGRAM. TYPICAL COST FOR A ONE AND ONE-HALF-HOUR
PROGRAM IS 300 DOLLARS (EXCLUDING EQUIPMENT COSTS). CM
0573C *** BEHRENS, JOHN H. 
0573C
MULTIMEDIA FIELOTRIP REPLACEMENTS
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIeN 12,7, P714-5, SEPT 1967
// ILLINOIS-UNIV HIGHER-ED AGRICULTURE VISUAL-AIDS
THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES MULTIMEDIA TELELECTURES USEO BY THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINDIS, IN LIEU OF TYPICAL FIELD TRIPS. SUCH MULTIMEDIA REPLACEMENTS HAVE MANY
ADVANTAGES OVER TYPICAL FIELD TRIPS BECAUSE OF THE MANY PROBLEMS INHERENT IN THE 'REALTHING.'
IN PLANNING A MULTIMEDIA FIELD TRIP, A PROFESSOR VISITS A SELECTED RESOURCE WHERE COLOR SLIDES
AND/CR MOTION PICTURES ARE MADE. THESE PICTURES ARE SHOWN ON A REMOTE SLIDE PROJECTOR AND A
MOTICN PICTURE PROJECTUR, WHILE A DISCUSSION IS HELD OVER CONFERENCE AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT BETWEEN STUDENTS AND AN EXPERT AT THE SITE OF THE RESOURCE. OFTEN, AN OVERHEAD
PROJECTOR AND PRINTED HANDOUTS ARE ALSO UTILIZED. FK
0574C *** DAVID, AUSTIN, F.S.C. 0574C
THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION AND TELEPHONE AS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 13, P1088-90, DEC 1968
0580C *** 0580c
XEROX OFFERS FACSIMILFS RY PHONE
PRINTER'S INK 292, P52, MAY 27, 1966
// TELFCOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX- TLECOP I ER MAGNAVUX-CO LDX COAXIAL-CABLE
'THE XI:RCX MAGNAfAX ILLECOPIER, INTRODUCED AND DEMUNSTRATED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN NEW YORK AND LOS
AtJGELES, IS A DESK-TOP COPIER WHICH CONVERTS LIGHT SIGNALS INTO SOUNDS WHICH ARE PICKED UP BY A
TELEPHO]Nr. RECEIVER, TRANSMITTED, AND RECONVERTED INTO LIGHT SIGNALS AT THE OTHER END.
TRANSMISSIGN OF AN 8 AND ONE-HALF INCH BY 11 INCH PAGE TAKES ABOUT SIX MINUTES. A HALF-PAGE
WOULI TAKE rTiREE MINUTES AND A SIGNATURE ONLY 30 SECONDS.' THE TELECOPIER IS 11 BY 18 BY 15
INCIIES, WEIGHS 46 POUNDS AND IS POWERED BY A STANDARD 110-VOLT OUTLET. TELECOPIER DIFFERS FROM
LONG-DISTANCE-XEROX (LDX) IN THAT THE FORMER TRANSMITS OVER A TELEPHONE LINES, WHILE LDX
TRANSMITS OVER COAXIAL CABLE. CM
0585C ,+* BEILIS, MICHEL 0585C
TELELECTURE, A NEW LOOK
BELL TELEPHONE MAGAZINE 43,2, P40-5, SUMMER 1964
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0589C *** SHAW, JOHN H. 0589C
THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR
MEDICAL JOURNAL OF AUSTRALIA 1, P869-71, JUNE 5, 1965
// SYI)NEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
INTERUNIVERSITY-COUPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS
TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES HAS SPONSORED A SERIES OF PUSTGRADUATE LECTURES FOR PRACTICING
PHYSICIA4S THROUGHOUT SOUTHEAST AUSTRALIA. CALLED THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR, THIS LECTURE
SERIES COVERS NUMEROUS SUBJECTS AND IS HEARD OVER RADIO UNIVERSITY, THE ONLY AUSTRALIAN RADIO
STATIC'I LICENSFIl E'NTIRELY TO AN [)UCATIONAL ENTITY. TRANSMITTERS ARE LOCATED IN SYDNEY AND
v401LCyciO . GrA6 l FuR It GE L.RAL A1C ll TIuI -R, THE SERIES oEuAN IN 1962 A-4D tfAS EXPANDED
GREAILY SINCE TiF'N, AS SHOWN BY GRAPHS CUNTAINING FIGURES LN THE SYSTEM'S ENROLLMENT AND
QUANTITY OF BRCADCASTS. A TAPE-RECOAOING SERVICE IS AVAILABLE TO PHYSICIANS WHO CANNOT RECEIVE
PROGRAMS VIA RADIO, AND PRINTED MATERIALS ARE MAILED OUT PRIOR TO EACH PROGRAM. THE SYSTEM
ALSO RFBROADCASTS SELECTED MEDICAL PROGRAMS TRANSMITTED OVER THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY'S
LAND-LINE SYSTEM. HAVING A DISTINGUISHED ADVISORY COMMITTEE, THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR HAS
PRCVIOFU AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF INTER-UNIVERSITY COOPERATION AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN VARIOUS
PROFESSIONAL BODIES. FK
0591C *** BLOCK, VICTOR 0591C
HOW DOCTCRS KEEP UP
TODAY'S HEALTH 45, P56+, AUGUST 1967
0592C *** DAVID, AUSTIN, F.S.C. 0592C
TEACHER ECUCATION THROUGH AN INNUVATION OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 65, P25-30, MAY 1969
0593C *** LAZC, N. 0593C
CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENT FOR NORAD
BELL LABCRATORY RECORD 42,7, P253-7, JULY-AUGUST 1964
// NETWCRKS MILITARY-USE
'IF THERE IS A RED ALERT OR ACTUAL ENEMY ATTACK, THE MILITARY COMMAND POSTS MUST IMMEDIATELY
CONTACT MANY ARMED SFRVICES OPERATIONAL CENTERS AND ISSUE ORDERS COVERING RETALIATORY AND
DEFENSF ACTION. THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD NORMALLY BE ISSUED OVER RADIO FACILITIES. HOWEVER,
SINCE THEISE CHANNELS MIGHT BE EITHER MONITORED OR JAMMED BY THIE ENEMY, A TELEPHONE AUTOMATIC
CONFERENCING ARRANGEMENT NOW PROVIDES AN ALTERNATE MEANS OF TRANSMITTING ORDERS. IN ADDITION,
CONFERENCING ARRANGEMENT NOW PROVIDES AN ALTERNATE MEANS OF TRANSMITTING ORDERS. IN ADDITION,
THIS ARRANGEMENT PERMITS TWO-WAY TRANSMISSION BETWEEN THE COMMAND POST AND THE OPERATIONAL
CENTERS WITHOUT REVEALING THE POSITIONS. THE SYSTEM CAN CONNECT THE CONFERENCE ORIGINATOR TO
ALL CCNFEREE STATIONS IN A MINIMUM OF TIME, PROVIDE MAXIMUM RELIABILITY IN CASE OF TROUBLE
WITHIN THE SWITCHING SYSTEM, AND FUNCTION DURING AND AFTER AN ENEMY ATTACK.' THE AUTHOR
PRESENTS A TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THIS CONFERENCING SYSTEM AND CONCLUDES THAT, 'THE AUTOMATIC
CONFERENCING ARRANGEMENT MIGHT BE ADAPTED FOR USE IN OTHER AREAS WHERE INFORMATION FROM THE
ORIGINATING POINT IS TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY TO A NUMBER OF TERMINATING POINTS SUCH AS THE
DATA TRANSMISSION AREA.' LC
0595C ***
EDUCATIJt RY IL0L'hUi
BELL LABCRATORY RECORD 42,1, P19, JAN 1964
// DESCRIDTION-TELELECTURE OMAHA-UNIV HIGHER-ED TEACHER-SHARING VISUAL-AIDS
THE APPLICATION UF TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT TO EDUCATIONAL NEEDS IS CAUSING '...A QUIET REVOLUTION THAT
IS CHANGING TRADITIONAL TEACHING CONCEPTS.' IN USING THE TELELECTURE TECHNIQUE A PROFESSOR'S
LECTURE IS RELAYED OVER TELEPHONE CIRCUITS TO OTHER COLLEGES, WHERE IT IS AMPLIFIED AND FED
THROUGH SPEAKERS TO THE STUDENTS. VISUAL AIDS MAY BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LECTURE AND
MICROPHONES ALLW DISTANT LISTENERS TO ASK QUESTIONS. THE UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA HAS CONDUCTED A
NUMBER OF SUCCFSSFUL EXPERIMENTAL TELELECTURES AND A CONFERENCE DESIGNED '...TO ACQUAINT BOTH
EDUCArnRS AND TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFICIALS WITH THE POSSIBILITIES OF TELE-LECTURE.' MANY
EDUCATORS HAVE ACCLAIMFO THIS NEW LECTURING TECHNIQUE. IT MAY RELIEVE TEACHER SHORTAGES, AS IT
CAN PROVIDE STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY THOSE AT SMALL COLLEGES, WITH INSTRUCTION BY THE FINEST
TEACHERS AVAILABLE. INDEED, IT PROVES ... THAT THE USES AND BENEFITS OF TELEPHONE SERVICE ARE
AS VARIED AS MAN'S IMAGINATION.' WH
0596C *** HOYLER, ROBERT C. 0596C
TIME DIVISION CONFERENCING OF FOUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 15, P120-3, FEB 1967
// ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK INTELLIGIBILITY MULTIPLEXING SATELLITE-LINKS
'THIS PAPER DESCRIPES A SYSTEM WHICH CAN CONFERENCE UP TO SEVERAL HUNDRED 4-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS
WITH SUFFICIENT RETURN LOSS TO PREVENT OBJECTIONABLE FAR-END ECHO EFFECTS. THE CAUSES AND
PROBLEMS OF ECH IN SUCH CONNECTIONS ARE DISCUSSED, AS WELL AS THE ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
OF UTHF METHODS USED FUR CURRFCTING THIS SITUATION. THE METHOD DESCRIBED USES A TIME-DIVISION
ECHO TREATMENT SCHEME WITH A SIMPLE COMMON-BUS CONFERENCING TECHNIQUE. EACH TRANSMIT LINE IS
SAMPLED AT TIHE NYCUIST RAVE DURING WHICH TIME ITS CORRESPONDING RECEIVE LINE IS DISCONNECTED
FROM THE BUS FOR THE DURATION OF THE SAMPLE TIME, THUS ELIMINATING THE RETURN PATH THROUGH THE
CtiNFERFNCE US. TO DEMONSTRATE FEASIBILITY, A WORKING SYSTEM IS DESCRIBED WHICH PROVIDES A
RETURN LOSS O(F AT LEAST 50 DB BELOW TRANSMISSION LEVEL WHEN THREE OUT OF A POSSIBLE 20 4-WIRE
LINES ARE CONFERENCED.' 'THE USE OF LARGE, LONG DISTANCE CONFERENCES IS BECOMING VERY
IMPORTANT IN WORLDWIDE VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS FOR MILITARY AND SPACE PURPOSES, AND
SATELLITE LINKS COULD INTRODUCE APPRECIABLE TRANSMISSION DELAYS EVEN FOR RELATIVELY SHORT
TERMINAL SEPARATIONS. SINCE THIS SYSTEM FEATURES THE COMBINATION OF LARGE CAPACITY, HIGH
RETURN LOSS, AND IMMEDIATE BREAK-IN THAT IS DESIRABLE FOR SUCH APPLICATIONS, IT APPEARS TO BE A
USEFUL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH 4-WIRE CONFERENCING FOR VOICE OR FULL-DUPLEX
DATA.' AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT WITH NOTE ADDED BY LC.
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0597C *** KUEPLER, WILLIAM P. 0597C
A MULTIPCRT TELEPHONE CONFERENCE BRIDGE
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 16,1, P168-72, FEB 1968
// NOGAC NETWORKS ECHO SWITCHED-GAIN-AMPLIFIER FOUR-WIRE
'CONFERENCE BRIDGES ALLOW A NUMBER OF REMOTELY LOCATED TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS TO HOLD A CONFERENCE.
A NEW BRIDGE USING SOLID-STATE CIRCUITRY AND A PLUG-IN MODULE-TYPE EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENT HAS
BEEN UFSIGNED. THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN A CONFERENCE CALL VARIES. THE CAPABILITY AND
FLEXIBILITY REQUIRED HAVE iEEN ACHIEVED BY DESIGNING A 30-PORT BRIDGE THAT CAN BE SUBDIVIDED
INTO FIVE SEPARATF 6-PORT GROUPS. THESE GROUPS CAN THEN DE COMBINED TO SERVICE LARGE OR SMALL
GROUPS OF SUI1SCRIOERS. WHEN LARGE NUMBERS OF TWO-WIRE SUBSCRIBERS ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER, THE
SUM GF IHE RETURNING ECHUES IS SUBSTANTIAL. IN THE NEW BRIDGE, EACH PORT IS EQUIPPED WITH A
VOICE ACTIVATED GAIN SWITCH THAY KEEPS A FIXED AMOUNT OF LOSS IN EACH OF THE TWO-WIRE LOOPS.'
'A MODEL OF THE MULTIPORT BRIDGE HAS BEEN IN SERVICE ON A TRIAL BASIS FOR EIGHT MONTHS. THE
EASE OF OPERATION AND IMPROVED TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS WERE NOTED AND COMMENTED UPON BY
OPERATING PERSONNEL ALMOST IMMEDIATELY.' AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT WITH NOTE ADDED BY LC.
0598C *** MITCHELL, DOREN 0598C
GENERAL TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 16,1, P163-7, FEB 1968
// NOGAC NETWORKS NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPFAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
'A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS DUE TO
NOISE, ECHO, AND SINGING IS PRESENTED. THE APPLICATION OF VOICE SWITCHED LOSS SEEMS TO BE THE
BEST WAY TO ALLEVIATE THESE DIFFICULTIES. NEW PROBLEMS MUST NOW BE CONSIDERED DUE TO WEAK
TALKERS AND OCCASIONAL SIMULTANEOUS TALKING. TWO TYPES OF CONFERENCE CONNECTIONS ARE
DISCUSSEO. FIRST, WHEN THREE OR MORE TELEPHONES ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER, AND SECOND, WHEN
GROUPS OF PEOPLE AT TWO OR MORE LOCATIONS TALK BACK AND FORTH USING MICROPHONES AND
LOUDSPEAKERS. RECENT WORK DISCUSSED HERE PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL TRANSMISSION IMPROVEMENT FOR
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE.' AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT
0602C *** WOOLSEY, FRANK M., JR. * STRAUSS, WILLIAM T. 0602C
POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN MAINE - A NEW EXPERIMENT UTILIZING TWO-WAY RADIO AND TELEVISION
JOURNAL CF THE MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 55, P172-3, SEPT 1964
0605C *** MONTS, ELIZABETH A. * PETERSON, BERNADINE H. 0605C
GRADUATE TFACHING PY TFLFPHOUE AND RADIO
JOURNAL CF HOME ECONOMICS 61,6, P443-7, JUNE 1969
0661 *** DREYFUS, LEE S. * GUMPERT, GARY 0661
STUDENTS VISIT VIA SATELLITE
NAEB JOURNAL, P6-13, MAY-JUNE 1966
0680C0 ++ DREYFUS, LEE S. * LOOFUORO, PAUL M. 0680C
FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM
AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL 151, P29+, SEPT 1965
// INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS FRANCE SECONDARY-ED
CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST WHA-TV
RADICDIFFUSION-TELEVISIO'N-FRANCAISE
THE EARLY fIRD COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE WAS USED ON MAY 31, 1965 TO PROVIDE A TELEVISION LINK
BETWEEN FRENCH STUDENTS UF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN THE LYCEE HENRI IV IN PARIS AND AMERICAN,
FRENCH LANGUAGF STUDENTS IN WEST BEND HIGH SCHOOL, WEST BEND, WISCONSIN. 'THE AMERICAN
STUDENTS SPOKE IN FRENCI AND THE FRENFCH STUDENTS SPOKE ENGLIS14.' THE AUTHORS DESCRIBE THE
ARRANGEMENTS MACE WITH WHA-TV AND RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION FRANCAISE FOR THE TELEVISION
PRODUCTION, WITH THE WISCUNSIN TELEPHONE COMPANY AND COMSAT FOUR THE MICROWAVE CONNECTION AND
GROUND STATION USE AND WITH AF+T FOR THE FREE USE OF THE SATELLITE. THE LINK COST
APPRCXIMATFLY 4,000 DOLLARS FOR THF LAND LINES BETWEEN WISCONSIN AND THE SATELLITE GROUND
ST1TION IN MAINE. EDUCATIUNALY, THE EXPERIMENTAL LINK PROVIDED THE EXCITEMENT UF
PARTICIPATION IN A SIGNIFICANT EXPERIMENT, THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK A FORMALLY LEARNED, SECOND
LANGUAGE WITH NATIVE SPEAKERS AND SPONTANEOUS LIVE EXCHANGE OF CONVERSATION ACROSS CULTURES.
THE STUDENTS BFCAME CONSCIOUS OF CERTAIN CULTURAL DIFFERENCES, WHILE COMING TO APPRECIATE
SHARED TASTES AND INTERESTS. INDEED, THE EXCHANGE PROVIDED CONSIDERABLE MOTIVATION FOR THE
CONTINUATICN OF LANGUAGE STUDY. DREYFUS AND LOOFBORO URGE THE GOVERNMENT TO TAKE IMMEDIATE
ADVANTAGE OF THIS TECHNOLOGICAL TOOL FOR ITS SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL USES. 'WE MIGHT GENERALLY
SAY THAT THIS WOULD SEEM TO BE A SURE-FIKE METHOD OF INCREASING INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING.
IN THIS IT WOULD RESEMBLE THE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE AND OTHER EXCHANGE PROGRAMS NOW IN
EXISTENCE, WITH THE VERY OBVIOUS ADVANTAGE OF DIRECTLY AND PERSONALLY INVOLVING MORE PERSONS
THAN ANY OF THE PRESENT PROGRAMS WITH A SIMILAR GOAL COULD HOPE TO 00.' WH
4000C *** U.S. ARMY 4000C
COMMUNICATIONS. TELETYPEWRITER AND TELEPHONE CONFERENCES
ARMY REGULATIONS NO. 105-40. WASHINGTON, HEADQUARTERS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, 1967
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4002C ** 
4002C
THE INI)VII)UALIIAI'IUN OF THt IN-SERVICe PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
ESEA TITLE III TELE-WRITER PROJECT. STEVENS POINT, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 6P
// ANTIGO MOSINEF ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU STEVENS-POINT WISCONSIN-STATE-UNIV TEACHER-ED
EVALUATIOIN-0ULST IUNNAIRE EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
THIS DR(ICHURE DESCRIBFS THE IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAM OF THE CSEA TITLL III TELF-WRITER PROJECT
CONUUCTEO AT WISCONSIN SFAT UNIVERSITY-STFVENS POINT DETWEEN 1967 AND 1970. THIS PROGRAM WAS
1OEVELOPED TO PROVIDE CONTINUOUS IN-SERVICE EDUCATION (IN A COOPERATIVE BiASIS IN THE WISCONSIN
SCIIUjCL I)ISTRICTS OF ANTI;O, MOSINEE, ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELO AND WAUSAU BY FILLING THE EXPRESSED
IN-SFRVICE NEI-FS OF THE TFACHFRS UURING THE SCHOOL DAY. THE PROGRAM UTILIZES THE MEDIA OF
TLLLECTURE ANT ELLCTROWRITER. EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT HAS ONE LISTENING STATION EQUIPPED WITH AN
ELECTROWRITER RECEIVER TO PROJECT VISUAL AIDS. IHE AUDIO IS RECEIVED VIA A SPEAKER AND
INTERACTION IS CONDUCTED VTA REGULAR TELEPHONE LINES. THE LECTURING STATION AT STEVENS POINT
UTILIZFS A HANDS-FREE MICRUPHONE, SPEAKER AND AN ELECTROWRITER TRANSMITTER. EVALUATION IS
CONDUCTED BY MEANS OF A POST-MEETING REACTION SHEET AND AN ATTENDANCE CARD. OTHER PROGRAMS IN
THE PROJECT INCLUDE THE INCREASED USE OF PARAPROFESSIONALS, THE STUDY OF CURRICULAR POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR CURRICULAR CHANGE, AND AN ADMINISTRATOR DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM. THE PAMPHLET LISTS TELE-WRITER PROGRAMS FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION. KS
4008C ** NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE. INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT 
4008C
LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS
. Lnu i.r r_ I .lG P
// ENGLAND EOINBURGH-UNIV CAMIRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV SHEFFIELD-UNIV
INTER-UNIVERSITY-REScARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION
POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATIUN-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE ELECTROWRITER COST
IN APRIL 1968, THE BRITISH INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT CONDUCTED LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS LINKING
THF UNIVERSIIIES OF CAMBRIGE AND EDINBURGH. CONFRAPHONE EQUIPMENT, CONSISTING OF TABLE
MICRCPIIHONES, SMALL OMNIUIRECTIONAL SPEAKERS AND TWO REGULAR TELEPHONE CIRCUITS, WAS USED
TOGETHER WITH THE ELECTROWRITER, WHICH ACTS AS A REMOTE BLACKBOARD AND '...CAN BE USED IN
EITHER DIRECTION OVER A SINGLE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT.' SINCE THIS TRIAL LASTED ONLY TEN DAYS, A
FURTHER EXPERIMENT WAS CONDUCTED BETWEEN OCTOBER 20, AND NOVEMBER 7, 1969. THE JOINT SCHOOL OF
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF SHEFFIELD AND MANCHESTER USED THESE DEVICES
TO CONDUCT PUSTGRADUATE SEMINARS LINKING ITS TWO BRANCHES. THE RESULTS SUBSTANTIATED THOSE OF
THE FARLIER TRIAL. NrEGATIVE CRITICISM WAS LARGELY CONFINED TO TECHNICAL DETAIL, SUCH AS THE
INABILITY uF THE ELECTROWRIrER TO RECALL PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN INFORMATION. INDEED, MOST
PARTICIPANTS TFRMED THE EXPERIMENTAL LINK VERY SUCCESSFUL. THIS SYSTEM PROVIDES AN INEXPENSIVE
WAY CF LINKING ACAGEMICS TOGETHER, AND IF SHEFFIELD AND MANCHESTER UNIVERSITIES INSTALL IT
PERMANFNTLY, THE LINK MAY WELL BEGIN AN EXTENSIVE INTER-UNIVERSITY NETWORK. WH
4009A *** GORCSCH, MAX 
4009A
TEACHING HY TELEPHCNE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 5,2/3, P123-39, JULY 1967. ERIC
ED 013 034
// SWEDEN TEAC1HER-ED FNGLISH-LANGUAGE SELF-INSTRUCTION CORRESPONDENCE-ED
ARTICULATEC-INSTRUCTION PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH IS A REQUIREMENT IN SWEDEN FOR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL TEACHERS. TEACHING BY
TELEPHONE WAS FXPERIMENTED WITH IN AN ATTEMPT TO CREATE A RESERVE OF THESE TEACHERS WHO WOULD
MEET THE REQUIRED PROFICIENCY LEVEL. CANDIDATES WHO PASSED AN INITIAL PROFICIENCY TEST
FULLCWFD A COURSE FOR FOUR MONTHS IN WHICH SELF-INSTRUCTIUNAL BOOKS WITH TAPES WERE USED,
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS WERE STUDIED, AND) 15 TO 20 MINUTE TELEPHONE LESSONS WERE GIVEN EACH
SECOND WEEK. THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES, WITH SPECIFIC DETAILS, THE OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE, THE
INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS OF LANGUAGE SKILLS, THE BASIC COURSE MATERIALS, AND THE PROCEDURES AND
CONTENT OF THE TELEPHONE LESSONS. THE RESULTS OF THE TELEPHONE COURSE ARE EVALUATED IN TERMS
OF THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY, THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEST, AND THE ATTITUDES OF THE
PARTICIPANTS. THERE-WAS SOME NOTICEABLE GAIN IN PRONUNCIATION FEATURES, AND ALTHOUGH
ADVANCFMENT WAS UNEQUAL AMONG THE PARTICIPANTS, SEVERAL FOUND, DESPITE THE UNNATURAL SITUATION
WITH THE TELEPHOGNE, THAT THE TELEPHONE CALLS SERVED AS A GOOD STIMULUS FOR PREPARING THE
SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE. (SS). ERIC
4010A 4010A
TELEPHONIC SFMINAR IN FORFIGN-RELATIONS
COLU;HIA, '"ISSuI, SCHOUL IJITRICT PROJL rT rUMBERt DPSC-8B-5728. 35P. PACE ES 
002 13J
// CULUM, I A I SSOURI SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENR I CHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
FOREIGN POI. CY/CURRENT EVENTS SEMINARS WILL BE ARRANGED FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS THROUGH 
AN
AMPI.IFIED TELEPHOINEi HOOKUP 10 IHE DEPARTMENT OF STATF IN WASHINGTON, D.C. A SERIES OF FIVE
MONTHLY SEMINARS WILL BE PLANNED. IN ADDITION, A LIVE KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND 
A LIVE RESUME
CONCLUSION WILL BE OFFEREU. THE SEMINARS WILL BE SCHEDULED IN THE EVENING 
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
AUOITCRIUMS TO ENCUURAGE COMMUNITY ATTENDANCE. SPEAKERS WILL TALK FROM 20 TO 30 
MINUTES AND
WILL THEN ANSWER QUESTIONS DIRECTED FROM THE AUDIENCE. A PANORAMA OF APPROPRIATE VISUAL AIDS
WILL BE ON STAGE WHILE THE AMPLIFIED LONG-DISTANCE CALL IS BEING PRESENTED. 
SLIDES UF THE AREA
UNDER DISCUSSION WILL BE FURNISHII IN ADVANCE BY THE SPEAKER. A CORE GROUP OF 150 HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS WILL DL CUNSI)ERED ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS. AS PART CF THEIR INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM,
CORE STUDENTS WILL CONDUC[ EXTENSIVE PRESEMINAR RESEARCH ON THE AREA TO BE DISCUSSED. 
IN
ADDITION, AN OBSERVER CORPS OF 350 STuDENTS AND ADULTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE SEMINARS. 
A
SOCIAL STUDIES AND POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR FROM A NEARBY UNIVERSITY WILL DIRECT
INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY, COORDINATE THE TOTAL PROGRAM, AND DIRECT STUDENT FOCUS 
ON THE SPEAKER'S
REMARKS IN FOLLOWUP SESSIONS. APPROXIMATELY 503 STUDENTS, GRADES 7-12, AND ADULTS 
WILL BE
SERVED. (OC) PACE
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4011A *I+ 4011A
INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE INSERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN, JOINT SCHOUL DISTRICT I PROJECT NUMBER OPSC-67-3560. 70P. PACE ES 001 489
// WAUSAU WISCONSIN TFACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION ELECTROWRITER
INSFRVIF fli; I F R rrArCiRS *:: ADYI';ISTRATRJ% WILI ?F INfIIVIDUAI IlFO ON A SMALL-GROUP BASIS
THRHUGH TrE USE OF IELECOURSES IN A THREE-CUUNTY AREA. PROGRAMS WILL bE IMPLEMENTED THROUGH
THE USF OF AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE RECEIVERS AND REMOTE BLACKBOARD TELEWRITERS IN A CENTRAL
CONFERENCE AREA AT EACH SCHOOL LOCATION. SPECIALISTS OR PROFESSORS IN THE AREAS OF TEACHER
NEEDS WILL TRANSNIT THEIR PRESENTATIONS FROM A CENTRAL LOCATION AT A NEIGHBORING UNIVERSITY.
TRAINING SESSIONS WILL BE SCHEDULED DURING THE SCHOOL DAY. SUBJECT AREAS INCLUDE 1) AN
ADMINISTRATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM COVERING (RIENTATION AND INTERNSHIPS 2) STUDIES OF
CURRICULAR PULICIES AND PROCEI)URES FOR ANALYSIS, DESIGN, AND DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM AND 3)
A MODEL FOR INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE AND INSERVICE EDUCATION AS A PART UF THE PROFESSIONAL DAY.
CHANGE WILL DE IMPLEMENTFU THROUGH A 'EW DESIGN FOR STAFF UTILIZATION INCLUDING TEACHING TEAMS
FOR EACH T1W GRADE LFVLLS IN THE ELEMENTARY SYSTEM. A TEACHER FROM EACH TEAM WILL SERVE AS A
LIAISuN WITH THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF. TEACHER AIDES OR PARAPROFFSSIONALS WILL HE INCLUDED TO
ALLOW THE FLFXIHILITY NEFIEU FOR TEACHERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INSERVICE PROGRAM. A COMMITTEE
OF EIGHT TEACHFRS, TWO PRINCIPALS AND A MEMBER OF THE CENTRAL STAFF FROM EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILL I)FTERMINE TRAINING NEEUS FOR THE PROGRAM AND ACT AS A LIAISON FOR INTERDISTRICT
COUOINATIUN. APPROXIMATELY 849 STAFF MEMBERS WILL BE INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAM AND 18,021
STUDENTS WILL PE SERVED. (MC). PACE
4014A * AULT, LESLIE H. 4014A
A SITUATION TEST OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
NEW YORK, XEROX CORPORATION, 1968. 10P. ERIC ED 019 625
// VOCATIONAL-EU ADULT-El) MULTIMEDIA-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
AS PART CF THE EVALUATION OF A MULIIMEDIA COURSE FOR MANAGERIAL PERSONNEL ON PROBLEM-SOLVING
DISCUSSIONS, A SPECIAL CASE WAS DEVELUPED TO TEST TRAINEES' APPLICATION OF THEIR SKILLS IN A
NEW SETTING. THE CASE PLACED EACH SUBJECT IN THE ROLE OF A PLANT MANAGER WITH A PROBLEM TO
SOLVE, WITH TWO SURORDINATES AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION. THE ROLES OF THE SUBORDINATES WERE
CAREFULLY STRUCTUREI), AND THE PEOPLE PLAYING THESE ROLES WERE NOT INFORMED AS TO THE NATURE OF
THF EXPERIMENT. A TOTAL OF 30 SALES MANAGERS FROM TWO COMPANIES TOOK PART. FOURTEEN HAD BEEN
TRAINED THREE MONTHS PREVIOUSLY, AND 16 WERE CONTROLS. EACH SUBJECT WAS GIVEN BACKGROUND
INFORMATION AND THEN PLAYED THE CASE OVER THE TELEPHONE AT AN APPOINTED HOUR. THE SOLUTIONS TO
THE PROBLEM WERE GRADED ON THE BASIS OF A PREESTABLISHED SCALE. THE RESULTS SHOWED THAT-
MANAGERS WITH TRAINING REACHED BETTER SOLUTIONS AND REACHED THEM FASTER THAN MANAGERS WITHOUT
TRAINING. THE USE OF THE TELEPHONE, DICTATED BY THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISPERSION OF THE SUBJECTS,
PROVED FEASIBLE, THUS SUGGESTING APPLICATIONS IN TRAINING AND RESEARCH, PARTICULARLY WHERE
VERBAL INTERACTION IS BEING STUDIED. (AUTHOR/RT). ERIC
4015A *** EDUCATION INCORPORATED, CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA * BROWN, SANDRA M. 4015A
4015A +* EDUCATION INCORPORATED, CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA * BROWN, SANDRA M. 4015A
HEAD-START TELFLECTURE PROJECT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS A
MEDIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA
CHARL[STCN, WEST VIRGINIA, EDUCATION INCORPORATED, 1967. 39P. ERIC ED 017 163
// GEST-VIRSlIA U:DCATION-IN.C EVALUATIVN i1oLIOGRAPHY
THIS DOCUMENT OFSCRIBES THE PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR TELELECTURE IN-SERVICE
TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA. PROCEDURES ARE DISCUSSED IN SIX SECTIONS 1) PROJECT PLANNING
BASEC ON A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE CONCERNING TELELECTURES 2) SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS 3)
SELECTIO4 OF TRAINING MATERIALS 4) PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING A MATERIALS WORKSHOP 5) PLANNING
AND IMPLEMENTING THE TELELECTURE CONFERENCE SERIES 6) EVALUATION. A FINAL SECTION GIVES
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TELELECTURES IS INCLUDED. (LH). ERIC
4016C *** KLUGMAN, EDGAR 4016C
PROJECT EAR, EDUCATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO
OCTOBER 1966. MIMEO. 19P
// HARRISON NEW-YORK UYUMBICHO ECUADOR INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CROSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF
PRIMARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COMMUNICATION-SKILLS INTERNATIONAL-EDUCATIONAL-NETWORK
SPEAKERPONE AHATEUR RADIO TRANSMISSION WAS USED EXPERIMENTALLY DURING THE 1964-65 SCHOOL YEAR TO
LINK HARRISON AVENUE ELEMFNTRAY SCHOOL IN HARRISON, NEW YORK WITH A RURAL SCHOOL IN UYUMBICHO,
ECUAOR. THE SUCCESS OF THIS PROJECT LED TO AN EXPANSION IN [HE SCHOOL'S USE OF RADIO DURING
THE FOLLUWING TWO YEARS. PUPILS INTERVIEWED AN OUTSTANDING CHILDREN'S WRITER, ESTABLISHED
CONTACTS WITH CHILDREN ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS AND COMMUNICATED WITH WEATHER STATIONS AROUND THE
WORLC, WHILE A TEACHER DISCUSSED HER STUDY ON AFRICA WITH TEACHERS WORKING ON THAT CONTINENT.
AMATEUR RAUIID PERMITS LEARNERS TO TAP PRIMARY RESOURCES IN MOMENTS. MATERIAL DISCUSSED IN
CLASS CAN BE INSTANTLY VERIFIED AND THUS TAKES ON AN IMMEUIATE REALITY. A CHILD CAN COMPARE
HIS PARTICULAR SITUATION WITH THOSE OF CHILDREN IN OTHER CULTURES. HE LEARNS EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN PRACTICE AND OFTEN HE IS MOTIVATED TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH. KLUGMAN
STRESSES THE NECESSITY OF OBTAINING THIRD PARTY TRAFFIC WAIVERS AND CALLS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF AN INTERNATIUNAL EDUCATION NETWORK. HE BELIEVES THAT SPEAKERPHONE AMATEUR RADIO
TRANSMISSION CAN PROVIDE A MAJOR EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE. 'THE VOICES OF THE WORLD ARE AT THE
DOORSTEP OF EVFRY CLASSROOM...' WH
4018A *** SCHATZ, SHARCN 4018A
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY
WASHINGTCN, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. INFORMATION SYSTEMS OFFICE, 1967. 26P. ERIC ED 016 492
// TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER LOX BIBLIOGRAPHY
FIVE SYSTEMS, ALL OF WHICH HAVE INVESTIGATED OR ARE INVESTIGATING THE USES OF FACSIMILE EQUIPMENT
AS APPLIED TUJ LIBRARIES, ARE SURVEYED. THE EQUIPMENT OF EACH PROJECT, INCLUDING NECESSARY
COMMUNICATION LINKS, IS DESCRIBED, AS WELL AS THE RESULTS OF THOSE EXPERIMENTS NOW COMPLETED.
IF TELEFACSIMILE IS TO BE USEFUL, A NEED FOR A CHANGE IN SOME INTERLIBRARY LOAN PROCEDURES IS
INDICATED. OTHER CONCLUSIONS UF THE STUDY ARE 1) THAT FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IS TECHNICALLY
AND ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE NluW FOR MANY LIBRARY SYSTEMS, EVEN THOUGH BOUND VOLUMES STILL CANNOT
BE HANDLED BY PRESENT EQUIPMENT AND 2) THAT CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS AND PLANNING BY MANUFACTURERS
WILL MAKE FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION EVEN MORE SATISFACTORY IN THE FUTURE. AN EXTENSIVE
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 56 ITEMS ABOUT FACSIMILE TRANSMISSSION IS GIVEN. (CM) ERIC
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4019A * 4019A
FINAL REPORT OF TWO INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS UTILIZING AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION
COLUMBIA, MISSCURI, STEPHENS COLLEGE, 1966. 26P. ERIC ED 012 621
// COLUVMIA MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED AMERICAN-LITERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE ELECTRUWRITER
STEPHiNS COLLEGE USED SFVERAL NEW INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES IN INTRODUCING TWO INTERINSTITUTIONAL
COURSFS. THE UNDERGRAOUATE COURSE, 'AMERICAN LIFE AS SEEN BY CONTEMPORARY WRITERS,'
SUPPLEMENTED DISCUSSION SESSIO;NS WITH POETRY READINGS ON AUDIO TAPES AND LECTURES VIA
AMPLIFIED, LIVE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIUN. THE LATTER DEVICE ALSO MADE POSSIBLE CONVERSATION
DETWEEN PROMINENT LITERARY FIGURES AND STUDENTS AT ALL THE PARTICIPATING COLLEGES. STUDENTS
EVALUATING THE GENERALLY VERY SUCCESSFUL COURSE EXPRESSED A DESIRE FOR MORE DEPTH AND LESS
DREACTH IN INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH. THE COURSE, 'NEW APPROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF
MATHEMATICS,' EMPLOYED THE ELECTROWRITER, AN INSTRUMENT THAT TRANSMITS WRITTEN IMAGES OVER
TELEPHONE CABLES. THE COURSE WAS SUCCESSFUL, BUT THE ELECTROWRITER PRESENTED OCCASIONAL
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. SOME STUDENTS EXPRESSED A DESIRE FOR MORE UNITY IN THE COURSE MATERIAL.
(An). ERIC
4020A *** JOLLY, JOAN * MADDEN, CHARLES F. 4020A
AMPLIFIEC TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI, STEPHENS COLLEGE REPORT NUMBER SC-EDUC-REP-1, MARCH 1965. 95P. ERIC ED 012
620
// MISSCURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION
CURRENT-EVENTS CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE TEACHER-ED
A GRANT TOTALING 50,400 DOLLARS FROM THE FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION ENABLED STEPHENS
COLLEGE TO INITIATE AN EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM BY WHICH AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATION PROUGHT HIGH-QUALITY INSTRUCTION TO GROUPS OF SMALL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES. A
'MASTFR TEACHER' ORGANIZFU AND PRESENTED THE BASIC MATERIALS OF THE COURSE. PERSONS OF
NATICNAL AND INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION SPOKE TO THE CLASSES VIA TELEPHONE CONFERENCE NETWORKS ON
!SUBJECTS RELEVANT TO THE COURSE WORK. A LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TECHNICAL DIRECTOR ON EACH
CAMPUS WORKED ON THE PRO.IJECT WITH THE COORUINATOR AT STEPHENS. A TEACHER AT EACH COLLEGE OR
UNIVERSITY WAS PRESENT IN CLASS OURING THE LECTURES. ONE COURSE FOR FACULTY MEMBERS (A SEMINAR
IN SCIENCE) AND TWO COURSFS FOR STUDENTS (A COURSE IN CONIEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES AND A COURSE
IN CCNTEMPORARY LITERATURE) WERE ALL SUCCESSFUL IN SPITE OF SOME TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. (AU).
FRIC
4021A 4021A
DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDAROILED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE .MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN YOUNG
CHILCREN
NEW YORK, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES, 1968. 42P. ERIC ED 022 758
NEW YORK, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES, 1968. 42P. ERIC ED 022 758
// EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS DESIGNED TO ELICIT OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES FROM DISADVANTAGED KINDERGARTEN
CHILDREN WERE TAPED, ANALYZLE, AND SCORED TO TEST THE RELIABILITY OF THIS INTERVIEW TECHNIOUE
IN OBTAINING REPRESENTATIVE SPEECH SAMPLES. TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF FAMILIARITY WITH
TELEPHnNES, ONF GROUP OF 12 CHILDREN WAS PROVIDED WITH TELEPHONES IN THE CLASSROOM IMMEDIATELY
FOLLCWING AN INITIAL INTERVIEW. ANOTHER GROUP OF 13 WAS GIVEN TELEPHONES FOLLOWING A SECOND
INTERVIEW 3 MONTHS LATER. A THIRD GROUP OF EIGHi CHILDREN WAS INTERVIEWED ONCE BUT GIVEN NO
ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE TU THE IELEPHONE. FINALLY, ALL THREE GROUPS WERE INTERVIEWED AT THE END OF
AN 8-MCNrH PERIOD. RESULTS INDICATED THAT THE TCLEPHONE INTERVIEW IS A RELIABLE TECHNIQUE FOR
RECORDING REPRESETrATIVE SPEECH SAMPLES FROM YOUNG CHILDREN AND HAS APPLICATION TO LONGITUDINAL
STUDIES IN WHICHl CHANGES IN VERBAL BEHAVIOR CAN BE ANALYLZED IN TERMS OF VOCABULARY LEVEL,
LANGUAGE STRUCTURE, AND ARTICULATION. NOU SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES WERE FOUND IN A COMPARISON OF
THE THREE GRCUPS, SUGGESlING THAT EXPOSURE TO TELEPHONES IN THE CLASSROOM DID NOT STRONGLY
INFLUENCE THE CHILD'S PERFORMANCE IN THE TELEPHONE INTERVIEW. THAT THIS 'EXPOSURE' TO THE
TELEPHONE WAS ESSENTIALLY UNSTRUCTURED AND THAT THE CHILDREN IN THE STUDY WERE SIMILAR TO EACH
OTHER SHOULD BE CONSIDERED. (DL). ERIC
4022A *** TUCKER, THOMAS T. (AND OTHERS) 4022A
SEMINAR BY AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE, A REPORT AND EVALUATION
RENO, NEVADA UNIVERSITY. NEVADA WESTERN STATES SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT. CARSON CITY, 1968. 14P.
ERIC ED 025 360
// WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT NEVADA-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION
A PILOT PROGRAP IS OUTLINED WHICH EXPLORED ONE POSSIBLE WAY BY WHICH TEACHERS IN SMALL SCHOOLS
MIGHT HAVE ACCESS TO QUALITY IN-SERVICE EDUCATION. THE USE OF THE AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AND THE
CONFERENCE BRIDGE TECHNIOUE IS DESCRIBED. A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE (A COOPERATIVE
EFFORT OF THE WESTERN STATES SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT AND THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA) IS PRESENTED,
INCLUDING CONTENT, REQUIREMENTS, AND METHOD. AN EVALUATION OF THE COURSE CONSIDERS CONTENT,
METHCD OF PRESENTATION, ON-SITE SITUATIONS, AND PARTICIPANT COMMENTS. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE PROGRAM COMPLETE THE DOCUMENT. (SW). SEE 4023, 4519 AND
4715. ERIC
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4023A *** JESSER, DAVID L. * CLARKE, MICHAEL J. 4023A
ART BY TELEPHCNE
RENO, NEVADA UNIVERSITY. NEVADA WESTERN STATES SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT. CARSON CITY, 1966. 13P.
ERIC ED 025 359
// WESTFRN-STATES-SMALL-SCIIOOLS-PROJECT NEVADA OREGON IDAHO UTAH SECONDARY-ED
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDOS
IN AN ATTEMPT TO BRING ART INSTRUCTION INTO SMALL SCIIUOLS FINANCIALLY UNABLE TO SUPPORT SUCH A
PROGRAM, 11 HIGH SCHOOLS IN 4 WESTERN STATES HAVE BEEN RECEIVING SIMULTANEOUS INSTRUCTION IN
ART FROM A CENTRAL SOURCE WITH THE AID OF AN AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AND COORDINATED OVERHEAD
TRANSPARENCIES. BEFORE THE ONSET OF CLASSES, THE INSTRUCTOR VISITS EACH SCHOOL IN ORDER TO GET
ACOUAINTEO WIFTHHIS STUDENTS. STUDENTS IN THE ART CLASSES ARE SUPERVISED BY LOCAL, INTERESTED
TEACHERS, ANI) THE ART WORK IS MAILED BACK AND FORTH TO THE ART INSTRUCTOR. EACH SCHOOL IS
LINKED TO EVERY OTHER SCHOOL AND TO THE INSTRUCTOR BY MEANS OF A REGULAR CONFERENCE CALL PLACED
THROUGH THE TELEPHONE COMPANY. EACH STUDENT IS THUS ABLE TO HEAR THE INSTRUCTOR, VIEW
PROJECTED TRANSPARENCIES, AND RESPOND OR QUESTION AS THE NEED ARISES. RESULTS OF THE
EXPERIMENT SHOW THAT THIS TECHNIQUE IS HIGHLY EFFECTIVE IN COMMUNICATING BASIC ART SKILLS TO
THOSE STUCENTS IN SCHOLS WHOSE CURRICULA CONTAIN NO OFFERING IN THE ART AREA. (DA). SEE
4022, 4519 AND 4715. ERIC
4029C 4029C
RADIO LISTENING EDUCATIONAL STYLE
PRINTER'S INK 292, P55, MAY 27t 1966
// CORRESPONCENCE-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTIlON PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RADIO
FM-RADIU MULTIPLEXING EDUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
'A TAPED PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION THAT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO RESPOND HAS BEEN DEVELOPED FOR USE ON FM
RAOIC AND LATER ON TELEVISION BY EDUCASTING SYSTEMS INC. MATERIAL IS PROGRAMED BY
INTERNATIGNAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS OF SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA. EVERY SO OFTEN IN THE COURSE
OF INSTRUCTION A MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTION IS ASKED. THE STUDENT INDICATES HIS ANSWER BY
PRESSING ONE OF FOUR BUTTONS ON HIS EDUCASTING RECEIVER UNIT. IF HE IS RIGHT, THE REASONING
BEHINC THE CURRECT ANSWER IS EXPLAINED. IF HE IS WRONG, HIS MISTAKE IS EXPLAINED, THE CORRECT
ANSWER IS GIVEN AND THE REASONING BEHIND IT. THE FM CARRIER IS MULTIPLEXED WITH FOUR SPECIAL
CHANNELS WHICH CAN'OT BE INTERCEPTED BY A STANDARD AM OR FM RECEIVER. UNITS CAN BE OPERATED
WITHIN 30 MILES OF TRANSMITTER. SOURCE OF PROGRAMS WILL BE A FOUR-TRACK TEACHING TAPE WHICH
FEEDS SIGNALS TO A FOUR-CHANNEL MODULATOR LINKED TO THE FM TRANSMITTER. THE SPECIAL RECEIVER
WAS DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY THE COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS INC.' FULL ARTICLE EDITED SLIGHTLY FOR LENGTH BY KS
4030 *** 4030
RELAYS FCR EVERY APPLICATION SHOWN
BROADCASTING 70, 03-4, APRIL 11, 1966
4047C *** 4047C
OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970
PAPER RECEIVED FROM THE CENTER FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, JAN 1970.
3P
// UMEN fOHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
CONCEIVEC IN 1961, THE OHIO MEI)ICAL EDUCATION NETWORK (UMEN) IS MADE UP OF A DO0EN FM RADIO
STATIONS AND 60 HOSPITALS IN UOHIO, KENTUCKY AND WEST VIRGINIA. FIVE TIMES EACH WEEK AT 12
NOON, PROGRAMS ARE BROADCAST WHICH ARE 'LIVE' TWO-WAY DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN HOME-CUMMUNITY
DOCTORS AND MEDICAL SCHOOL DOCTORS ON SUBJECTS VITAL TO CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION.
ACTIVITIES HAVE DEEN BROAIENED TO INCLUDE NURSING TOPICS AND THE USE OF TELEVISION. DM
4048 *** NELSCN, WILLIAM P. * WOOLSEY, FRANK M., JR. 4048
itiRE YEARS 'xPERXlENC WrH TWO-wAY RADIU CUNtRENCES
NEW YORK STATE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 58,20, P3322-5, OCT 15, 1958
4049 *** WOOLSEY, FRANK M., JR. 4649
TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH TWO-WAY RADID CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION
JOURNAL CF MEDICAL EDUCATION 33,6, P474-82, JUNE 1958
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4051C *** WOOLSFY, FRANK M. JR. 4051C
IwC-AY mAr tC, rrjCl Yr, Pa .Tu'lTAAL MFLICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A NEW
MErHCUI ;F: PRLSrNTA ILN;
CANATIIN MFIICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 82, P717-9, APRIL 2, 1960
// ALPANY NLW-YURK OI)STON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD
YALL A LIIANY-MIIl ICAL-CULLEGE TUF TS VERMOLNT-COLLEGE-UF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED
DAD IC V I SIAL-Al I COS I
IN I'll') ARI ICLI., 1l E AU Oll R CC I ECS A SLRII S Of TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERLNCES SPONSORED BY THE
PUSTGRADIUATE DIVISION OF THE ALBANY MEDICAL CULLLGE AND DISCUSSES IHE POTENTIALITIES FOR OTHER
SIMILAR OROGRAMS. TRANSMISSIONS ORIGINATE IN ALBANY, NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT,
hURLINGTOIN, VFRMONT, AND iBOST)N, MASSACHUSETTS. 1HEY ARE THEN RELAYED BY A BROADCAST
IRANSMITl I-1R AinP THE HIIGHI ST MIIUNTAIN IN MASSACIIUSCTTS. TOPICS ARE ANNOU)NCED IN ADVANCE AND
PRIOGRAMS AR! AIR:I) FP M 12 NUOIN 10 1 P.M. II. NUM1ER OF HOUSPITALS PA.TUICIPArING IN ANY ONE
PROURAM IS LIMIT:I) SIllNC rll is AIDS DISCUSSION, AND THEREFURE IT IS NECESSARY TO REPEAT PROGRAMS
THREE TIMES PER WEEK. ALIIIUUGH VARIED FORMATS HAVE BEEN USED, PROGRAMS GENERALLY CONSIST OF A
20-MINUTE TOPIC REVIEW FOLLOWED BY A 40-MINUTE DISCUSSIUN. THE EXISTENCE OF FOUR TRANSMITTERS
ALLOWS PARTICIPATION BY THE FACULTY OF SIX DIFFERENT MEDICAL SCHOOLS, ALBANY, HARVARD, BOSTON
UNIVERSITY, TUFTS, YALE, AND THE VERMONT COLLEGE OF MEDICINE. VISUAL AIDS AND PRINTED HANDOUTS
ARE USED TO SUPPLEMENT THE TELECONFERENCES. THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN VERY POPULAR WITH PHYSICIANS,
SINCE IT HAS MANY ADVANTAGES OVER STANDARD POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION PROGRAMS, INCLUDING THE
ANONYMITY OF PARTICIPANTS. THE AUTHOR CONCLUDES BY DISCUSSING THE POTENTIAL OF SIMILAR
PROGRAMS, INCLUDING AN EXAMINATION OF COST FACTORS. SEE 0542 AND 4924. FK
4052 *** ERBERT, ARTIUR JR. 4052
TWO-WAY RADIO IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
THE JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ECUCATION 38,4, P319-28, APRIL 1963
4054C *+* VICTOR CGMPTOMETER CORPORAIIUN 
4054C
IOWA TEACHERS LEARN MATH VIA VERB
VICTOR CCMPTOMETER CORPORATION. BROCHURE. RECEIVED JAN 1970
// NORTHWCST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS STATE-COLLEGE-OF-IOWA CHICAGO URBANA
ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
IN THE WINTER OF 1965, THE NORTHWEST IOWA ELECTROWRITER PROJECT USED VICTOR'S ELECTROWRITER 
REMOTE
BLACKBOARD (VERB) TO INSTRUCT ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS IN THE USE OF NEW MATH.
LASTING EIGHT WEKKS, THE PROJECT CONNECTED SEVEN IOWA CITIES WITH LECTURERS AT 1) THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA PRESS IN CHICAGO 2) THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN URBANA AND 3) THE
STATE COLLEGE OF IOWA IN CEDAR FALLS. ALTHOUGH OTHER ELECTROWRITER PROJECTS HAVE BEEN
SIMILARLY CONCERNED WITH EDUCATION, THE USE OF VERB BY GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS IS 
ALSO VERY
LIKELY. FK
UIKELY. FK
4061 40614061 ***
AEROSPACE FNGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL
TRAINING IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 5,1, P41, JAN 1968
4062C 
4062C
HIGH-SCHCOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES
EDUCATIUONAL TECHNOLOGY 7,23, P9-10, DEC 15, 1967
// TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
THE CENTER FOR THE CREATIVE APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY TO EDUCATION ON THE TEXAS A+M CAMPUS 
USES
SYLVANIA EOUIPMENT AND LEASED TELEPHONE LINES TO TRANSMIT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL 
TO HIGH
SCHOCLS IN 15 SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN A 70 MILE RADIUS. THE 'ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD-1Y-WIRE'
PROVIUES MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND ENGLISH LESSONS AS A SUPPLEMENT TO CONVENTIONAL CLASSROOM
TEACHING. TALK1OACK FROM PUPILS TO TEACHER IS FACILIIATED BY THE PROVISION OF AUDIO UNITS 
AND
QUESTION INDICATORS AT EACH RECEPTION POINT. THE DIRECTOR OF THE CATE CENTER POINTS OUT THE
BENEFITS OF SUCH A SYSTEM FOR SCHOOLS WHICH LACK THE BEST RESOURCES. 'THE EFFECT 
IS AN EXPANDED
CURRICULUM DELIVERED BY THE MOST COMPETENT TEACHERS AVAILABLE.' WH
4063C ** 4063C
LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE'
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 7,7 P9, APRIL 15, 1967
// KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION
HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
IN FEBRUARY OF 1967, COLLEGE CLASSROOMS IN KENTUCKY, TENNESSEE AND NEW YORK WERE LINKED BY AN
ELECTRONIC 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' TEACHING SYSTEM THAT TRANSMITS HANDWRITING AS WELL AS VOICE
COMMUNICATIONS UVER TELEPHONE LINES FUR LONG DISTANCE ILLUSTRATED LECTURES. THE PROGRAM WAS
SPONSORED BY THE MID-APPALACHIA COLLEGE COUNCIL AND TWO GT+E SUBSIDIARIES, SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC. AND THE GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF KENTUCKY. MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL THAN CLOSED
CIRCUIT TV, THE BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE SYSTEM CONTAINS AN AUDIO FEEDBACK UNIT FOR STUDENTS'
QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES. FK
4064 *** MEYER, THOMAS C. 4064
EVALUATICN OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL
EDUCATION
JOURNAL CF MEDICAL EDUCATION 42,9, P874, SEPT 1967
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4065C ** PAULSON, ROBERT L. 4065C
TEL-A-LECTURE TECHNIQUE
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 42,6, P316-7, JUNE 1963
// IOWA MALCOLM-PRICE-LAB-SCHUOL AUDIO-VISUAL-ED-ASSOC-OF-IGWA VISUAL-AIDS COST
THIS ARTICLE IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE USES AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEL-A-LECTURE TECHNIQUE. IT
CONSISTS OF HAVING AN AMPLIFIER HOOKED TO A TELEPHONE WHILE THE LECTURER, WHU MAY BE MILES
AWAY, COMMENTS ON PROBLEMS, FILM CLIPS, ANn OTHER SUITABLE MATERIAL. THIS RESEARCH PROJECT HAS
13EEN UNDERTAKEN BY THE MALCOMB PRICE LABORATORY. ALTHOUGH RESEARCH IS IN THE EARLY EXPLORATORY
STAGE, SEVERAL PRINCIPLES ARE ALREADY EVIDENT. SOME OF THESE ARE 1) THE NOVELTY OF THE DEVICE
CREATES INTEREST THAT OFFSETS THE LACK OF A PERSONAL APPEARANCE BY A SPEAKER 2) THE MOST
EFFECTIVE PART OF SUCH A PRCGRAM IS [HE QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD 3) PRESENTATION OF
CIJNFERENCE CALL PROGRAMS ARE VERY WELL ADAPTED TO THIS DEVICE 4) VISUAL MATERIALS ARE OF
EXTRFMF IMPORTANCE IN PRESENTATION AND 5) SAVINGS OF TIME AND MONEY ARE FACTORS THAT CANNOT BE
IGNORED IN THE CASE OF THIS DEVICE. TM
4067C * 4067C
TELELECrURE
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY. 28P
// OESCRIPTION-TELELECTURE
ONLY RECENTLY HAS THE TELEPHONE BEEN REGARDED AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR TEACHING. THIS PAMPHLET
EXPLAINS WHAT A TELELECTURE IS, HOW IT IS USED, HOW TO ORGANIZE THE PROGRAM, THE USE OF
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS IN TELELECTURES, COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS, AND ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD.
TM
4068 *** WOOLSEY, FRANK M., JR. 4068
TWO-WAY RADIO AND ITS ADVANTAGES
ANNALS OF THE NEW YORK ACAUE4Y OF SCIENCE 142,2, P424-7, MARCH 31, 1967
4110A 4110A
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS RECEIVE IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION VIA 'TELELECTURE'
ABSTRACT ON PAGE 6 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT UF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. ABSTRACTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AT CIC
INSTITUTIONS. REPORT NO. 1, SPRING 1966
// NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA-UNIV TEACHER-ED MATHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER
EVALUATION
EVALUATION
'INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, CONCERNING THE
NORTHWEST IOWA TELEWRITER PROJECT, AN INSERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. INSTRUCTION WAS BROUGHT TO THE TEACHERS OF FOUR IOWA COUNTIES BY MEANS
OF LECTURES OVER AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AND A 'REMOTE BLACKBOARD.' THE TEACHERS WERE ABLE TO SEE
ULACKBOAROD ILLUSTRATIONS AND EXAMPLES PROJECTED ON SCREENS IN THE SEVEN RECEIVING CLASSROOMS
AND TO TAKE PART IN rISCUSSIONS WITH THE DISTANT LECTURERS. "FACULTY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
HELPED TO PREPARE EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENTS FOR THE PROJECT WHICH WAS ADMINISTERED BY THE FOUR
COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. FUR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT PROFESSOR RAYMOND V. WIMAN, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION, THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, IOWA CITY, IOWA.' CIC
4111A * 4111A
RADIO TELEPHONE NETWORKS USED FOR IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION
ABSTRACT ON PAGE 6-7 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. ABSTRACTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AT CIC
INSTITUTIONS. REPORT NO. 1, SPRING 1966
// OHIO-STATE-COLLEGE-OF-ED INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION FM-RADIO WOSU-FM
'THE OHIC STATE COLLEGE OF EI)UCATION RADIO-TELEPHUONE NETWORK IS AN ADAPTATION OF A PROGRAM
INSTITUTED SOME YEARS AGO BY THE COLLLGE OF MEDICINE AT THE UNIVERSITY. THE FACILITIES OF THE
UNIVERSITY RADIO STATION, WOSU-FMt FORM TIlE HUB OF THE TECHNICAL CUNTROL. THROUGH DIRECT
RECEPTION FROM WOSU-FM OR THROUGH OTHER FM STATIONS CONNECTED BY LAND LINES FROM WOSU-FM,
GROUPS OF EOUCATURS IN 24 SCHOOL DISTRICTS HEAR A PRESENTATION ON AN IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL
TOPIC. AT lE CONCLUSION OF THIS INITIAL DISCUSSION, IT IS POSSIBLE THROUGH A SYSTEM OF
INrTRCONNECT INC LAND LINFS FOR QUESI UNS TO BE DIRFCTED ILl THL SPEAKER IN THE STUDIIO AT
WOJSU-F-. ALL SCHOULS UN THE NI:TWORK HEAR TilE QUESTIONS AND THE I)ISCUSSIUN WHICH MAY FOLLOW.
PRISFNI LIMIIAIIONS REQUIRE I11AT A MAXIMUM OF 12 SCHOOLS PARTICIPATE ON ANY GIVEN DROADCAST.
CONSECUIENTLY, TWO NETWOR(KS ARE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE SERVICE TO THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS. ONE
NETWCRK IS LOCATED IN NORTHWESTERN O(HII AND THE SECOND UNE SERVES SCHOOLS CLUSTERED IN THE
CFNIFR OF THE STATE. THE TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION ON THE RADIU-TELEPHONE NETWORK HAVE BEEN CHOSEN
DY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATuRS (JR THEIR RFPRESFNTATIVES ANO THUS CONSTITUTE THE NEEDS OF SCHOOL
PEOPLE AS SEEN BY IHOSE WHU iAILY.MUS! MEET INSTRUCTIONAL PRUBLEMS IN THE FIELD. FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION, CONTACT PROFESSOR WILLIAM B. MCr1RIDE, ASSISTANT DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210.' CIC
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4112A *** 4112A
UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM
ABSTRACT GN PAGE 19-20 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENT IN COLLEGE TEACHING.
REPORT NO. 2, FALL 1966
// COLUMBUS 0HIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
COURSE MATERIAL USED ON THE OHIO STATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM DURING ITS FIRST YEAR OF
OPERATION RANGED FROM ELEMENTARY JAPANESE TO A FULL-LENGTH PRESENTATION OF HAMLET STARRING
RICHARD BURTON. ALTOGETHER 13 DEPARTMENTS SCHEDULED PROGRAMS FOR MORE THAN 75 COURSES. THE
SYSTEM IS ALREADY THE LARGEST REMOTE OPERATION OF ITS KIND IN THE NATION AND IS PRESENTLY
UNDERGOING MAJOR EXPANSION. THE 292,000 DOLLAR COMPUTER-GUIDED SYSTEM WAS INSTALLED LAST YEAR
AS A MAJOR STEP TOWARD ADAPTING MODERN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO THE TASK OF BRINGING RECORDED
EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL TO LARGE NUMBERS OF STUDENTS AT VARIOUS CAMPUS LOCATIONS, INCLUDING THEIR
LIVI-NG QUART S. THE SYSTEM'S FIRST YEAR OF OPE"RATILIN WAS AN UNGUALIFIED SUCCESS JUDGING FROM .
THE RFSPONSE OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY. STUDENTS DIALED AS MANY AS 40,000 TIMES PER WEEK AT PEAK
USAGE, AND THE AMOUNT OF PROGRAM MATERIAL PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS TAXED THE CAPACIFY
OF THE SYSTEM. IT OPERATES OVER HIGH-FIDELITY CIRCUITS BY MEANS OF WHICH STUDENTS IN VARIOUS
CAMPUS BIJIUIUINGS CAN RECEIVE THE RECORDED MATERIAL TRANSMITTED FROM THE UNIVERSITY'S LISTENING
CENTER. FROM CARREL-LIKE STATIONS, THE STUDENTS DIAL A THREE-DIGIT NUMBER TO GET THE DESIRED
RECOROING, WHICH THEY HFAR THROUGH SPECIAL HEADPHONES. THE COMPLEX SWITCHING ARRANGEMENTS FOR
THE SYSTEM ARE HANDLED BY A SOLID-STATE, STORED-PROGRAM CUMPUTER. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY
BE ORTAINED BY WRITING TO DR. PAUL PIMSLEUR, DIRECTOR, LISTENING CENTER, 63 DENNEY HALL, 164 W.
17TH AVENUE, [HE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210. SEE 4116. CIC. EDITED FOR
LENGTH BY KS
4113A + 4113A
TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES
ABSTRACT ON PAGES 21-2 IN CUMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT UF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENT IN COLLEGE TEACHING.
REPORT NO. 2, FALL 1966
// HAMMCND FORT-WAYNE LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS BLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV
PURDUE-UNIV INTERUNIVERSITY-COUPERATION TV
EXTENSION CAMPUSES PUSE PROBLEMS OF INSTRUCTIONAL COORDINATION AND THE SHARING OF INSTRUCTIONAL
RESOURCES THAT ARE DIFFICULT TO SOLVE. RECOGNIZING THIS, PURDUE UNIVERSITY HAS UNDERTAKEN TO
EXAMINE IN DEPTH ITS INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNICATION NEEDS OF THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE. WORKING WITH
AN OUTSIDE FIRM WHICH HAS LONG EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES HAVE TRACED PAST GROWTH IN ENROLLMENTS, INSTRUCTIONAL
TELEVISION, EXTENSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT, AND SEVERAL OTHER RELATED ELEMENTS. A FINAL REPORT
GIVING THE RATIONALE AND SEVERAL OF THE SPECIFIC STEPS IN FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IS SCHEDULED TO
APPEAR DURING THE FALL TERM, 1966. DURING THE PAST 4 YEARS, PURDUE HAS BEEN LINKED VIA TV
MICRCWAVE TO ITS EXTENSION CAMPUS IN INDIANAPOLIS. THIS LINK EXTENDS TO THE BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS
OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY, THUS PRUVIDING INTER-UNIVERSITY SHARING OF RESOURCES, AS WELL AS THE
OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY, THUS PROVIDING INTER-UNIVERSITY SHARING OF RESOURCES, AS WELL AS THE
LINKING OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY WITH ITS OWN INDIANAPOLIS EXTENSION CAMPUS. NOW, PLANS ARE FIRM
FOR THE EXTABLISHMENT OF SIMILAR SERVICES TO OTHER PURDUE EXTENSION CAMPUSES. AS WITH THE
OLDER LAFAYETTE-INOIANAPOLIS-BLOOMINGTON LINK, THESE NEW LINKS WILL BE USED TO TRANSMIT LOCALLY
TAUGHT COURSES, TO SHARE RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE TEACHING OF SOME COURSES, TO SHARE SEMINARS,
COLLCQUIA, AND OTHER EVENTS OCCURRING ON EITHER OF THE TWO PRINCIPAL CAMPUSES. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT JAMES S. MILES, DIRECTOR OF THE TELEVISION UNIT, PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 47907. CIC. EDITED FOR LENGTH BY KS
4114A o 4114A
OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK
ABSTRACT CN PAGE 23 IN COMMIITFE UIN INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DiFVFLUPMENT UF IASTRUCTIiINAL RESOURCES. DOFVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENT IN COLLEGE TEACHING.
RtPURT 0. 2. FALL I',66
// COLUHUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRADUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
'A TV LINK WITH A TWO-WAY AUDIO CHANNEL HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED BETWEEN OHIO STATE'S CENTRAL CAMPUS IN
CULUMBUS AND THE WRIGHT-PATTERSON GRADUATE CENTER AT DAYTON. PREVIOUSLY, ALL INSTRUCTION AT
WRIGHT-PATTERSON WAS CONDUCTED BY TRAVELING FACULTY FROM THE CENTRAL CAMPUS. GRADUATE COURSES
REGULARLY OFFERED WERE INTRODUCED AT DAYTON WHEN THE DEMAND JUSTIFIED THE EXPENSE IN TIME AND
TRAVEL. WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TV LINK THE GRADUATE CURRICULUM CAN BE READILY EXPANDED.
SELECTED COURSES FROM THE CENTRAL CAMPUS ARE SIMULTANEOUSLY TELECAST (AT THE SAME TIME THAT
THEY ARE BEING TAUGHT) IN DAYTON. THE VIDEO LINK IS MADE*AS NATURAL AS POSSIBLE WITH NO
'TALENT' REQUIRED OTHER THAN THE PROFESSOR. ABOUT 4 FEET OF BLACKbOARD SPACE IS TRANSMITTED AT
A TIVE. THE CAMERA IS MOUNTED ON A TURRET SO THAT THE PROFESSOR MAY SELECT ANY ONE OF SEVERAL
BLACKBOARD PANELS FOR TRANSMISSION. A TWO-WAY AUDIO CHANNEL ALLOWS THE STUDENT AT DAYTON THE
SAME PRIVILAGE (SIC) OF INTERRUPTION WITH QUESTION OR COMMENT THAT HE WOULD HAVE IF HE WERE
SITTING WITH THE CLASS IN COLUMBUS. THE REACTIONS OF STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS ALIKE HAVE BEEN
GOOD. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT PROFESSOR JOHN 0. CGWAN, DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210.' CIC
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4115A * 4115A
TEACHING AN EXTENSION COURSE BY. TELE-LECTURE
ABSTRACT ON PAGE 10-1 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENT IN COLLEGE TEACHING.
REPORT (NO. 4, SPRING 1968.
// ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS WATS
A LIBRARY SCIENCE COURSE IN CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION IS BEING TAUGHT VIA TELE-LECTURE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AS A RESULT OF COLLABORATION BETWEEN AN INSTRUCTOR AND A MEDIA
SPECIALIST. SINCE A GREAT OEAL OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN A CLASSIFICATION AND
CATALOGUING COURSE IS VISUAL, THE 2 BY 2 SLIDE MEDIUM WAS SELECTED. SLIDES ARE MAILED TO A
PROCTOR AT THE CLASS LOCATION (ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL). THE SYSTEM'S HARDWARE INCLUDES A
BELL-fELEPHONE TELF-LECTURE UNIT, A SPEAKER PHONE FOR THE INSTRUCTOR AND A CAROUSEL PROJECTOR
LOCATED IN THE REMOTE CLASSROOM. SINCE THE UNIVERSITY WIDE TELEPHONE SERVICE (WATS) LINES WERE
USED, THERE WERE NO TELEPHONE CHARGES. THE INSTRUCTOR MET THE STUDENTS IN PERSON FOR THE FIRST
MEETING. SUBSEQUENTLY THE SEQUENCE OF A NORMAL EVENING CLASS WAS AS FOLLOWS. THE INSTRUCTOR
WENT TO A CAMPUS LOCATION WHERE THE SPEAKER PHONE WAS LOCATED, SET UP AN 8 BY 10 CARD WITH
PHOICS AND NAMES OF STUDENTS, ORGANIZED THE LECTURE NOTES AND THE SLIDE SEQUENCE PREVIOULSY
MAILED TO THE STUDENT LOCATION, THEN DIALED THE TELEPHONE NUMBER SEVERAL MINUTES IN ADVANCE OF
CLASS TIME TO PERMIT THE PROCTOR TO ADJUST THE VOLUME. THE IELE-LECTURE UNIT IS EQUIPPED WITH
FWO MICROPHONES WHICH PERMIT STUUENTS IN THE AUDIENCE TO ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME. DURING
THIS COURSE, STUDENTS DISCUSSED PROBLEMS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR BEFORE AND AFTER CLASS, DURING THE
FORMAL CLASS PRESENTATION, AND DURING CLASS BREAKS. REPORTS TO DATE INDICATE THAT STUDENTS AND
INSTRUCTORS ARE SATISFIED WITH THE MEDIUM AND THE MANNER IN WHICH THE COURSE IS PRESENTED.
FURTHER INFORMATION MAY IE OBTAINED FROM MRS. ANNE FOX OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY
SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILLINUIS.' CIC. EDITED FOR LENGTH BY KS
4116A e 4116A
DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM
ABSTRACT ON PAGES 22-3 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES. DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENT IN COLLEGE TEACHING.
REPORT NO. 4, SPRING 1968
// COLUVPUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED LEARNING-CEN[ER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV
HUME-STUDY
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ARE NOW ABLE TO DIAL THE PICTURE AS WELL AS THE SOUND. THE
UNIVERSITY'S 450,000 DOLLAR DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM HAS INCORPORATED 18 TELEVISION
RECEIVERS INTO THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM WHICH PREVIOUSLY BROUGHT ONLY AUDIO PROGRAMS TO STUDENTS
AT REMOTE POINTS ON THE CAMPUS AND IN THE UNIVERSITY AREA (SEE 4112). THE LISTENING CENTER'S
25,000 DOLLAR EXPANSION INTO THE VISUAL FIELD PROVIDES 9-INCH TELEVISION RECEIVERS IN STUDENT
BOOTHS ALSO EQUIPPED WITH HEADSETS. STUDENTS MAY DON HEADSETS AND OBTAIN THE AUDIO PORTION OF
AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM BY DIALING A THREE-DIGIT NUMBER. THIS WILL ALSO ACTIVATE THE VIDEO
SET, ON WHICH THE STUDENT WILL SELECT THE APPROPRIATE VISUAL PROGRAM CHANNEL FOR HIS CLASS.
ONLY TWO VIDEO PROGRAM SOURCES, THOSE OF THE DEPARTMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND CHEMICAL
ONLY TWO VIDEO PROGRAM SOURCES, THOSE OF THE DEPARTMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, ARE EMPLOYED DURING THIS EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD. THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS ARE SHOWING
OSMOSIS, MITOSIS, AND VORTICITY TO THEIR STUDENTS, AND ARE VERY ENHTUSIASTIC ABOUT THE 
ADDED
VISUAL DIMENSION WHICH ALLOWS THEM TO MORE EFFECTIVELY TEACH THESE TOPICS. THE INITIAL
OPERATION IS EXPECTED TO GENERATE ADDITIONAL NEW PROGRAM MATERIAL AND TO PROVIDE INFORMATION 
ON
USE CF THE VIDEO EQUIPMENT. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT DR. PAUL-PIMSLEURt DIRECTOR,
LISTENING CENTER, 63 DENNEY HALL, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 164 WEST 17TH AVENUE, COLUMBUS,
OHIO 43210. SEE 4112. CIC. EDITED FOR LENGTH BY KS
4119A 
4119A
CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
ABSTRACT CN PAGE 14 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
OFVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIUNAL RESOURCES. ABSTRACTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AT CIC
INSTITUTIONS. REPORT NO. 5, SPRING 1969
// INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV BUTLER-UNIV INDIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED
CURRENT-AWARENESS PHARMACEUTICALS TV
'AS OF SPRING 1968, IJOIANA'S STATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK IN HIGHER EDUCATION IS PROVIDING AN
ANNUAL SHORT COURSE-SEMIMAR SERIES FOR THE STATE'S PHARMACISTS. THE COURSE IS A JOINT
ENTERPRISE OF PURDUE'S SCHOOL UF PHARMACY AND PHARMACAL SCIENCES, BUTLER UNIVERSITY'S COLLEGE
OF PHARMACY, AND THE INDIANA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION, AND INCLUDES FIVE MONTHLY MEETINGS,
EACH 90 MINUTES LONG. THE SERIES UNDERTAKES TO UPDATE:THE COMPETENCIES OF PRACTICING
PHARMACISTS IN SUCH AREAS'AS ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS, THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, THE ETIOLOGY OF CARDIAC AND VASCULAR DISEASE, AND THE PHARMACOLOGY OF
CERTAIN THERAPEUTIC AGENTS. EACH SESSION EMPLOYS TELEVISION AND MAKES USE OF FACULTY FROM 
THE
TWO SCHOOLS CF PHARMACY AND SPECIALISTS FROM INDUSTRY AND MEDICINE. PARTICIPATING PHARMACISTS
PAY A NOMINAL FEE AND MAY ATTEND THE SERIES AT ANY OF EIGHT VIEWING CENTERS, RANGING FORM
INDIANA UNIVERSITY'S BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS AND INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY-EVANSVILLE IN THE SOUTH,
TO10 PURDUE'S CALUMET REGIUNAL CAMPUS IN HAMMOND OR THE PURDUE-INDIANA UNIVERSITY JOINT REGIONAL
CAMPUS AT FORT WAYNE IN THE NORTH. THROUGH THE TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM, WHICH IS PART OF THE
STATE NETWORK, DISCUSSIONS AND OUESTION-ANSWER PERIODS ARE INCORPORATED INTO EACH SEMINAR
SESSION. DURING 1968, THE INTRODUCTORY YEAR OF THE SERIES, 439 PHARMACISTS OR 15 PERCENT OF
THE STATE'S PRACTICING PHARMACISTS ENROLLED. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT BILL D. JOBE,
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACAL SCIENCES,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 47907.' CIC
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4120A *9 4120A
MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION IN EXTENSION
ABSTRACT ON PAGES 24-5 IN COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION. COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND
DEVEL;PMENT OF INSTRUCTIUNAL RESOURCES. ABSTRACTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AT CIC
INSTITUTIONS. REPORT NO. 5, SPRING 1969
// ILLINCIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE
GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIFNCE CORRESPONDENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, IN COOPERATION WITH INTERESTED
COLLEGES, IS USING A COMBINATION OF ELECTROWRITER AND VOICE CUMMUNICATION VIA A SPECIAL LOOP
CALLED UNIVEX IFOR UNIVERSITY EXTENSION) LINES IN AN EXPERIMENTAL TEACHING APPROACH. THESE
LINES, OURING ACADEMIC 1966-69, TIE INTO CLASSROOMS IN DECATUR, FREEPORT, MALTA, QUINCY,
ROCKFORD, ROCK ISLANIC-MOLINE, SPRINGFIELD, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, AND SOUTH BELOIT. PRINCIPAL GOALS
OF THE EFFORT ARE 1) TO ASCERTAIN TYPES OF SUBJECT MATTER AND COURSES THAT CAN BE FRUITFULLY
TAUGHT AND LEARNED THROUGHl THIS APPROACH 2) TO EXTEND THE AVAILABILITY OF HIGHLY SPECIALIZED
COURSES TO INTERESTEC AND QUALIFIED PART-TIME STUDENTS WITHIN A LARGE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA AND 3)
TO DETERMINE ACCEPTANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS REMOTE TEACHING-LEARNING SYSTEM IN COMPARISON
WITH CONVENTIONALLY TAUGHT CLASSES. IN MOST CASES, THE COURSE OFFERINGS ARE FOR GRADUATE
ENGINEERS. TWn FRESHMAN COURSES HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED IN COMPUTER SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE TO
SUPPLEMENT COURSE OFFERINGS OF JUNIOR COLLEGES. ONE GRADUATE COURSE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE HAS
bEEN CONDUCTED. TWO IN AGRICULTURE ARE CURRENTLY BEING CONDUCTED. THE REMOTE TEACHING IS
SOMETIMES SUPPLEMENTED DY VISITS OF INSTRUCTORS TO THE CLASS SITES, BY ON-CAMPUS ORIENTATION
AND/OR WEEKEND LABORATORY SESSIONS, OR BY ASSIGNED WORK BY CORRESPONDENCE. CERTAIN
SUPPLEMENTAL HOURS ARE UNIFORMLY SET ASIDE FOR AN INSTRUCTOR TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AND CLEAR UP
DIFFICULTIES PHONED IN BY INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF HIS CLASS. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAN BE
OBTAINED FROM DEAN STANLEY ROBINSON, DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS,
URBANA. CIC. EDITED FOR LENGTH BY KS
RADIU MEGICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESCUE
JOURNAL GF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 204, P556, MAY 6, 1968
// MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS REMOFE-UIAGNOSIS SEA-RESCUE CIRM
'THE INTERNATIONAL RADII MEDICAL CENTER (CIRM) IS A FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED IN ROME IN 1935 FOR THE
PURPCSF (IF GIVING FREE ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL ADVICE BY RAODI TO SEAMEN OF ALL NATIONALITIES
AN) TO THE INHABITANTS UF (HE SMALL ISLANDS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN. THE CENTER HAS BEEN ABLE TO
ORGANIZE WITH THE HELP OF ITALIAN AND FOREIGN ORGANIZATIONS A VAST NETWORK OF INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS THAT ALLOWS IT TO GIVE ASSISTANCE IN ANY PART OF THE OCEAN. ALL RADIO
MEDICAL SERVICES OF CIRM, AS WELL AS TRANSPORT AND RESCUE, ARE FREE OF CHARGE.' DW
4123C *** FARBER, SEYMOUR M. 4123C
MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES
MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES
CALIFORNIA MEDICINE 104, P141, FEB 1966
// SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER
DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
IN 1963, THE DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION IN MEDICINE AND THE HEALTH SCIENCES AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, INITIATED A SERIES OF TWO-WAY RADIO BROADCASTS
DESIGNED TO BRING WORK OF THE LATEST MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS TO PHYSICIANS UNABLE TO ATTEND FORMAL
POSTGRADUATE COURSES. THESE BROADCASTS DISSEMINATE INFORMATION INEXPENSIVELY TO A LARGE
AUDIENCE AND SAVE TIME FOR MANY CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS IN OUTLYING DISTRICTS. THE QUESTION AND
ANSWER SESSIONS WITHIN EACH BROADCAST SEEM TO BE A KEY ELEMENT IN THE SUCCESS OF THE PROJECT.
THESE BROADCASTS, WHICH HAVE A LARGE FOLLOWING, ARE BUT AN INDICATION OF HOW AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA
CAN BE USED TO FURTHER POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION. FK
4126A *** SMITH, PATRICIA MARIE 4126A
EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISIUN OF STUDENT TEACHERS
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, PH.D. DISSERTATION, 1969. 227P. ERIC ED 033 203
// TEACHER-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP COST
TO EXAMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION OF PRESERVICE HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION STUDENTS,
36 STUDENTS INVOLVED IN THE STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE WERE ASSIGNED TO THREE METHODS OF
SUPERVISICN 1) FACE-TO-FACE, WITH OBSERVATION CONTACTS ANUD SUPERVISORY CONFERENCES AT THE
PUBLIC SCHOOL 21 AUDIO-PHUNE, PHONE CONFERENCES RELATING TO AUDIO-TAPED LESSONS AND OTHER
PROBLEMS AND 3) VII)EO-PHONE, CONSISTING OF PHONE CONFERENCES AND VIDEO-TAPED LESSONS. THE
INISTRUMENTS USED WERE A SCALE TO MEASURE PRE- AND POST-TEACHING CONFIDENCE, A CRITIQUE FORM TO
MEASURE IMPRGVEMENT OF A SPECIFIC TEACHING SKILL, AND A RATING SCALE TO MEASURE SATISFACTION OF
THE COLLEGE SUPERVISOR, SUPERVISING TEACHER, AND STUDENT TEACHER WITH THE METHOD EMPLOYED. THE
METHODS DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY IN RELATION TO THE SATISFACTION EXPRESSED BY STUDENT TEACHERS
AND SUPERVISING TEACHERS. FACE-TO-FACE, VIDEO-PHONE, AND AUDIO-PHONE WERE FAVORED IN THAT
URDER. THE METHODS 01DD0 NOT DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY IN RELATION TO THE SATISFACTION EXPRESSED BY
COLLEGE SUPERVISORS OR THE STUDENT TEACHERS' CONFIDENCE OR TEACHING SKILL SCORES. COST IS
COMPARABLE WHEN SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES HAVE THE NEEDED EQUIPMENT. THE FACE-TO-FACE METHOD
REQUIRED 7 HOURS MORE PER STUDENT TEACHER. THIS PH.D. DISSERTATION WAS SUBMITTED TO THE OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY. IJK). ERIC
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4128A 4128A
PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS AND
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA
RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA, DOUGLAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 3. PROJECT NUMBER DPSC-66-2221,
146P. PICE ES 000 656
// INSERVICE-EO EDUCATION-AD)MINISTRATION LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
A CE.TR wt.L ! PLANNED AriD Frvr PROJFCTS CUNDUCTED TO SERVE STUDENTS FROM 17 COUNTIES. ONE
PR,.JECT WILL INV(LVE PLANNI h A DATA-PRUCESSIN', RFPURIING SYSTEM TU EXCHANGE AND COMPARE
PFRFCRMANCF uATA AMONG 18 SCHOOL DISTRICTS. EACH DISTRICT WILL BE CONNECTED TO A CENTRAL
COPUTFR WHERE MANAGEMENT AN) STUDENT RECORDS WILL BE STORED. LONG-RANGE PLANS INCLUDE SUCH
POSSIRILITIES AS MASTER SCHEDULING AND PROGRAMED INSTRUCTIGN. THE SECOND PROGRAM INVOLVES A
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE PURPOSES. A TOUCH-TONE TYPE
TELEPHONE WILL BE INSTALLED IN EACH OF 18 SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO IMPROVE COMMINICATIONS AND MAKE
MORE EFFECTIVE USE OF TIMLE BY SCHOOL PERSONNEL. THE THIRD PROJECT WILL BE A TUMBLING AND
GYMNASTICS PROGRAM FOR GRADES 1-12 IN A CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM TO IMPROVE MOTOR SKILLS, TEACH
BALANCE AND COORDINATION, IMPROVE STRENGTH, GRACE, AND POISE, AND IMPROVE PHYSICAL FITNESS.
PROJECT FOUR WILL INVOLVE A MOBILE REMEDIAL READING CLASSROOM - STAFFED WITH A REMEDIAL READING
TEACHER - WHICH WILL VISIT EACH OF 21 SCHOOLS 12 TIMES PER MONTH. THE FIFTH PROJECT INVOLVES
INSERVICE TRAINING, INCLUDING A FORMAL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS AND A BASIC
SKILLS WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS. APPROXIMATELY 45,706 STUDENTS WILL BE SERVED. (JE). PACE
4129A 4129A
CARBON-CCUNTY COORDINATED INSTRLCTION CENTER
RAWLINS, WYOMING, CARBON COUNTY SCHOOLS PROJECT NUMBER DPSC-76-808. 45P. PACE ES 000 985
// WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
AN INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER AND AUDIOVISUAL LIBRARY WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO SERVE 10 PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICTS ANC ONE PRIVATE SCHOOL IN THE COUNTY. THE CENTER WILL BE EQUIPPED WITH RECEIVING AND
TRANSMITTING UNITS FOR AN ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD SYSTEM. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING
UNITS FOR THE ELECTROWRITER WILL ALSO BE INSTALLED AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY IN ANOTHER COUNTY
AND LINKED TO THE CENTER. IN ADDITION, EACH OF THE SIX HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTY WILL BE
EQUIPPED WITH RECEIVING UNITS LINKED TO THE CENTER. THE ELECTROWRITER WILL bE USED FOR A GUEST
LECTURE SERIES, CLASSROOM LECTURES, AND EXTENSION COURSES FOR TEACHERS, CONDUCTED BY UNIVERSITY
FACULTY MEMBERS AND TRANSMITTED FROM THE UNIVERSITY. PROGRAMS INVOLVING GUEST LECTURERS AND
TEAM TEACHERS WILL ALSO BE PRODUCED LOCALLY. THE ELECTROWRITER--OR TELELECTURE--SYSTEM ALLOWS
FOR BOTH ORAL AND VISUAL CONTACT BETWEEN THE LECTURER AND LARGE OR SMALL CLASSES THAT MAY BE
SCATTERED OVER A LARGE AREA. ORAL CONTACT IS PROVIDED VIA TELEPHONE. A VISUAL IMAGE IS
TRANSMITTED OVER A TELEPHONE WIRE, RECEIVED BY THE ELECTROWRITER RECEIVER, AND PROJECTED ON A
MOVIE SCREEN. THE LECTURER CAN TRANSMIT SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS, AND MAPS. THE ELECTROWRITER
SYSTEM WILL VAKE IT POSSIBLE TO PRESENT ADVANCED PLACEMENT OR SPECIAL-INTEREST CLASSES NOT
OFFERED IN THE REGULAR CURRICULUM IN EACH SCHOOL BECAUSE OF SMALL ENROLLMENTS AND LIMITED
FINANCES. APPROXIMATELY 4,098 ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS WILL BE SERVED. (JE) PACE
FINANCES. APPROXIMATELY 4,098 ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS WILL BE SERVED. (JE) PACE
4130A * 4130A
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER
DOWNEY, CALIFCRNIA, DOWNEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT. PROJECT NUMBER DPSC-68-5949. PACE ES 002 566
// )OWNEY CALIFORNIA HOMEROUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-ED INSERVICE-ED
INS UC TI NA L-MA RALS-C EN T R
A PROGRAM OF TELECLASS TEACHING WILL BE ESTABLISHED FOR PHYSICALLY HANUICAPPED, HOMEBOUND STUDENTS
FROM 13 PARTICIPATING DISTRICTS. MULFIDISTRICT PROGRAMS OF INSERVICE EDUCATION, DEMONSTRATION
TEAC-ING AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCAION TEACHERS WILL BE PROVIDED. FIVE
PROGRAMS WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN THE CENTER 1) A MULTIDISTRICT PRUGRAM OF TELECLASS TEACHING FOR
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED, HOMEBOUND STUDENTS 2) A CONTINUING PROGRAM OF INSERVICE EDUCATION, ON
AN INTERDISTRICT BASIS, FOR PROFESSIONAL AND SEMIPROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL WHO WORK WITH
EXCEPTIO AL CHILDREN 3) A SPECIAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER TO EVALUATE,
DEYONSTRATE, DISPLAY AND DEVELOP CURRICULUM MATERIALS 4) COORDINATION OF COOPERATIVE PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT OF HANDICAPPFD STUDENTS IN AREAS OF DISABILITY WHERE INDIVIDUAL DISTRICTS HAVE
INADEQUATE NUMPERS OF CHILDREN TO OPERATE INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS 5) REFERRAL SERVICES TO ASSIST IN
SECURING THE NEEDED SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN. APPROXIMATELY 6,452 STUDENTS, GRADES
1-12, WILL BE SERVED. (JL). PACE
4131C *** HELCRICH, F.J., JR. 4131C
MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION
MARYLAND STATE MEDICAL JOURNAL 16, P90-3, MARCH 1967
// MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
SINCE A STATEWIDE EDUCATIUNAL TELEVISION NETWORK WAS NOT AVAILABLE AND FM RADIO APPEARED
PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE, COMMUNITY HOSPITALS IN MARYLAND WERE LINKED BY TELEPHONE IN OCTOBER,
1965 '...FOR THE PURPOSE (iF DISSEMINATING PROGRAMS OF MEDICAL INTEREST AMONG MARYLAND
PHYSICIANS.' PARTICIPANTS IN VARIOUS CONVENIENT LOCATIONS CAN LISTEN TO THE SIMULTANEOUS
TRANSMISSION OF MATERIAL AND SPEAK OVER THE NETWORK. FURTHERMORE, SLIDES AND OTHER
SUPPLFVENTARY MATERIAL ARE DUPLICATED AND DISTRIBUTED BY MAIL BEFORE EACH PROGRAM AND USED IN
CONJUNCTIGN WITH THE AUDIO TRANSMISSION. THIS SYSTEM FACILITATES THE RAPID SHARING OF MEDICAL
AND PARAMEDICAL PROGRAMS AND IS ESPECIALLY BENEFICIAL TO THOSE HOSPITALS WITH LIMITED
RESOURCES. THE PROJECT HAS BEEN FINANCED DY THE HOSPITALS, THE STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND THE
PHYSICIANS' STATE ORGANIZATION, WITH THE PHYSICIANS RETAINING OVERALL CONTROL. PRESENTLY MEDIC
PROGRAMS ARE EVALUATED BY MEANS OF TABULATION OF PHYSICIANS ATTENDING AND THEIR COMMENTS AND
CRITICISMS. IN 18 MONTHS THE MEDIC NETWORK HAS GROWN CONSIDERABLY AND NOW INVOLVES 33 GENERAL
HOSPITALS OUT OF THE 44 IN THE STATE. PROVISIONS ARE BEING MADE TO TAPE RECORD AND STORE THE
TELECONFERENCE PROGRAMS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE AND USE BY A WIDER AUDIENCE. HELDRICH HOPES FOR
THE EXPANSION OF MEDIC TO INCORPORATE THE USE OF TELEVISION. WH
4132C *** MEYER, THOMAS C. * HANSEN, RICHARD H. * KELIHER, JERRY J. 4132C
COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR THE CONTINUING EDUCATION OF
PHYSICIANS AND ALLIEG HEALTH PERSONNEL
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION 43,1, P73-7, JAN 1968
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4133C ** HORNBACK, MAY S. * BRUNCLIK, HELEN L. 4133C
PARTY-LIKE FOR NURSES
NURSING CUTLOOK 16, P30-1, MAY 1968
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
THE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF NURSING OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN HAS INITIATED A
PROGRAM OF TELFLECTURES TO BRING INSERVICE INSTRUCTION TO NURSES THROUGHOUT THE STATE.
UTILIZING A TELEPHONE CIRCUIT TO 24 CAMPUS CENTERS, A TRIAL PROGRAM OF 12 LECTURES BEGAN IN
FEBRUARY 1966 UNDER THE DIRECTION OF ELIZABETH REGAN AND SIGNE S. COOPER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
NURSING. CLASSES CONSISTED OF A HALF HOUR LECTURE AND A HALF HOUR QUESTION PERIOD. THE
LECCTURES WERE PRERECORDED TO AVOID UNFORESEEN DIFFICULTIES, AND PRINTED AND VISUAL AIDS WERE
MAILED TO PARTICIPATING CENIERS. NURSE COORDINATORS MANAGED THE CLASSES AT RECEPTION SITES,
AND EVALUATION OUESTIONNAIRES WERE FILLED OUT AT THE END OF THE FIFTH CLASS. FOLLOWING THIS
SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT, MORE NURSING CLASSES WERE SCHEDULED, INCLUDING SOME WHICH WERE
SIMULTANEOUSLY HEARD OVER FM STATIONS. THE ARTICLE CONCLUDES WITH AN EXTENSIVE REVIEW OF THE
PROGRAM COSTS. FK
4135C *** PACE, WILLIAM G. * SCHWEIKART, ROBERT B. 4135C
MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK
OHIO STATE MEDICAL JOURNAL 64, P38+, JAN 1968
// OMEN OHIO - PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED
FM-RADIO TV CATV
THE OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK (OMEN) WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1962 TO FILL THE GROWING NEED TO
DISSEMINATE INFORMATION FROM MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTERS TO PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTS AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE. PRUGRAMS ARE BROADCAST FIVE TIMES WEEKLY OVER A DOZEN FM RADIO STATIONS TO 61
HOSPITALS IN OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, KENTUCKY AND WEST VIRGINIA. BROADCAST AT NOON, THE ONE-HOUR
PROGRAMS ARE 'LIVE,' TWO-WAY DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN HOME-COMMUNITY PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SCHOOL
TEACHERS ON SUBJECTS VITAL TO CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION. IN 1966 THE PROGRAMMING WAS
EXPANDED TO INCLUDE NURSING TOPICS. OPEN-CIRCUIT TV WITH TWO-WAY AUDIO HAS ALSO BEEN USED BY
THE CMEN. CM
4136C *** SMITH, MARJURIE 4136C
ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP
MEDICAL ECONOMICS 43, P124-6, APRIL 4, 1966
// TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST LEASED-LINES
TAPE-RECORD
TELE-MEO IS A COMMERCIAL DIAL-ACCESS SERVICE WHICH PROVIDES PRACTICING DOCTORS ACCESS TO CURRENT
TELE-MED IS A COMMERCIAL DIAL-ACCESS SERVICE WHICH PROVIDES PRACTICING DOCTORS ACCESS TO CURRENT
MEDICAL INFORMATION. TAPED PROGRAMS INCLUDING MEDICAL NEWS REPORTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS OF MEDICAL
MEETINGS, PREVIEWS OF JOURNALS AND INTERVIEWS WITH MEDICAL PERSONALITIES ARE MADE AVAILABLE BY
IELEPHONE 24 HOURS A DAY. IRVIN P. SULDS CREATED TELE-MED, WHICH UTILIZES LEASED TELEPHONE
LINES AND SERVCS NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, LOS ANGELES AND SEATTLE. THE SERVICE IS FINANCED
BY PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES WHICH AIR A COUPLE OF COMMERCIALS DURING EACH 12-MINUTE PROGRAM.
THE SERVICE COSTS PHYSICIANS ONLY THE PRICE OF A PHONE CALL, AND THEIR RESPONSE HAS GENERALLY
BEEN FAVORABLE. FOR PHYSICIANS IN CITIES WITHOUT TELE-MED, TAPES OF THE PROGRAMS FOR ONE WEEK
MAY BE RENTED. THE VENTURE IS EXPECTED TO EXPAND RAPIDLY TO INCLUDE OTHER CITIES. FK
4137C ** 4137C
PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO
PHYSICAL THERAPY 49, P192, FEB 1969
// NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS ALBANY-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED
FM-RADIO
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS IN 40 HOSPITALS IN THE TRI-STATE (NEW YORK, VERMONT AND MASSACHUSETTS) ALBANY
REGICNAL MEDICAL PROGRAM ARE ABLE TO DISCUSS SPECIALIZED PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES WITH EACH
OTHER AND WITH SPECIALISTS OVER THE TWO-WAY FM RADIO NETWORK OF ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE. 'THE
ALBANY REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM IS AN EFFORT TO IMPROVE PATIENT CARE BY STIMULATING COOPERATION
IN THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY AND BY ACCELERATING DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE TO HEALTH AMD
MEDICAL WORKERS.' LC
4138C *** 4138C
TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED BY NEW-YORK-RMP
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING 69, P926+, MAY 1969
// MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK
'BUFFALO, N.Y. A 955,685 DOLLAR GRANT TO THE REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR WESTERN NEW YORK WILL
FINANCE, AMONG OTHER PROJECTS, CONTINUATION OF THE TWO-WAY TELEPHONE LECTURE NETWORK, WHICH
PRESENTS TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES, PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, PHARMACISTS, AND OTHER HEALTH
ALLIED PROFESSIONS AND CORONARY CARE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR PHYSICIANS AND NURSES IN BUFFALO.
THE TELEPHCNE NETWORK HAS 47 LISTENING POSTS IN HOSPITALS THROUGHOUT THE REGION. IT PROVIDES
LECTURES AND CONFERENCES TO A VARIETY OF AUDIENCES VIA THE PRIVATE TELEPHONE LINE. A PROGRAM
IN PULMONARY DISEASES IS PLANNED FOR NURSES AND PHYSICIANS. THE ALREADY FUNCTIONING CORONARY
CARE TPAINING PROGRAM LAST YEAR PROVIDED 72 NURSES AND 60 PHYSICIANS WITH TRAINING IN THE
urRATION CF CORCAAY (R CARDIAC CARE UNITS.' FULL NEWS ITEM QUOTED HERE.
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4139C ** 4139C
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS
HOSPITALS 42, P147, FEB 1, 1968
// GEORGETOWN-UNIV INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR
LATIN-AMERICA SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
'A HAM RADIO STATION PROVIDING EMERGENCY CONSULTATION TO HOSPITALS, MEDICAL SCHOOLS, AND MISSIONS
OVERSEAS IS BEING OPERATED BY GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. DEDICATED JANUARY 4, THE
FACILITY IS KNOWN AS THE INICRNAfIONAL MEDICAL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY. INITIAL BROADCASTS ARE
BEING MAOE DETWEEN GFURGETOWN AND SIMILAR MEDICAL RADIO FACILITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
QUAYAQUIL MEDICAL SCHOOL, QUAYAQUIL, ECUAIOR, AND AT MEDICAL MISSIONS IN LATIN AMERICA. RADIO
CONTACTS ARE BEING PLANNED WITH THE EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN SCOTLAND AND THE RADIO
STATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO MEDICAL SCHOOL IN MEXICO CITY.' FULL NEWS ITEM QUOTED
HERE. SEE 4141
4140C *** 4140C
NURSES OF NINE CITIES LINKED BY EDUCATIONAL TV INTERCOM
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING 66, P1702, AUGUST 1966
4*L ** 4141C
GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO
JOURNAL CF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 200,9, P807, MAY 29, 1967
// GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
'A NEW SHORTWAVE RADIO STATION, WA3FXJ, WITH STUDIOS ON THE CAMPUS OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED.U RECENTLY. THE NEW UNIT WILL BE KNOWN AS GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
AMATEUR RADIO STATION AND IT WILL BE USED PRIMARILY FOR TEACHING MEDICAL STUDENTS IN OTHER
COUNTRIES. THE STATION WILL PROVIDE A SERIES OF MEDICAL PROGRAMS AND AN EMERGENCY CONSULTING
SERVICE FOR TEACHING PURPOSES WHENEVER AND WHEREVER THE NEED EXISTS. FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THIS
STATION CAME FROM THE RIKER LABORATORIES, A DIVISION OF REXALL COMPANY (WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS,
APRIL 18, 1967).' FULL NEWS ITEM QUOTED HERE. SEE 4139
4142C *** GLYNN, ELILABETH N. 4142C
NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES
NURSING CUTLOOK 15, P32-3, MAY 1967
// SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNC CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED. EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST
FM-RKADIU KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
A SERIES CF 24 ONE-HOUR RADIO CONFCRENCES FOR NURSES WAS SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
CONTINUING EDUCATION IN MCOICINC AND THE HEALTH SCIFNCES AND THE SCHOOL OF NURSING DURING THE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1965-66. ITHE FELECONFERENCES WERE BRUADCAST OVER ONE COMMERCIAL STATION (KXQR-FM
- FRESNO) AND ONE EDUCATIONAL STATIO(N (KPFA-FM - BERKELEY). THEY HAD AN ESTIMATED AUDIENCE OF
1300, 400 OF WHOM LISTENED AT ONE OF THE PARTICIPATING HOSPITALS. EACH OF THESE 40
INSTITUTIONS CONTRIBUTED 100 DOLLARS IOWARDS THE ANNUAL EXPENSES AND RECEIVED OUTLINES AND
HIINLIO(;RAPHILS HEFURF EACH oI:OADCAST. AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION WAS ENCOURAGED. TEN HOSPITALS
WERF LINKED 1I) IHE_ RADIO STUI)I0 DY TELEPHONE, SO IHAT NURSES COULD ASK QUFSTIONS DURING THE
IR)AC S r . ALI. PRO(GRAMS WI:RF SUBSEQUENfLY EVALUATEDU BY QUESTIONNAIRES. REACTIONS TO THE
SERILS PROVED SO FAVORABLE THAT IT WAS CONTINUED DURING THE 1967-68 SCHOOL YEAR. GLYNN
COMMENTS ON THE PROGRAM IN WHICH SHE PARTICIPATED AND NOTES THAT QUESTIONS WERE PRACTICAL AND
FREQUENTLY DEALT WITH CRISIS SITUATIONS. WH
4500C *** ZIMMERMAN, HARRY 
4500C
EVALUATICN INFERENCE APPLIED TO PROGRAMMING ON AN EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK - A BEGINNING
PAPER PRESENTED AT THE ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH CONFERENCE, MINNEAPOLIS, FEBRUARY 27-28, 1970.
11P. ERIC El 036 763
// WISCONSIN EXTFNSION-UW ETN EVALUATION-FORMAL
A STUDY WAS MAD UF A NONCREDIT HOME ECODNOMICS PRUSRAM PRESENIEO 
BY THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
EXTENSIOA OVLRH HE STATEWIDE EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK (ETN). THE STUDY WAS LIMITED 
TO IHE
IOTAL POPULATION INVOLVED IN ONE PROGRAM (54) AND THEIR IMMEDIATE REACTION TO THAT 
PROGRAM.
METHOCOLOGY USED WAS A COMBINATION OF ACTION RESEARCH AND FIELD RESEARCH. 
THE INSTRUMENT WAS
DEVELOPED AROUND SIX FACTORS, ENVIRONnMENT, CUNTENT, PROGRAM PROCESS, LECTURER, 
MODERATOR, AND
TECHNICAL CUALITIES OF THE EIN. VARIABLES CONCERNED WITH THE VARIOUS 
FACTORS WERE INTERSPERSED
AND RESULTED IN 48 ITEMS PLUS A 9-PUINT SCALE FOR AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROGRAM. A
FOUR-POINT INTERVAL SCALE WAS USED WITH EACH OF THE 48 VARIABLES. 
THE INSTRUMENT WAS
OPEN-ENDED, WITH PROVISION FOR SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT. SUBJECTIVE 
EVALUATIVE INFERENCE
BASED ON MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS INDICATED THE OVERALL PROGRAM WAS SOMEWHAT 
BETTER THAN A
POSSIBLE AVERAGE DUT WITH RCOM FOR IMPROVEMENT. A BETTER APPROACH 
TO ORGANIZATION AND A MORE
CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF THE LEVEL OF CONTENT COULD LEAD TO INCREASED 
EFFECTIVENESS. THE MODERATOR
SHOULD ASSUME THE ROLE OF GROUP LEADER IN AN ATTEMPT TO BRING ABOUT 
MORE GROUP INTERACTION.
(AUTHOR/EB). ERIC
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4504C ++* KING, FRANKLIN J. 
4504C
FEASIBILITY OF INCORPORATING TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS 
COURSE TO VOCATIONAL
TEACHER S
-CO1YTU , UNIVERSITY uF MISSOURI, t.O. TrI~SI, 1910. 156P. AVAILABL r UM UNIVE ESL 1. *,ILRUIL ,
INC., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. ERIC ED 042 019
// INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-OIIS-EMPLOYMENT-TEST COST
TO TEST THE FEASIDILITY OF TEACHING A METHODS COURSE TOTALLY OR PARTIALLY BY TELELECTURE, A CONTROL
GROUP OF 15 WAS TAUGHT DY TRADITIONAL LECTURE-DISCUSSION, AN EXPERIMENTAL GROUP OF 15 WAS
TAUGHT WITH 50 PERCENT TRADITIONAL AND 50 PERCENT TELELECTURE, AND ANOTHER EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
OF 25 WAS TAUGHT ONLY BY rELELECTURE. EACH GROUP CONSISTED UF INSERVICE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL
TEACHERS ENROLLED IN A ONE-SEMESTER COURSE ON THE PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS.
ALL SrUDENTS WFRE GIVEN ANOTIS EMPLOYMENT TEST AND A PRETEST OF COURSE CONTENT TO MEASURE
GENERAL ABILITY AND INITIAL STATUS, AND WRITTEN AND ORAL EVALUATION PROCEDURES WERE CONDUCTED
THROUGHOUT THE COURSE. DATA WERE ANALYZED BY ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, CHI-SQUARE,
COEFFICIENf OF CORRELATION, AND CONCORDANCE W. CONCLUSIONS INDICATED 1) A PROFESSIONAL COURSE
MAY RE PRESENTED WITH EQUIVALENT RESULTS EITHER BY TRADITIONAL OR TELELECTURE METHODS 2)
STUDENT ATTITUDES WERE NOT ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY EITHER COURSE CONTENT OR METHOD OF
PRESENTATION AND 3) TELELECTURE WAS MORE ECONOMICAL IN COSTS AND IN TRAVEL TIME. THIS ED.D.
THESIS WAS SUBMITTED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI. (GR) ERIC
4505A *** BEATTIE, THOMAS * FRICK, PAUL .4505A
THE TELEPHONE METHOD OF TEACHING
DENVER, COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, (1963) 23P. ERIC ED 026 357
// COLORAO0 WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT
AMERICAN-HISTORY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST MOUNTAIN-STATES-TELEPHONE-CO
IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF BRINGING OUTSTANDING TEACHERS TU THE HIGH SCHUOL,
CLASSROOM, 5 SMALL COLORADO SCHOOLS EXAMINED MULTISCHOOL SHARING OF INFORMATION THROUGH USE OF
LU)NG-DISTANCE CONFERENCE TELEPHONE CALLS. THREE OF THE EXPERIMENTS INVOLVED COLLEGE PROFESSORS
LECTURING VIA TELEPHONE TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY CLASSES. THE STUDENTS
RESPuNnED WITH QUESTIONS, THUS CREATING A LIMITED 2-WAY COMMUNICATION WHICH IS NOT POSSIBLE
WITH TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDERS, AND RAUIO MEDIA. THE INSTRUCTORS FELT THAT THEIR STUDENTS
BENEFITED FROM THE EXPERIMENTS AND THAT TELEPHONE USE HAS MANY UNEXPLORED POSSIBILITIES AS A
TEACHING CEVICE. THE DOCUMENT IS APPENDED WITH PROJECT COSTS (FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE WAS PROVIDED BY THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE CO.) AND WITH THE QUESTIONNAIRES USED
IN EVALUATING THE STUDY. (AN) ERIC
4506C *** EVERLY, JACK C. 
4506C
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAMURAL COURSES
PAPER PRESENTED AT THF ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH CUNFERENCE, MINNEAPOLIS, FEBRUARY 27-28, 1970.
110 rurt Fn .1 6 714
// ILLINCIS-UNIV UNIVtX EXIENSION AGRICULTURE LVALUATIUN-OQUL1UNNAIRt
EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
THIS REPCRT REVIEWS EVALUATIONS OF TWO INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS THAT THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE 
OF
AGRICULTURE, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, ARE NOW USING IN THEIR EXTRAMURAL TEACHING. THE 
SYSTEMS
ARC 1) 'UNIVEX NET,' WHICH TRANSMITS AUDIO AND VISUAL SIGNALS VIA TELEPHONE LINES FROM ONE
CAMPUS CLASSROOM TO ANOTHER CLASSROOM LOCATED SOMEWHERE ELSE IN THE STATE AND 2) AUTO-TUTORIAL
CAPREL UNITS WHICH PRUVIDE FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY. A COMBINATION OF THE AUTO-TUTORIAL 
AND THE
UNIVEX SYSTEM IS ALSO EVALUATED. THE EVALUATIONS ARE LEARNER ORIENTED. ATTITUDE WAS 
MEASURED
WITH THE ILLINOIS COURSE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE. ACTUAL PERFORMANCE WAS MEASURED BY GRADES
AND SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS IN OBTAINING EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES. (THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND
FOUR REFERENCES ARE INCLUDED.) (AUTHOR/LY). ERIC
4507C *** PETERSON, BERNADINE 1. 
4507C
ADULT EDUCATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE
PAPER PRESENTED AT THE ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH CONFERENCE, MINNEAPOLIS, FEBRUARY 27-28, 1970. 
7P.
ERIC ED 036 758
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED HOME-ECONOMICS
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP ETN ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
USING A GRADUATE CREDIT AND A NCNCREDIT HOME ECONOMICS COURSE, THIS STUDY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK (ETN) INVESTIGATED WHETHER TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION CAN BE
EFFECTIVE IN ADULT ECUCATION, AND HOW ADULTS WOULD REACT TO THIS MEDIUM OF REMOTE, OFF CAMPUS
EXTENSION TEACHING. THE GRADUATE COURSE WAS DIVIDED BETWEEN AN EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (TELEPHONE)
AND A CONTROL GROUP (ON CAMPUS, FACE-TO-FACE INSTRUCTION). THE ETN NONCREDIT SEMINAR CONSISTED
OF THREE TWO-HOUR SESSIONS, ONE A WEEK. TENTATIVE EVALUATIONS LED TO THESE CONCLUSIONS 1) WAYS
OF HANDLING TELEPHONE COURSE CONTENT AND FORMAT NEED TO BE IDENTIFIED AND IMPLEMENTED 2)
PARTICIPANTS AND PROGRAM LECTURERS NEED PREPARATION FOR THE MECHANICAL ASPECT OF SUCH
EXPERIENCES 3) CERTAIN TYPES OF INDIVIDUALS FUNCTION BETTER WITH ARTICULATED MEDIA THAN OTHERS
DO 4) VISUAL AIDS IN TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION ENHANCE PRESENTATIONS AND EASE REMOTENESS 5) CERTAIN
SKILLS CAN BE LEARNED WHICH ENABLE PERSONS TO INCREASE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS UNDER TELEPHONE
INSTRUCTION 6) TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION IS USEFUL FOR PERSONS SCATTERED OVER WIDE GEOGRAPHICAL
AREAS, AND ITS USE SHOULD BE FURTHER REFINED, EXPANDED, AND EVALUATED. (AUTHOR/LY). ERIC
4511A *** FARCUHAR, J.A. * DEI ROSSI, J.A. 
4511A
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR INFORMATION NETWORKS
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA, RAND CRCPORATION, DECEMBER 1969. 9P. RAND REPORT NO. P-4272. ERIC ED
038 156
I// IOMEDICAL-INFORMATION-NETWORKS COST
THE PAPER CONCERNS SOME OF THE ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS INHERENT IN DESIGNING USER SERVICES THAT
INCORPORATE VARIOUS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. IT DESCRIBES THREE SUCH SERVICES CONSIDERED
IMPURTANT IN PROVIDING INFORMATION TO THE BIOMEDICAL COMMUNITY COMPRISED OF PRACTICING
PHYSICIANS AND THOSE ENGAGED IN TEACHING AND RESEARCH, AS WELL AS OTHER PROFESSIONALS DIRECTLY
INVULVFD IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND IN THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. FOLLOWING THIS DISCUSSION 
IS
A ARIEF DESCRIPTION OF SOML TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS THAT MIGHT MAKE THESE OR SIMILAR
SERVICES AVAILABLE IN LESS EXPENSIVE WAYS, AS WELL AS SOME PROBLEM AREAS. (AUTHOR)
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4512C *** NILES, ANNE G. 4512C
DEFINITIVE DIALING - NURSING DIAL-ACCESS
MADISOJN, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, MARCH 1970. 61P. ERIC ED 045 880
// WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW CONTINUING-ED DIAL-ACCESS-LIBRARY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
COST WISCONSIN-REGIONAL-MEOICAL-PRUGRAM
NURSING IIAL ACCESS, A TAPED LIDRARY AVAILABLE BY TELEPHONE TO PROFESSIONAL NURSES IN WISCONSIN,
WAS CEVELOPED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NURSING HEALTH SCIENCES UNIT, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, UNDER A GRANT FROM THE WISCONSIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM. THE
PROGRAM, AVAILABLE ON AN AROUND-THE-CLOCK BASIS, PROVIDES SHORT TAPES ON A VARIETY OF NURSING
AND MEDICAL SUBJECTS AND MAY BE USED FROM ANY TELEPHONE, FREE OF CHARGE TO WISCONSIN CALLERS.
THE LIBRARY PRESENTS CORE INFORMATION IN THE CATEGORIES, NURSING CARE EMERGENCY SITUATIONS, NEW
PROCFCURES AND EQUIPMENT, RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NURSING, AND LEGAL ASPECTS IN NURSING.
NURSING DIAL ACCESS AVERAGES 1,000 CALLS A MONTH. A SURVEY OF THE USERS INDICATED THAT 1) THE
PROGRAM HAS BEEN FOUND TU BE AN APPROPRIATE WAY 10 PROVIDE CERTAIN TYPES OF INFORMATION 2)
NURSES HAVE ACCEPTED THIS INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM AND 3) THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL
IN MEETING ITS PURPOSE - TO ASSIST NURSES OUTSIDE THE METROPOLITAN AREAS OF THE STATE.
(APPENDIXES INCLUDE A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TAPES, GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING DIAL ACCESS LIBRARIES,
AND LISTS OF TAPES AVAILABLE TO STATES OTHER THAN WISCONSIN.) (PT)
4514C *** BARCWFLL, JOHN D. 4514C
A NEw-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL
INFORMATICN LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND
DURHAM, N.H., NEw ENDLAND CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION (1968) 69P. ERIC ED 031 685
// INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
THIS STUCY SOUGHT TO IDENTIFY PHYSICAL FACILITIES NEEDED TO CONNECT THE SIX NEW ENGLAND LAND-GRANT
UNIVERSITIES. CRITERIA WERE TIME (USE OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY), COST (REGULAR OPERATING BUDGETS
OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS), MINIMAL PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS, FLEXIBILITY, AND COMPATIBILITY.
THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM, AN EXISTING MICROWAVE NETWORK, A DEVELOPING RADIO NETWORK, AND COMPUTERS
ANO CTHER COMMUNICATIUN DEVICES RECEIVED SPECIAL ATTENTION. IT WAS SUGGESTED, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, THAT THE EASTERN ECUCATIUNAL TELEVISION NETWORK (EEN) COULD BE THE BACKBONE OF AN
U;IJCAiIuNAL IV4FL~MATIOJ' 'Jr WURK, AND THAT A MAIN TRUCK MICROWAVE RELAY SYSTEM FROM WASHINGTON,
u.C., I~I "NlTaKAL COULD BL CREATEO TO SERVE A COMPLETE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. (THE
DOCUMENT INCLUDES PROVISIONS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, TITLE 3, EEN ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS,
AND CESCRIPTIUNS OF THE EEN ITSELF, THE NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORK, A SHARED DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR VERMONT HOSPITALS, THE PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL NETWORK OF THE NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY, THE PROPOSED UNIVERSITY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION INVOLVING
HARVARD AND THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNGLOGY, AND INFORMATION AND COMPUTER UTILITIES.)
(LY) ERIC
4519A *** CLARKE, MICHAEL J. lAND OTHERS) 4519A
ART BY TELEPHGNE, DESIGN AND EVALUATION
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, 1970. 31P. ERIC ED 044 222
// NEVACA UTAH OREGON IDAHO WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT SECONDARY-ED
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS CEASED-LINES TITLE-Ill
THE ARr-UY-TELCPIIGNE PRlIGRA4M, FUNDED UNDER TITLE III OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT,
INVOLVEI) RURAL HIGH SCHIOLS IN NEVADA, OREGON, IDAHO, AND UTAH. THE PROGRAM WAS DFSIGNED TO
UrrER ART INSTRUCTIIN FROIM A MASTER TEACHER rU STIUDENTS ENROLLOD IN HIGH SCHOOLS wITH LIMITED
FINANCIAL RESUURCES. INSTIRUCION IN ART WAS PROVIUFD BY JOINING A NUMBER OF WIDELY SEPARATED
SMALL RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS INTO A CONFERENCE SITUATION IN WHICH ALL UNITS UF THE SYSTEM,
INCLUDING THE INSTRUCTOR, W-RE SERVED BY A COMMON 2-wAY-CUMMUNICATION, AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE
SERVICE. THE NECESSARY TELEPHONE LINES WERE LCASED AT A SPECIAL CONFERENCE RATE FOR 50 MINUTES
-PER WEEK. IN ACCORDANCE WITH A PREARRANGED SCHEDULE, THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE OPERATOR
INITIATED THE NECESSARY LINE SIGNALS TO BRING ALL PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS AND MASTER TEACHER INTO
A JOINED, OPEN-LINE COMMUNICATION SETTING. EACH SCHOOL WAS EQUIPPED WITH A TELEPHONE AMPLIFIED
RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER SO THAT STUDENTS IN ANY AREA OF THEIR CLASSROOM COULD HEAR ALL
CONVERSATION AND COULO ALSO INITIATE ORAL RESPONSES. IN ADDITION TO THE AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT, EACH PARTICIPATING SCHOOL WAS EQUIPPED WITH AN OVERHEAD PROJECTOR, 35-MM SLIDE
PROJECTOR, TAPF RECORDER, AND PROJECTION SCREEN. THE PROGRAM OPERATED FOR 2 YEARS AND WAS
CONSIUERE A PIONEERING SUCCESS FOR THE WESTERN STATES SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT. EIGHT APPENDICES
ARE INCLUOED. (AL). SEE 4022-3 AND 4715. ERIC
4520A *** BARDWELL, JOHN 0. 4520A
TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE UNIVERSITY, JULY 1970. 40P. ERIC ED 044 897
// INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
THE USE CF A MICROWAVE NETWORK TO ESTABLISH EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN FOUR NEW
HAMPSHIRE CAMPUSES IS CONSIDERED IN THIS REPORT. A BUDGETARY ESTIMATE IS MADE FOR A TWO-WAY
MICRCWAVE CIRCUIT BETWEEN THESE POINTS AND A TWO-WAY MICROWAVE CIRCUIT BETWEEN DURHAM AND
SAUDLERACK MLUNIAIN. THE PROPOSED MICROWAVE PATH, THE PROPUSED ROUTE FOR A MICROWAVE SYSTEM,
AND THE PROPOSED AND EXISTING EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK ARE ILLUSTRATED. THE
POSSIBILITIES THAT THE NEW TECHNOLOGY OF INFORMATION TRANSFER BRING TO NATIONAL LIBRARIES AND
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES ARE DESCRIBED. THE INTERFACE BETWEEN INFORMATION SEEKERS AND INFORMATION
SERVICES IS DISCUSSED. THE CONCLUSION IS MADE THAT TELEVISION IS UNIQUELY CAPABLE OF BEING
BOTH THE FASTEST MODE OF TRANSMISSION AND, THROUGH THE DATA-PLEX SYSTEMS, THE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM MOST NEARLY CAPABLE OF HANDLING MASS TRAFFIC LOADS. (MF) ERIC
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4600C *** 4600C
GE'S HOOKUP FCR BUSINESS CONFEREES
BUSINFSS WEEK 2183, P24+6, JULY 11, 1970
// CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSTEMS-INC
THIS ARTICLE REVEALS GE'S PLANS TO BEGIN OPERATING A CLOSED CIRCUIT NATIONAL CONFERENCE TELEVISION
NETWCRK BY OCTOBER OF 1970. GE PLANS TO MAKE THIS 'COMMAND PERFORMANCE NETWORK' ECONOMICALLY
SOUND BY LEASING TELEPHONE LINES FOR A SET PERIOU, AS IS DONE BY COMPANIES WHICH LEASE COMPUTER
TIME. A TV PROJECTOR, RATHER THAN TYPICAL RECEIVER, WILL BE USED. CHRISTOPHER S. CARVER, THE
NFTwCRK'S MARKETING MANAGER, SAYS THE SYSTEM'S MARKET WILL BE THE NATION'S 1,000 LARGEST
CORPORATIONS. GE IS NEGOTIATING WITH SHERATON HOTELS CONCERNING PLACEMENT OF THE FACILITIES.
GE'S MAIN COMPETITOR WILL BE MANAGEMENT TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC. NEWS ITEM. FK
4608C *** MCCUR)Y, PAT 4608C
CHEMICAL AND ENGINEERING NEWS 48,7, PL6-7, FEB 16, 1970
// HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE NEW-YORK CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV
TECHNOLOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
IN JANUARY OF 1970, A CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP WAS HELD AT HARRISON HOUSE IN GLEN COVE, NEW YORK TO
EXPLCRE WAYS OF UTILIZING COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY. SPONSORED BY TECHNOLOGY COMMUNICATIONS,
INC. (TCI), THE CONFERENCE WAS A STUDY IN INNOVATION AS THE TCI STAFF MEMBERS SOUGHT WAYS TO
CREATE THE BEST ENVIRONMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP DISCUSSION. MANY FORMATS WERE TRIED, BUT
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV WAS SO EFFECTIVE THAT THEATRE-STYLE MEETINGS WERE ABANDONED. DISCUSSION
LFADERS REMAINED THE ONLY ONES LISTENING TO SPEAKERS IN PERSON. THE AUTHOR STATES THAT
FEEDBACK WAS GENERALLY FAVORABLE. HE ALSO NOTES THAT A MINORITY OF PARTICIPANTS WERE
UNIMPRESSED WITH TV. IN A POSTMORTUM INTERVIEW, TCI PRESIDENT BILL MAASS REFERRED TO TCI'S
STAFF AS 'ENVIRONMENT CREATORS,' WHILE BOB CALHORN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SUGGESTED THAT TCI'S
MAIN GOAL WAS PARTICIPATION. FK
4609C * 4609C
ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 92,10, P42, OCT 1970
// DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS
FM-RADIO
IN SEPTEMHFR 1971, THE ENGINEERING SCHOOL OF THiE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA WILL BEGIN USING ITFS
TO BROADCAST GRADUATE LEVEL CREDIT COURSES THROUGHOUT THE DELAWARE VALLEY. AIMED AT STUDENTS
EMPLOYED IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, THlt IfFS SIGNALS WILL BE TRANSMITTED TO SITES IN WHICH HOME
RECEIVERS ARE EQUIPPED WITH SPECIAL ADAPTERS. A REGULAR CLASS, RATHER THAN A STAGED
RECEIVERS ARE EQUIPPED WITH SPECIAL ADAPTERS. A REGULAR CLASS, RATHER THAN A STAGED
PRODUCTION, WILL BE TELEVISED. STUDENTS AT RECEIVING SITES WILL PARTICIPATE IN A CLASSROOM
SITUATION BY DIRECTING QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS TO THE PROFESSOR VIA AN FM-RADIO TALK BACK. DR.
A. NORMAN HIXSON, THE SYSTEM'S DIRECTOR, NOTES THAT TWO CHANNELS WILL BE USED TO AIR COURSES
FROM 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M., MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. TWO MORE CHANNELS WILL BE ADDED IN THE FUTURE.
FK
4618C 4** 618C
EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE TELEPHONE
IEEE SPECTRUM 5,3, P125, MARCH 1968
// BROOKLYN NEW-YORK TEACHER-ED CAl PROGRAME-INSTRUCTION INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION VIDEOTAPE
I M
THE CATHCLIC ARCHDIOCESE OF BRGUKLYN, WITH THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OF IBM, IS CONDUCTING AN
EIUCATIOAL EF~RIM'NT USI A C 1b mA :i 
!Vf CO9PUTER AN-TLEPHONE TO DISSEMINATE THE
VIDEC TAPE LECTURE SERIES, 'THE WORLD OF COMPUTERS.' ONCE A WEEK, 70 TEACHERS RECEIVE
HALF-HOUR INDIVIDUALIZED LECTURES VIA TV. AFTER EACH LECTURE A MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ IS GIVEN
AND THF TEACHERS ANSWER USING A TWELVE-BUTTON TOUCH TONE PHONE. THE COMPUTER IS PROGRAMMED TO
EVALUATE THE ANSWERS AND TU OFFER APPROPRIATE REVIEW LESSONS IMMEDIATELY. THE PROGRESS OF
'COMPUTFR TFACHERS' IS BEING COMPARED WITH 'CONVENTIONAL METHOD' CONTROL GROUPS. THE RESULTS
ARE NGT REPURTED. CM
4627C *** MITCHELL, 0. 4627C
BETTER VIOCO CONFERlNCES
HELL LAUrRATORI LS PiLCRH) 40,1, P 19-22, JAN 1970
// HOLMCCL NEW-JERSEY MURRAY-HILL CCTV VISUAL-AIDS AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING BELL-LABS
THE HELL LAB[RATURIES ARE EXPERIMENTING WITH A VIDEO SYSTEM WHICH WOULD COMPLEMENT TELECONFERENCES
HY PRCVIDING VISUAL CUNTACT AMONG PARTICIPANTS. CURRENTLY CONNECTING BELL LABORATORIES IN
MURRAY HILL AND HULMDEL, NEW JERSEY, THE NEW SYSTEM CAN ACCOMMODATE LARGE GROUPS WITH A NATURAL
ATMOSPHERE NOT PREVIOUSLY ATTAINABLE. THE VIDEO SYSTEM USES A FULL-BAND (525-LINE, 4.3-MHZ),
TWO-WAY TV CIRCUIT. THREE CAMERAS SPAN AN ARC OF PARTICIPANTS, AND AUTOMATIC SWITCHING
CONTROLS, ACTUATED BY VOICE SOUNDS, TURN ON THE CAMERA WHICH COVERS THE PERSON WHO IS SPEAKING.
A FOURTH CAMERA IS LOCATFO OVERHEAD AND USES A ZOOM LENS TO FOCUS ON DRAWINGS, PRINTED
MATERIALS AND OTHER VISUAL AIDS, WHILE A FIFTH CAMERA OVERVIEWS THE ENTIRE GROUP. THE
CONFERENCE LEADER MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN FOUR MODES OF OPERATION, EACH OF WHICH PRESENT VARIATIONS
IN THE UNIT'S AUTOMATIC SWITCHING SYSTEM. A COMPLEMENTARY AUDIO SYSTEM IS ALSO DESCRIBED IN
THE ARTICLE, WHICH INCLUDES TWO DETAILED DIAGRAMS. FK
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4628C *** CAMPHELL, R.R. * HONNULO, G.H. 
4628C
TEACHING BY TELEPHONE
BELL LADCRATORY RECORD 48,1, P23-5, JAN 1970
// NEW-YORK-CITY ILLINOIS PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MATHEMATICS DIAL-ACCESS CAI
COMPUTER-TELEPHONE-LINK 4030-MULTIPLE-DATA-SET HOME-STUDY
EDUCATORS HAVE RECENTLY BECOME INTERESTED IN THE TOUCH-TONE TELEPHONE AS 
AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL.
AVAILARILITY, SIMPLICITY AND RELATIVE LOW COST ARE ITS MAJOR ATTRACTIONS. 
THE NEW YORK CITY
BOARC OF EDUCATION IS STUDYING THE 'DIAL-A-DRILL' SYSTEM WHICH CAN BRING 
ARITHMETIC INTO THE
HOMES OF UP TO 2000 SECOND TO SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS. THIS SYSTEM CAN BE FURTHER IMPROVED BY
INCLUDING A 403U MULTIPLF DAIA SET 50 THAT CALLS MAY BE ORIGINATED CENTRALLY AS WELL AS 
FROM
OUTLYING AREAS. rHE TUUCH-IONE SYSTEM USED IY THE OAK PARK-RIVER FOREST HIGH SCHOOL 
IS A
RANDCM ACCESS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM WHICH INCLUDES 224 TAPES ON VARIED SUBJECTS. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS MAY CHOOSE ANY OF,THE 6-15 MINUTE TAPES FROM ONE OF THE 75 CARRELS 
LOCATED THROUGHOUT
THE SCHOOL. CALLS FROM THL STUDENT'S HOMES ARE HANDLED THROUGH THE 
4030 COMPUTER LOCATED IN
THE SCHOOL INFORMATION CENTER. CM
4634C *** 
4634C
BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV
ELECTRO TECHNOLOGY 84,5, P32-3, NOV 1969
// COLUrBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E 
TAPE-LIBRARY
A DIAL ACCFSS SYSTEM (MEDICAL LECTURE BANK) HAS BEEN INSTALLED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MISSOURI
MEDICAL CENTER, COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. THE SYSTEM INCLUDES 500 AUDIO TAPES THAT 
ARE AVAILABLE TO
PHYSICIANS 24 HOURS A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. THIS SYSTEM IS FULLY AUTOMATIC, 
SINCE SPECIFIC
PHONE NUMBERS ARE ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC RECORDINGS. DR. CHARLES SARGENT, 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
THE CENTER'S COMPUTERIZED PROGRAM, IS CONDUCTING EVALUATIONS OF THE USES, USERS, 
AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM. HE HOPES EVENTUALLY 10 ENLARGE 
THE TAPE LIBRARY AND
EXPAND SERVICES TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. THE TITLE IS MISLEADING - THE 
ARTLCLE DESCRIBES A
TELEPHCNE.SYSTEM, NOT A TV SYSTEM. CM
4644C *** LAVCIE, FRANCIS J. 
4644C
THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER
MACHINE CESIGN 42,16, P117-21, JUNE 25, 1970
// ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS 
VIDEOTAPE
ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC COST 2686-2690-MHZ
MANY UNIVERSITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS SPONSORED BY INDUSTRY SUCH AS THE ASSOCIATION 
FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION (ACE) ARE USING COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY TO BRING SIMULATED CLASSROOM TEACHING 
TO
THE WORKING ENGINEER. COMPANY EMPLOYEES ENROLL IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 
FOR CREDIT OR FOR
THF WORKING ENGINEER. COMPANY EMPLOYEES ENROLL IN UNIVERSITY COURSES FOR CREDIT UR FOR
UPDATING THEIR KNUWLEDOGE AND RECEIVE REMOTE INSTRUCTION AT THEIR PLACE OF WORK. ALTHOUGH
TELEVISION SEEMS TO PE THIF MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD AVAILABLE, SOME PROJECTS INVOLVE 
VIDEOTAPE
MACHINES OR 'ELECTRONIC 8LACKBOARDS.' IN ALL CASES, '...TALKBACK IS AN ESSENTIAL PART 
OF THE
SYSTEM.' THE MOST PROMISING AND LEAST COSTLY FEEDBACK METHOD SO FAR DEVISED UTILIZES 
FM RADIO.
THE MANY NETWORKS DESCRIBED IN THIS ARTICLE ARE USUALLY FINANCED BY THE PARTICIPATING
COMPANIES, SINCE THEY HAVE A VESTED INTEREST IN ENCOURAGING CONTINUING EDUCATION 
FOR THEIR
EMPLOYEES AND THEY SAVE MANY MAN-HOURS PREVIOUSLY WASTED IN TRAVEL. IN THE FUTURE, 
CATV AND
SATELLITE SYSTEMS MAY HAVE CONSIDERABLE IMPACT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF COLLEGE/INDUSTRY HOOKUPS.
WH
4646C *** PETTIT, JOSEPH M. * GRACE, DONALD J. 
4646C
THE STANFORD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK
IEEE SPECTRUM 7,5, P73-80, MAY 1970
// CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHL
FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE HOME-STUDY ACE COST FCC
STANFORD'S FOUR-CHANNEL INSTRUCIIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1969 MAINLY TO PROVIDE
PART-TIME GRADUATE STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING WITH REMOTE INSTRUCTION AT THEIR PLACE OF WORK.
PARTICIPATING COMPANIES PAY F-OR THE TELECASTS, BUT COSTS ARE SMALL RELATIVE TO THOSE PREVIOUSLY
INCURRED UNDER A DAY-RELEASE SYSTEM. FURTHERMORE, THE ASSOCIATION FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
(ACE), CONTROLLED BY THOSE ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN THE NETWORK, IS ABLE TO DISSEMINATE
MULTIFARIOUS MATERIAL AT THOSE TIMES WHEN REGULAR COURSES ARE NOT BEING HELD. TELEVISION
SIGNALS ARE BROADCAST USING THE ALLOWED MAXIMUM OF 10 WATTS OF POWER UN THE ITFS BAND RESERVED
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES BY THE FCC. TO PROVIDE FOR CONTINUAL. FEEDBACK, STANFORD SUBMITTED 
A
PROPCSAL TO THE FCC, WHICH RESULTED IN A RULE-MAKING DECISION PERMITTING 'FM RADIO TALK-BACK 
IN
THE 4-MHZ RANGE AT THE UPPER END OF THE ITFS BAND (2686-2690 MHZ)...' FOR EACH OF THE CHANNELS.
ALTHOUGH THE AUTHORS LAUD THE APPARENT SUCCESS OF THEIR NETWORK, THEY MAINTAIN THAT REMOTE
INSTRUCTION SHOULD AUGMENT RATHER THAN REPLACE INSTRUCTION AND PERSONAL CONTACT ON THE CAMPUS.
WH
4648C0 * 
4648C
CONFERENCE CALLS DECOME FUN
BUSINESS WEEK, P101, DEC 5, 1970
// NEW-YORK-CITY TELEPHONE-DISCUSSION-GROUP TELESESSION-CO
TELESESSION CO., RECENTLY ESTABLISHED IN NEW YORK CITY BY RON RICHARDS, SETS UP NIGHTLY TELEPHONE
DISCUSSION GROUPS. FUR A CHARGE OF 2 DOLLARS A PHONE SESSION, PARTICIPANTS MAY TALK WITH OTHER
TELESESSION PARTICIPANTS ABOUT COMMON INTERESTS. SO FAR, 200 GROUP DISCUSSIONS HAVE TAKEN
PLACE CN A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS. THE LARGEST SESSION INCLUDED 22 PEOPLE . 'GEORGE SILVERMAN, A
PSYCHOLOGIST WHO SERVES AS THE COMPANY'S DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SAYS THE 
LACK OF
VISUAL CONTACT MEANS PEOPLF LISTEN MORE CAREFULLY TO OTHERS. WAIT THEIR TURN TO SPEAK, AND
STRESS IDEAS RATHER THAN PERSONALITIES.' NEWS ITEM. CM
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4649C 
4649C
EDITORS GO TO CLASS VIA TELEPHONE HOOKUP
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER 102,49, P18, DEC 6, 1969
// CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV IOWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
CLASSROOMS AT SACRAMENTO STATE, IOWA STATE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA WERE HOOKED UP WITH 
FOUR
NFWSPAPER EDITORS FOR A TELELECTURE ON EDITORIALS AND EDITORIAL POLICY. THE JOURNALISM
STUDENTS wERE SUPPLIED WITH PRINTED MATERIALS BEFORE THE LECTURE. EQUIPMENT INCLUDED
TELEPHONES WITH SPEAKERS AND MICROPHONES FOR ASKING QUESTIONS OF THE LECTURERS. ANOTHER
'CONFERENCE CALL TELELECTURE IS PLANNED FOR JANUARY 1970. NEWS ITEM. SEE 4650C. CM
4650C** 
4650C
'J' STUDENTS QUIZ EDITORS ACROSS US
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER 102,51, P22, DEC 20, 1969
// CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV IUWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
A CONFERENCE CALL TELELECTURE EXPERIMENT BETWEEN THREE COLLEGES HAS BEEN EXPANDED TO A MONTHLY
SERIES. JOURNALISM STUDENTS AT SACRAMENTO STATE, IOWA STATE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA WILL
HENEFIT FROM THE EXPERIENCES OF EDITORS AND NEWSPAPERMEN FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. THE
90-MINUTE TELELECrURE WAS CONDUCTED OVER A CONFERENCE TELEPHONE AND LOUDSPEAKER HOOKUP. THE
SIMPLICITY AND RELATIVE LOW COST OF THIS HOOKUP MAKE THIS SYSTEM PRACTICAL FOR EDUCATIONAL
USES. DEAN ROBERTSON OF SACRAMENTO STATE EXPECTS THE MINOR TECHNICAL PROBLEMS WHICH WERE
PREVIOUSLY EXPERIENCED TU BE IRONED OUT BY THE NEXT TELELECTURE. NEWS ITEM. SEE 4649. CM
4669C *** MONAGHAN, JOHN R. 4669C
FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY 82,12, P33-9, DEC 5, 1968
// FCC PRESIOENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIUNAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FCREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
MONAGHAN DISCUSSES SOME MAJOR PROBLEMS OF REGULATION THAT MUST BE CONFRONTED BEFORE '...THE
TELEPHONE INDUSTRY MAY INDEED ADVANCE INTO A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPACE AGE.' SHOULD ALL U.S.
INTERNATIONAL RECORD CARRIERS BE MERGED AND SUBSTITUTED FOR VIABLE COMPETITION. WHAT ROLE
SHOULD SATELLITES PLAY IN DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS AND WHO SHOULD OWN AND OPERATE THEM. SHOULD
COMPANY RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF FOREIGN ATTACHMENTS BE RELAXED. IF SO, CAN THE NECESSARY
COMPATABILITY BE MAINTAINED BY USING BUFFERS PROVIDED BY THE TELEPHONE COMPANIES. THE AUTHOR
STRESSES THE NEED FOR REGULATORY AGENCIES TO VIEW THE NATIONAL NETWORK AS A SINGLE SYSTEM
STRESSFS THE NEED FOR REGULATORY AGENZIES TO VIEW THE NATIONAL NETWORK AS A SINGLE SYSTEM
'...WHICH PROVIDES MILLIONS OF CONSUMERS WITH QUALITY, CAPACITY, AND ECONOMY IN
COMMUNICATIONS.' HE QUOTES BELL ON THE FACTORS WHICH '...MAKE A DOMESTIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
APPEAR SOMEWHAT LESS DESIRABLE THAN HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN ASSUMED.' INDEED, COAXIAL SYSTEMS ARE
IMPROVING APACE. PRIVATE ENTERPRISE AND GOVERNMENT REGULATION HAVE TOGETHER CREATED THE FINEST
COMMUNCATION NETWORK IN THE WORLD. 'GOVERNMENT POLICY SHOULD BE CONDUCIVE TO A REGULATORY
CLIMATE THAT WILL ENABLE THIS TO CONTINUE TO BE SO.' WH
4670C ++* 4670C
VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT ThO COMPANIES
MACHINE DESIGN 42, P43, JAN 22, 1970
// BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX
EXPERTS AT THE BOEING AND LOCKHEED COMPANIES IN SIX WIDESPREAD CITIES HAVE BEEN HOLDING MEETINGS
VIA A TELEPHONE NETWORK CALLED TELECONFERENCE. SUCH JOINT MEETINGS HAVE BEEN ESSENTIAL EVER
SINCE NASA AWARDED THE TWO COMPANIES A JOINT CONTRACT TO DESIGN THE APOLLO SPACE-SHUTTLE
SYSTEM. REAR PROJECTION SCREENS FED BY LONG DISTANCE XEROGRAPHY ARE UTILIZED DURING THE
MEETINGS. FK
4680C *** MOLNAR, JULIUS P. 4680C
PICTUREPHONE SERVICE, A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING
VOLTA REVIEW 72, P438-9, OCT 1970
// AT-T BELL
THE AUThC PRFSENTS THE PILTItJRPHlUNf DFVrLGPrD BY BELL TELEPHONE LABS AS A NEW AND UNIQUE WAY OF
COMNUNICATING. AS THE TtLtGRAPH SPED THL WITIIEN wOD AND THE TELEPHONE BROUGHT TWO-WAY
CUNVERSATION, THE PICTUREPHCNE ALLOWS FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION AT A DISTANCE. THE MORE
'COMPLFTE' COMMUNICATION WITH FACIAL EXPRESSIONS, NODS AND OTHER VISUAL CUES MAKES THE
PICTUREPHONE MUCH MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. ONCE USERS GET OVER THE
INITIAL SELFCONSCIOUSNESS OF USING THE NEW DEVICE, THE ADVANTAGES BECOME QUITE CLEAR. OBJECTS
AND WRITTEN MATERIALS MAY BE DISPLAYED. PERSONAL CONTACT CAN BE MADE VIA PICTUREPHONE, THUS
ELIMINATING MANY BUSINESS TRIPS AND SOCIAL CALLS. PERHAPS THE NEED FOR DENSELY POPULATED
CITIES WILL BE DIMINISHED AND MUCH OF THE DAY-TO-DAY BUSINESS AT HOME AND IN THE OFFICE CAN BE
CONDUCTED BY PICTUREPHONE. ACCORDING TO THE AUTHORt THE PICTUREPHONE IS 'THE NEXT BEST THING
TO BEING THERE.' CM
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4686C *** KRUCK, DONALD * TVERSKY, ARNOLD 
D. 
4686C
CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION, TELECtURE
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 16,2, P21-2, FEB 1971
// DOVER NEW-JERSEY DOVER-PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 
INSERVICE-ED
HOMEBOUNO-CHILOREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION 
LEARNING-CENTER COST
SINCE 1969, THE COVER (NEW JERSEY) PUBLIC SCHOOLS HAVE 
USED TELELECTURES TO BRING RESOURCE PEOPLE
INTO THE CLASSROOM4. FOLLOWING A SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION, 
TELELECTURES HAVE ALLOWED HIGH
SCIiOOL STUDENTS TO DISCUSS VARIOUS TOPICS WITH FAMOUS 
PERSONALITIES, PROMINENT NATIONAL FIGURES-
AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES VIA A SINGLE, AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE 
CALL. TO ASSURE THE SMOOTH OPERATION
CF UL'VRS TIIFLCTURE PROGGAM, MArNY STEPS NAVE BEEN 
TAKEN, IKCLUDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
RESOURCE FILE AND NUMEROUS STANDARDIZED PROCEDURES. 
STUDENT INTEREST HAS BEEN STRONG AND
STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING EFFORTS HAS 
BEEN ENCOURAGED. IN PARTICULAR, STUDENT REACTION
HAS BEEN USED AS AN EVALUATIVE TOOL. TELELECTURE COSTS INCLUDE A 
35 DOLLAR PER UNIT
INSTALLATION CHARGE AND A 25 DOLLAR SERVICE CHARGE 
PER UNIT PER MONTH, PLUS THE LONG DISTANCE
TELEPHCNE CHARGES. THE AUT2ORS PREDICT THAT TELELECTURES 
WILL PLAY A VITAL ROLE IN DOVER'S
CURRICULUM DURING THE 1970'S. FK
4692C *o* MCKAY, GERALD R. 
4692C
TELETEACHING, THE PARTY-LINE REVIVED
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 16,5, P85-6, MAY 1971
// MINNESOTA-UNIV EXTENSION AGRICULTURE PRESENTATION-SKILLS 
MODERATOR VISUAL-AIDS COST
THE AUTHCR DESCRIBES AND MAKES CONCLUSIONS REGARDING 
A SERIES OF 75 TELEPHONE MEETINGS SPONSORED BY
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA EXTENSION DURING 
THE WINTER AND SPRING OF 1970-71. ACCORDING TO
THE AUTHOR, THE SERIES BOTH PROVIDED INSIGHT INTO 
HOW TO UTILIZE TELETEACHING EFFECTIVELY AND
PROVED TELETEACHING TO BE A 'USEFUL' ALTERNATIVE 
WHEN REGULAR TEACHING SITUATIONS ARE
IMPOSSIBLE. CISTS OF THE CONFERENCE CALLS INCLUDE 
A 25 DOLLAR PER MONTH INSTALLATION FEE, A 35
DOLLAR PER MONTH RENTAL CHARGE AND A LINE CHARGE OF APPROXIMATELY 
15 DOLLARS PER HOUR AND 45
MINUTE MEETING. IF PROGRAMMING WERE SCHEDULED FOR A MAJORITY 
OF THE 24 HOUR DAY, A LEASED LINE
CUULC LOWER THF COST PER PROGRAM. THE AUTHOR DESCRIDES 
BOTH THE ORIGINATING STUDIO AND THE
RECEIVING STATIONS, ANU ALSU OFFERS SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS CONCERNING 
1) THE
IMPORTANCE OF ADOPTING A PRESENTATION TO A SPECIFIC 
AUDIENCE 2) THE LENGTH OF PRESENTATIONS 3)
VISUAL AIDS AND 4) TRAINING THE PERSON IN CHARGE OF EACH RECEIVING 
GROUP. AN EVALUATIVE SURVEY
WAS CONDUCTED FOLLOWING THE SERIES IN ORDER rO 
DETERMINE RECIPIENT REACTION. FK
4693C *** MORRIS, ALBERT J. 4693C
UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING REVIEW 3, P44-52, FEB 1970
// STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER
// STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER
SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
'THIS ARTICLE IS BASED ON AN INTRODUCTORY PAPER FOR A SERIES OF OTHER PAPERS ON 'UNIVERSITY
INSTRUCTIONAL TV NETWORKS, WHAT THEY MEAN TO INDUSTRY' PRESENTED AT THE 1969 WESTERN ELECTRONIC
SHOW AND CONVENTION. IT IS AN OVERVIEW OF ADVANCES OVER THE PAST DECADE IN LINKING
UNIVERSITIES WITH EACH OTHER AND INDUSTRY BY RADIO WAVES AND HARD WIRE LINES AND PROJECTS WHAT
IS LIKELY TO OCCUR DURING THE 70'S.' THE AUTHOR FEELS THAT THERE IS A GREAT NEED FOR
IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE UPDATING AND UPGRADING OF ENGINEERS IN
INDUSTRY. TELFCONFERENCING PROVIDES A MEANS OF IMPLEMENTING THESE IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS. THE
AUITIHCR FEELS THAT '...IN ESSENTIALLY EVERY CASE, FOR A WELL CONCEIVED AND WELL THOUGHT OUT
PLA 4, INlUST,<Y NOT ONLY SIIIOUL BUT WILL PAY TIHE FULL CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS OF THE
SYSTEM.' LC
4694C *** VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORPORATION. BUSINESS MACHINES GROUP 
4694C
VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD, VERB
CHICAGO, VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORPORATION, NO DATE
// CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
THIS BROCHURE, PREPARED BY THE VICTOR COMPTUMETER CORPORATION, DESCRIBES AND LISTS THE ADVANTAGES
UF THE VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMUTE BLACKBOARD (VERB). ACCORDING TO VICTOR, VERB'...IS AN
EFFECTIVE, ECONOMICAL REMOTE TEACHING AND TRAINING SYSTEM, WHICH USES AN ORDINARY PROJECTION
SCREEN FOR A 'BLACKBOARD' AND THE TELEPHONE FOR VOICE TRANSMISSION.' AMONG THE ADVANTAGES 
OF
THE SYSTEM IS TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION. IN CONJUNCTION WITH A TELEPHONE TELELECTURE HOOKUP, BOTH
STUDENT AND TEACHER, THOUGH GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTANT, CAN CONVERSE. THE SYSTEMS ARE FLEXIBLE 
-
WHEREVER THERE ARE TELEPHONE LINES, THE VERB EQUIPMENT CAN BE USED. VERB IS ALSO ECONOMICAL
BECAUSE IT ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR COSTLY TRAVEL AND EXPENSE. FINALLY, THE MESSAGE IS RECEIVED.
ON A CONTINUOUS ROLL OF PAPER OR ACETATE FILM, AND EITHER FORM OF HARD COPY MAY BE EASILY
STORED OR REPRODUCED. SOME OF THE CURRENT USES OF THE VERB SYSTEMS WHICH ARE PARTICULARLY
USEFUL AND ECONOMICAL ARE COURSE ENRICHMENT, SPECIALIZED TEACHING, INSERVICE TRAINING AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION. THE BROCHURE ALSO INCLUDES PICTURES AND DRAWINGS OF THE UNITS AS WELL 
AS
ITEMS 4695-4700 WHICH ARE LISTED SEPARATELY. CM
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4695C 4* 695C
NEW A-V TCOL
REPRINTEC FROM SALES MANAGEMENT, PART 2, MAY 21, 1965
// CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER COST
BELL-LABS
THE VICTLR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD (VERB) IS A NEW TOOL FOR THOSE WHO PLAN MEETINGS. 'VERB
IS AN OVERHEAD PROJECTOR (DEVELOPED BY BELL TELEPHONE LABS) THAT PUTS AN IMAGE ON THE SCREEN
THAT IS TRANSMITTED OVER IELEPHONE LINES FROM ANYWHERE. THE IMAGE HAS TO BE SOMETHING THAT IS
wRITTEN OR DRAWN ON AN 'ELFCTROWRITER'.' HERE, THE AUTHOR DESCRIBES HOW THE VERB SYSTEM
OPERATES AND SOME POSSIBLE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM WHEN USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN
AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE TELELECTURE SERVICE DEVELUPEO BY THE BELL SYSTEM. THE ELECTROWRITER CAN BE
USED TO SUPPLEMENT A LECTURE GRAPHICALLY AND IT CAN TRANSMIT ANYTHING THE USER CAN DRAW OR
WRITE. THE SYSTEM DOES NO; TRANSMIT PHOTOGRAPHS OR PRINTED COPY. AN EXPERIMENT LINKING SEVEN
CITIES IN IOWA WAS CONDUCTED IN WHICH 500 SCHOOL TEACHERS WERE INSTRUCTED IN HOW TO TEACH NEW
NATH. DURING THE SAME EVENING ANOTHER PRESENTATION WAS MADE TO 1800 PEOPLE FROM CEDAR FALLS,
IOWA USING THE SAME HOOKUP. THE SYSTEM CAN BE USED ON REGULAR TELEPHONE LINES TO REACH WIDELY
SCATTERED REMOTE AUDIENCES. COST IS CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN TRAVEL TIME AND EXPENSE NECESSARY
TO BRING THE LECTURER TO THE SCHOOL. CM
4696C ** 4696C
FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB
CARBON CCUNTY INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER 2,1, PI, JAN 31, 1968
// SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT
ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
'THE CARPCN COUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER (SINCLAIR, WYOMING) IS OPERATED UNDER A TITLE
III GRANT, ESEA, AND IS IN IIS SECOND YEAR OF OPERATION. ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT INCLUDE THE
INSTRUCTIONAL. MATERIALS CENTER AND CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE USE OF THE VICTOR
ELECTRO-WRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD, (VERB).' ONE OF THE CLASSES BEING TAUGHT UTILIZING VERB IS
FRENCH I. IT IS BEING TRANSMITTED FROM SARATOGA TO ENCAMPMENT AND HANNA, WYOMING. THE TEACHER
UF THIS COURSE FEELS THAT HER STUDENTS HAVE MAINTAINED THEIR INITIAL ENTHUSIASM FOR THE VERB
COURSE AND ARE ACHIEVING ON AN EQUAL LEVEL WITH THE REGULAR CLASSROOM FRENCH STUDENTS. SHE
BELIEVES THAT BECAUSE OF THE EXTRA CLARITY REQUIRED OF HER BY THE SYSTEM, THAT HER VERB
STUDENTS UNDERSTAND HER BETTER THAN HER CLASSROOM STUDENTS. STUDENTS VALUE THE CONTACT WITH
OTHERS FROM DIFFERENT SCHOOLS AND WERE GLAD TO HAVE A COURSE WHICH WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE TO
THEM WITHOUT VERB. CM
4697C *'* JOHNSCN, LECNARD 4697C
CARBON CCUNTY INSTRUCTIONAL CCNTER 2,1, P2, JAN 31. 1968
CARBON COUNTY INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER 2,1, P2, JAN 31, 1968
// SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW 
CHEYENNE LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV
CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
AN INSERVICE COURSE ON CHEMISTRY WAS PRESENTED TO CARBON 
COUNTY TEACHERS UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP OF
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION WITH COOPERATION FROM 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING. VERB IS BEING
UTILIZED BY DR. JOHN MAUSER OF THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING TO OFFER A
SIX CREDIT GRADUATE COURSE. SIX SCHOOLS, SARATOGA, ENCAMPMENT, 
BAGGS, RAWLINS, HANNA, AND
MEDICINE BOW, ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM. 
MINOR TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES WERE
FAR CUTWEIGHED BY THE EXCELLENT COURSE AND INSTRUCTOR. CM
4698C *** WILLIAMS, BILL 
4698C
ART-HISTCRY MAKES HISTORY
CARBON CCUNTY INSTRUCTIUNAL CENTER 2,1, P2, JAN 31, 1968
// wYOMING-UNIV CCCIC SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT 
ELECTROWRITER
JAMES BOYLE, HEAD OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING ART DEPARTMENT, 
TAUGHT ART HISTORY TO ALL CARBON
COUNTY SCHUOLS USING THE VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD 
(VERB). THE'...COURSE HAS
SERVED AS AN ENRICHING EXPERIENCE FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
AND ADULTS IN A CULTURALLY DEPRIVED
AREA OF WYOMING.' CM
4699C - ** WIEGAND, CATHERINE 
4699C
PILOT STUDY
CARBON CGUNTY INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER 2,1, P2, JAN 31, 1968
// WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION 
ELECTROWRITER
'THE CONSERVATION EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECT IS A PILOT STUDY TO IMPROVE THE 
PRESENTATION OF
CONSERVATION INSTRUCTION IN THE ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM. THE PROJECT IS
CURRENTLY BEING DEVELOPED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF DR. 
KENNETH DIEM AND HOWARD HENNEBRY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING.' COURSE UNITS WERE TRANSMITTED 
FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING VIA THE
VICTCR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD (VERB) AND OBSERVED CAREFULLY 
FOR TECHNICAL AND CONTENT
QUALITY. CM
4700C 4700C
TEACHERS EARN GRADUATE CREDIT VIA VERB
CARBON CCUNTY INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER 2,1, P2, JAN 31, 1968
// WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED PROBLEM-SOLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
THIS APPLICATION UF THE VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD (VERB) PROVIDED 23 CARBON COUNTY,
WYOMING TEACHERS WITH TWO SEMESTER HOURS OF GRADUATE CREDIT IN IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION IN
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. THE COURSE WAS TRANSMITTED TO THE TEACHERS' RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS FROM WYOMING
UNIVERSITY. THE COURSE WAS TAUGHT BY THE PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH. IN ADDITION TO 11
TELECONFERENCES, FIVE FACE-TO-FACE MEETINGS WERE HELD TO GAIN PERSONAL CONTACT, TO EXCHANGE
VISUAL AIDS AND TO EXPERIMENT WITH THE EQUIPMENT. CM
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4701C *** AHMAO, BASHIR 4701C
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE IEWC) OFFERED
BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
MIMEU. 14P. RECEIVED FROM DR. JOHN KLUS, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
// WISCGNSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
MR. AHMAC REPORTS EARLY ATTEMPTS TO EVALUATE THE FIRST (1969) ELECTROWRITER COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING OFFERED THROUGH THE ETN/SCA NETWORK BY UNIVERSITY EXTENSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCGNSIN-MADISON. THIS COURSE WAS AN EXPERIMENT IN PROVIDING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD'S
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS TO ENGINEERS IN INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTIONS DISTANT FROM MADISON. EVALUATION
WAS VADE ON THE BASIS OF RESPONSES TO A QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE 20 COURSE PARTICIPANTS.
ELEVEN STUDENTS REPLIED. THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS INCLUDED AND THE COMPOSITE RESPONSE TO EACH
QUESTION IS DESCRIBEG IN A PARAGRAPH OR TWO EACH. A LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IS INCLUDED. CM
4707C *** UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. HEALTH SCIENCES UNIT * UNIVERSITY OF 4707C
WISCCNSIN. MEDICAL SCHOOL
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES,
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
MADISON, 1971. 10P
/I ~,Ir\-NIV 1 jf f;RAiAIE-FO MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
THIS 13HUCHIfRE IS UESI3NEO TO IFOR4 HOSPITALS OF PROGRAMS IN CONTINUIN 
MLUILAL tUULAIIUN PRLNlIU
OVER THE EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK (ETN) AND THE PIGGY-BACK FM RADIO CHANNEL 
(SCA) OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF COSTS TO PARTICIPATING 
HOSPITALS AND
INDIVIOUALS IS INCLUDED, AS IS A LIST OF THOSE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
TO INTERESTED MEDICAL AND
PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL. FK
4708C *** PARKER, LCRNE A. 
4708C
THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING REVIEW 3,6, P34-43, DEC 1969
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED 
MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
THE AUTHOR PRESENTS AN EXPLANATION OF HOW FM MULTIPLEXING IS ACCOMPLISHED 
AND A HISTORY OF ITS
DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1955 WHEN IHE FCC AUTHORIZED ITS COMMERCIAL USE, AND 
SINCE 1961 WHEN THE FCC
AUTHCRIZED ITS USE BY EDUCATIONAL FM STATIONS. ENTITLED SUBSIDIARY 
COMMUNICATIONS
AUTHORIZATION, THIS AUTHORIZATION '...PERMITTED COMMERCIAL FM STATIONS 
TO USE FM MULTIPLEXING
TECHNIQUES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ADDITIONAL AUDIO PROGRAM MATERIAL WHICH COULD BE RECEIVED
ONLY BY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS HAVING MULTIPLEXING RECEIVERS.' 
THE AUTHOR THEN OUTLINES
SOME OF THE CURRENT AND PROPOSED USES OF MULTIPLEXING BY COMMERCIAL 
AND EDUCATIONAL FM
SOEOFT-E CURR-ENT-AD_-P-RDOPOSED USES-OF-MUL-I-P-LE-X-I-NG-B-Y- COMMERCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL FM
STATIONS, WHICH INCLUDE MUSICASTING, THE TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION, 
AIRCRAFT
NEWSCASTING, WEATHER WARNINGS, SIGHT RADIO, SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
PROVIDING HOME STUDY
INSTRUCTION, CREDIT COURSES, WORKSHOPS AND INSERVICE TRAINING. THE AUTHOR 
CONCLUDES, 'THE
COMMERCIAL FM STATIONS SHOULD BE WILLING TO EXPLORE NEW UTILIZATIONS 
FOR THEIR SCA CHANNEL,
SUCH AS REGIONAL WEATHER FOR MOTORISTS, AIRLINE NEWS AND LOCAL NEWS 
SERVICES. ENTERPRIZING
CUMMERCIAL FM STATION OWNERS MIGHT INCREASE THEIR COOPERATION WITH 
EDUCATIONAL FM STATIONS.
THESE VENTURES WOULD ALLOW THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO PROVIDE THE CONTENT 
OF SOFTWARE, AND
COMMERCIAL STATIONS TO PROVIDE THE VEHICLE OR HARDWARE.' 'THE 
FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ALLOCATED AND
RESERVED FOR SCA IS AN IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE. IT SHOULD BE 
USED WITH CREATIVITY AND
IMAGINATION TO DEVELOP AND EXPLOIT THE TREMENDOUS EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL 
OF THE MEDIUM.' LC
4709C *** PARKER, LORNE A. 4709C
ETN-SCA PROGRAM HANDBOOK
MADISON, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. DIVISION OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT, 1969. 38P
// WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSIUN-UW PROGRAMING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS MODERATOR
EVALUATION-CHECKLIST
THE AUTHCR OFFERS A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ETN-SCA, THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, AND HOW IT WORKS. HE THEN PRESENTS GUIDELINES FOR USING THE SYSTEM
AND SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR PLANNING PROGRAMS TO BE PRESENTED OVER THE SYSTEM. AREAS COVERED
ARE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES, PROGRAM PRESENTATION, PREPARATION OF CONTENT, THE STUDIO
GODERAIOR, THiE LOCAL PROGRAM CONVENER, PUBLICITY AND EVALUATIONe APPENOICES INCLUDE A SAMPLE
APPLICATION BLANK, A SAMPLE NEWS RELEASE, A LIST OF ETN-SCA LOCATIONS AND AN ILLUSTRATION OF
STUDIO HAND SIGNALS. SEE 4710 FOR DISCUSSION OF EVALUATION TECHNIQUE. LC
4710C *** ZIMMERMAN, HARRY * MCCUOBIN, HAMILTON * PARKER, LORNE A. 4710C
ETN-SCA EVALUATION
PAGES 24-6 IN PARKER, LORNE A. ETN-SCA PROGRAM HANDBOOK. MADISON, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. DIVISION OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT, 1969. SEE 4709
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST PEC
A PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCCNSIN'S EXTENSION ETN-SCA NETWORK '...TO STUDY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EDUCATIONAL
TELEPHONE SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATION AND THE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES OF A PROGRAM. SPECIFICALLY,
TIIE PEC IS CONCERNED WITH THE TAILORING OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR TRANSMISSION THROUGH A
PRIVATE OR CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE NETWORK CHARACTERIZED BY MULTIPLE LISTENING STATIONS AND
MANIPULATION OF TECHNICAL ECUIPMENT.' THE AUTHORS EXPLAIN HOW THE PEC WAS DEVELOPED AND THE
PROCEDURES USED WHEN EVALUATING THE INFORMATION GATHERED FROM THE.PEC. 'THE PEC CONSISTS OF A
LIST OF STATEMENTS (ITEMS) WHICH DEFINE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF A PROGRAM (CONTENT, METHOD OF
PRESENTATION, ETC.). THE PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO EVALUATE EACH STATEMENT AND DETERMINE HOW
WELL IT FITS THE DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM.' 'THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PEC REPRESENTS A PART
OF THE TOTAL RESEARCH, WHICH IS DESIGNED TO USE THE CHECKLIST TO EVALUATE AN EFFECTIVE
EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE PROGRAM.' SEE 4709 AND 4711-12. LC
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4711C *** PARKER, LORNE A. * MCCUBB1N, HAMILTON * ZIMMERMAN, HARRY 4711C
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC)
MADISON, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS, 1970. 4P
// wISCCS I'4-UNIV EXTN I uL,4-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST ETN-SCA
THE 1970 PDUGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST IS AN EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT DESIGNED FOR STUDYING THE
REALrIONSHIP BETWEFN THE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS PRESENTED OVER THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN'S ETN-SCA SYSTEM AND THE SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATION ITSELF. 'THE PEC CONSISTS OF A LIST
OF STATEMENTS (ITEMS) WHICH DEFINE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF A PROGRAM (CONTENT, METHOD OF
PRESENTATION, ETC.). THE PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO EVALUATE EACH STATEMENT AND DETERMINE HOW
WELL IT FITS THE DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM.' (QUOTE FROM HANDBOOK CITED AT 4709.) FOR
EXAMPLE, IN EVALUATING THE ROLE OF THE MODERATOR, PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO EVALUATE THE
STATEMENT. 'THE MODERATOR PRESENT WITH THE GROUP ASSISTED DURING THE QUESTION AND ANSWER
PERIOD.' PARTICIPANTS RECORD THEIR EVALUATION BY SELECTING ONE OF FOUR CATEGORIES - NOT
DESCRIPTIVE, MINIMALLY DESCRIPTIVE, SOMEWHAT DESCRIPTIVE AND MOST DESCRIPTIVE. SEE 4710 AND
4712. LC
4712C *** PARKER, LORNC A. * MCCUBBIN, HAMILTON 4712C
PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC)
MAOISON, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSIIY EXTENSION. EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS, 1968. 10P
// WISCGNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ETN-SCA
THE 1968 PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST IS USED BY THE ETN-SCA SYSTEM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
(SEE 4711). THIS YEAR'S CHECKLIST CONTAINS 76 STATEMENTS TO WHICH PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO
RESPCNO BY INDICATING THE DEGREE (OUT OF 4 CHOICES) TO WHICH EACH STATEMENT PERTAINS TO THE
PROGRAM BEING EVALUATED. SOME GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM PARTICIPANT WHO IS
EVALUATING THE COURSE IS ALSO REQUESTED, AS IS A FINAL OVERALL PROGRAM RATING. FK
4715C *+* 4715C
ART BY TELEPHONE
PACEMAKER 1,1, P2-3, JAN 1968
// WESTE-N-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT OREGON NEVADA IDAHO UTAH SECONDARY-ED
CURJRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS SLOW-SCAN-TV EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
IITLE-III
THROUGH A TITLE-Ill GRANT, ELEVEN HIGH SCHOOLS IN IDAHO, NEVADA, UTAII AND OREGON HAVE JOINTLY
SPONSORED AN 'ART-BY-TELEPHONE' COURSE. PREVIOUSLY, NINE OF THE ELEVEN SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN
UNABLE TO PROVIDE ART COURSES. EACH SCHOOL IS LINKED TO EVERY OTHER SCHOOL BY A CONFERENCE
CALL PLACED THROUGH THE TELEPHONE COMPANY. THE VOICES OF THE LECTURER AND OF THE STUDENTS ARE
AMPLIFIED, MAKING QUESTION AND ANSWER EXCHANGES POSSIBLE. THE AUDIO LINK IS AUGMENTED BY
AMPLIFIED, MAKING QUESTION AND ANSWER EXCHANGES POSSIBLE. THE AUDIO LINK IS AUGMENTED BY
TRANSPARENCIES MAILED IN ADVANCE WHICH ARE SHOWN ON EITHER OVERHEAD OR.35MM PROJECTORS. ALL
THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS RECORD EACH LECTURE FOR FUTURE USE. THE 'ART-BY-TELEPHONE* IDEA
ORIGINATED FROM EXPERIMENTS WITH SLOW SCAN TV AND OTHER MEDIA USED IN EDUCATION. IT SEEMED
APPARENT THAT WITH THE PROPER USE OF THE TELEPHONE AND VISUAL AIDS, LARGE AND REMOTE AUDIENCES
COULC nE REACHFI) WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTION. IT IS FELT THAT ALMOST ANY
SUBJECT CAN BE TAUGHT BY VISUALLY AUGMENIED TELECONFERENCING, BUT THAT SUCCESS IN ART
INSTRUCTION, A SENSITIVE CURRICULUM, WOULD PROVE THE SUCCESS'OF THE TECHNIQUE. THE PROGRAM IS
CONSIDERED VERY SUCCESSFUL. SEE 4022-3 AND 4519. CM
4716C *** PUZZUOLI, DAVID A. 4716C
A STUDY CF TEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELE-LECTURE
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY, 1970. 73P. ERIC ED 042 961
// WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTROWRITER
VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-T-TEST EVALUATION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
AFTER AN OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE OiN TELE-LECTURE MODELS, A STUDY WAS MADE OF THE APPLICABILITY OF
IEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION COURSES BY TELE-LECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER. AT WEST VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY, COURSES IN MINING ENGINEERING AND IN MODERN MATHEMATICS WERE GIVEN TO COLLEGE
CLASSES (CONTROL GROUP) AND ALSO, USING TELE-LECTURE AND ELECTROWWITER, TO EXTENSION CLASSES IN
BECKLEY, 265 MILES DISTANT (EXPERIMENTAL GROUP). COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
THE TWO GROUPS, USING THE T-TEST AND F RATIO, SHOWED THAT ACHIEVEMENT BY THE EXTENSION CLASSES
WAS ECUAL TO, OR SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER THAN THAT OF STUDENTS IN THE ON-CAMPUS CLASSES.
ANALYSIS OF EXTENSION STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE .RESPONSES USING THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST, SUPPORTED
THE THESIS THAT SUCCESS IN TELE-LECTURE TEACHING IS GREATER WHEN THE PROFESSOR LIMITS
CONTINUOUS LECTURING TO 20-25 MINUTES, PROVIDES PRINTED MATERIAL, USES AUDIOVISUAL TECHNIQUES
AS A SUPPLEMENT, MAKES A NUMBER OF PERSONAL VISITS (TWO OR THREE) TO THE CLASS, AND BASES THE
CLASS ON PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES. (THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS INCLUDED.) (DM). ERIC
4720C
4720C *** DYMENT, ROBERT
PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS
RESIDENT AND STAFF PHYSICIAN 16,8 P52-8+, AUGUST 1970
// REGILNAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YURK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMRIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONIINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
'THE REGICNAL MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR WESTERN NEW YORK IS OPERATING A SUCCESSFUL TWO-WAY TELEPHONE
LECTURE NETWORK THAT LINKS 51 SMALL COMMUNITY HOSPITALS WITH THE HEALTH SCIENCE SCHOOLS 
OF THE
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO, ROSWELL PARK MEMORIAL INSTITUTE...AND OTHER 
MEDICAL
CENTERS.' EACH HOSPITAL HAS SET ASIDE A SPECIAL CONFERENCE ROOM WHEREIN THE TELEPHONE AND
SPEAKER ECUIPMENT ARE LODGED. EACH LISTENING GROUP HAS A MODERATOR. VISUAL AIDS ARE 
MAILED
PRIOR TO EACH TELECONFERENCE AND ARE STORED AFTER THE LECTURE IN THE HOSPITAL LIBRARY 
FOR
FUTURE USE. THE COST OF THE NETWORK, COMPARED WITH A SIMILAR PROGRAM OF EXTENDING LECTURES
AIMED AT HELPING HEALTH PERSONNEL UPDATE THEIR MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE, IS LOW. SINCE THE NETOWRK.
RELIES ON LEASED TELEPHONE LINES, PROGRAMS MAY BE SCHEDULED AT ANY TIME AND ARE USUALLY LEFT
OPEN ENDED TO PERMIT FREER CONVERSATION. PROGRAMS VARY FROM LECTURES ON SNAKE BITE TREATMENT
TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION FOR FOREIGN DOCTORS. JL
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47ZIC
HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST
MEDICAL WOPLD NEWS 8,15, P105, APRIL 14, 1967
// OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING 
SOUTH-DAKOTA
DATAPHENE
THIS NEWS ITEM DESCRIBES THE USE OF A DATAPHONE SYSTEM FOR THE TRANSMISSION 
OF EKG'S FROM RURAL
HOSPITALS TO THE CARDIAC LABORATORY OF THE CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF 
MEDICINE FOR REMOTE
DIAGNOSIS. CARDIAC SPECIALISTS ATTEND THE RECEIVING CENTER 2.4 HOURS PER DAY AND 
OFFER
EMFRGENCY DIAGNOSIS VIA TELEPHONE TO THE HOSPITALS IN A FIVE STATE NETWORK. 
THE NETWORK
INCLUDES NEBRASKA, MISSOURI, IOWA, WYOMING, AND SOUTH DAKOTA. 'ALTOGETHER, 
29 INSTITUTIONS OR
'STATInNS' AND TWO PRIVAFE PHYSICIANS SEND IN AN AVERAGE OF 850 EKG'S A MONTH.' 
PORTABLE UNITS
ARE AVAILABLE AND MAY BE USED TO TAKE EKG'S AT THE PATIENT'S HOME. JL
4745C
4745C *+* VOLK, JOHN
THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM
RESTON, VIRGINIA, MITRE CORPORATION, MAY 1971. 18P. MITRE REPORT MTP-352
// CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAI DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
'THIS REPORT DESCRIPES HOW THE MITRE CORPORATION WILL COMBINE ITS TICCIT (fIME-SHARED, INTERACTIVE,
COMPtJTFR-CONIROLLED, INFORMATION TrLEVISIUN) SYSTEM WITH A LOW-COST HOME TERMINAL SYSTEM OF 
ITS
OWN INVENTION TO DEMONSTRATE THE FEASIBILITY OF USING STANDARD TELEVISION RECEIVERS 
AS REMOTE
(HOME) COMPUTER-DRIVEN DISPLAYS. THE COMPUTER IS LOCATED AT MITRE'S FACILITY IN MCLEAN,
VIRGINIA. THE HOME TERMINALS ARE IN RESTON, VIRGINIA. THE SIGNALS WILL BE TRANSMITTED 
FROM
MITRE TO RESTON BY MICROWAVE LINK AND THENCE BY CABLE TV INTO THE VARIOUS RESTON 
HOMES. HOME
TERMINAL USERS WILL COMMUNICATE WITH THE MITRE COMPUTER THROUGH THEIR 12-BUTTON PUSH-BUTTON
PHONES.' THE GOALS OF THE RESTON TEST ARE '...1) TO DEMONSTRATE A WORKING ENGINEERING MODEL OF
MITRE'S LOW-COST COMPUTER-DRIVEN DISPLAY IN THE HOME 2) TO DEMONSTRATE THE FEASIBILITY OF THE
HARDWARE APPROACH TO OPERATORS OF CABLE TV SYSTEMS AND MANUFACTURERS OF VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS 
3)
TO INTEREST THE SOCIAL-SCIENCE COMMUNITY IN THE TREMENDOUS NEAR-TERM IMPACT THIS TYPE 
OF
HARDWARE, COUPLED WITH STRONG SUPPORTING SOFTWARE, WILL HAVE ON THE LIVES OF PEOPLE.' 
THE
TAPLE OF CONTENTS INCLUDES I) INTRODUCTION. II) DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM A) INTERACTIVE TELEVISION
6) COMPUTER FACILITY C) COMMUNICATION LINK U) RESTON CABLE SYSTEM E) HOME TERMINAL F)
'COUPLER/DECODER. Ill) DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE A) INTENT B) CONTENT 1) EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL 2)
COMMUNITY WEkViti: MATERIAL. THE SOFTWARE CONTENT WILL Bt COMPOSED OF- INTERACTIVE-EOUC
A T!ONAL
AND COMMUNITY SERVICE MATERIAL. THE EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL WILL OFFER TWO VARIETIES 
OF COMPUTER
AIDED INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. THE COMMUNITY SERVICE 
MATERIAL
IS ORIENTED TOWARDS THE INFORMATION NEEDS OF RESTON CITIZENS. INCLUDES PICTURES, ILLUSTRATIONS
AND FLOW DIAGRAMS. LC
4910C *** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM 
4910C
INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM
INTFRMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM. BROCHURE.. RECEIVED FEB 1970
// IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED
LEARNING-CFNTER LIHRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
THE IROCHURE DESCRIBES THE INTERMUUTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM (IRMP)-WHICH WAS ORGANIZED IN
RESPCNSI: TO IILALTH CARE NtLDS IN A SPARSELY POPULATED MOUNTAINOUS AREA (UTAH, PORTIONS OF
I(0 1l, WYOMING, NEVACA, CULIRADO AND MONIANA). FIFrLEN PILOT PROJECTS WERE INITIATED TO EXTEND
AND I MI'ROV INAI)LOUATI: I:ALIH CARE RESOURCES TIHRIUGHI THIF DEVELOPMENT OIF A REGIONAL MEDICAL
NI. (WCRK(. lTHE PILOT PROJECIS INCLUDE PRUGRAMS TU VEST AND UEVELUP A LEIARNING CENTER FOR
CONrINUING EDUCATION, PATIENT CARE AND REMUTE SUPERVISION, AND FEEDBACK AND INFORMATION
EXCHANGE FROM HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AND THEIR PATIENTS. THIS COMMUNICATION NETWORK DEPENDS UPON
TWO-WAY RADIO, OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION, ACCESS TO VIDEO AND AUDIO TAPE LIBRARIES, 
A
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER, VISITING CONSULTANTS, TRAINING COURSES, AUTOMATED DATA COLLECTION,
CONTINUOUSLY AVAILABLE LIBRARY AND TELEPHONE CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION SERVICE 
FOR CERTAIN
DISEASES, ON-LINE COMPUTER MONITORING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND OTHER MORE 
CONVENTIONAL MEANS
OF INFORMATION EXCHANGE. INCLUDES CHARTS AMD MAPS. CM
4914 *** COLLINS, ROBERT H. 4914
TELELECTURES
SOUTHERN EDUCATION REPORT 2,4, NOV 1966
4915C *** COLLINS, ROBERT H. 4915C
TELELECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS
SOUTHERN EDUCATICN REPORT 2,4, P14-7, NOV 1966
// MISSCURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT
ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CORP
FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECUNF
FORD FOUNDATION FUNDS HAVE MAD IT POSSIdLl FOR STEVENS COLLEGE (MISSOURI) TO BE AN INNOVATOR AND
LEADFR I1 TH TFLrPH(il4F TELLLECTURE TECINIOUE. THE TELELECTURE SYSTEM WAS INSTITUTED BY JAMES
A. BURKIIART IN 1951 TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVLkESS OF HIS SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTION AT STEVENS
COLLEGF. THIS TECHNIQUE CAUGHT ON, AND THE COLLEGE NOW USES THE SYSTEM TO ENGAGE SCIENTISTS,.
GOVER MENT OFFICIALS, AUTHORS, AND OTHER SPECIALISTS SO THAT STUDENTS ARE ABLE TO
'...UNDERSTANO HOW THE FORMAL CLASS MATERIAL WAS RELATED TO THE WORLD IN WHICH THEY LIVED.'
THROUGH APPLIFIED TELEPHONES AND VICTUR ELECTROWRITERS, STEVENS COLLEGE AND SIX OTHER COLLEGES
(3 PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO) WILL UO A CO-OPERATIVE LECTURE SERIES WIT1HOUT FOUNDATION ASSISTANCE IN
NOVEMBER 1966. THE RELATIVE LOW COST OF THE TECHNICAL SYSTEM GIVES STEVENS COLLEGE AND OTHER
INSTITUTIONS WITH VERY LIMITED FUNDS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE THEIR STUDENTS A MUCH HIGHER
QUALITY OF EDUCATION THAN WOULD NORMALLY BE AVAILABLE. MOBILITY AND FLEXIBILITY PLUS AN
ATMOSPHERE OF INFORMALITY ARE ALSO LISTED AS ADVANTAGES. EQUIPMENT COST IS 40 DOLLARS PER
MONTH PER SCHOOL. LONG DISTANCE CHARGES FOR SIX OR SEVEN SCHOOLS FOR A 45-MINUTE LECTURE IN
THE U.S. RANGES BETWEEN 120 AND 125 DOLLARS. CM
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4917C *** YEOMANS, G. ALLAN * LINDSEY, HENRY C. 
4917C
TELELECTURFS
SPEECH TEACHER 18,1, P65-7, JAN 1969
// HISTCRY-TELFCUNF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE IIIGHER-ED INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION
COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
THE AUTHCRS DESCRIBE HISTORICALLY THE USE OF TELELECTURES IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
IN THE U.S.
TELELECTURES WERE FIRST UTILIZED AT STEPHENS COLLEGE (MISSOURI) IN 1957 BY JAMES A. 
BURKHART,
wHO USED THEM TO ALLOW HIS SOCIAL STUDIES STUDENTS TO SPEAK WITH AMERICAN 
POLITICAL LEADERS.
IN 1960, MICHEL BEILES INTRODUCED THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR LARGE AUDIENCES. 
THE USE OF
TELELECTURES HAS SUBSEQUENTLY DEVELOPED EXTENSIVELY AND DIVERSELY. THE AUTHORS DESCRIBE
EXAMPLES OF USING THE TECHNIQUE CROSS-CONTINENTALLY, FOR COURSE ENRICHMENT, IN PEACE 
CORPS
TRAINING PROGRAMS AND AS A MEANS OF PROFESSOR SHARING BETWEEN COOPERATING 
INSTITUTIONS.
CURRENTLY ENHANCED BY ELECTRUWRITERS, TELELECTURES HAVE THE MAIN ADVANTAGES 
OF FLEXIBILITY, LOW
COST AND CONVENIENCE. DESCRIPTIONS OF THESE POINTS ARE LARGELY QUOTED FROM BELL'S PAMPHLET,
ITELELECTURE.' SEE 4067. FK
4918C 
4918C
SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER
ILLINOIS EDUCATION 57,7, P292, MARCH 1969
// BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI SECONOARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 
BOTANY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE ILLINOIS 
SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
FIVE HIGH SCHOOLS IN BARRY COUNTY, SOUTHWEST MISSOURI, HAVE BEEN LINKED 
FOR THREE YEARS IN THE
TELEWRITER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. THIS NETWORK, WHICH IS SUPPORTED BY A FEDERAL 
GRANT AND COSTS
APPRCXIMATELY 20 DOLLARS PER HOUR OF USE, PROVIDES IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO A MULTIPLICITY 
OF
DISTANT SPEAKERS. PRIMARY AMONG THESE DISTANT RESOURCES, ARE FACULTY MEMBERS 
OF THE BOTANY
DEPARTMENT OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY IN CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS. MICROPHONES 
RETURN STUDENT
QUESTIONS TO THE LECTURER AND THE TELEWRITER OR 'BLACKBOARD BY WIRE' INSTANTLY TRANSMITS 
WHAT
THE INSTRUCTUR wRITES TO THE VARIOUS REMOTE CLASSROOMS. APPLICATION 
OF THE
TELELECTURE/ELECTROWRITER TECHNIQUE IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR SIU EXTENSION CLASSES THROUGHOUT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. WH
4919 *+* MYERS, K.C. 
4919
DEFECTOR, OFFICIALS REPORT FIRSTHAND TO STUDENTS
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 45,5, P26-7+, MAY 1966
4920C *9* RICHARDSON, FRED M. (AND OTHERS) 4920C
THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT
THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT
GENERAL PRACTITIONER 25,4, P165-73, APRIL 1962
// REGICNAL-MEOICAL-NETWORK POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING RADIO
BY PARTICIPATING IN A SERIES OF TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES ORIGINATING FROM PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL, A
GROUP OF DELAWARE PHYSICIANS SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF SELECTED MEDICAL
TOPICS. FUNDED HY VARIOUS GRANTS, THE RADIO CONFERENCES BEGAN IN OCTOBER 1959. VOLUNTEER
PHYSICIANS WERF rTST).0 hli-FORF ANI) AFTI:R THF CUNFERENCES BY MATCH-D EXAMINATIONS PREPARED WITH
QUESTIOINS FRCUM THE f ILIS OF THE NATIONAL I(IARI) or MED ICAL EXAMINERS. ALTHOUGH
F(IuEIGN-EDUCAFFD PHYSICIANS SHIUWED NO IMPROVEMENI, PHYSICIANS EDUCATED IN rlHE UNITED STATES
ACHIEVFf) HIGHER SCURES AFTER THE CONFERENCES. THUS, THE AUTHORS CONCLUDE THAT'...THE TWO-WAY
RADIC SERIES IS A REASONABLY EFFECTIVE TOOL AVAILABLE FOR THE CONTINUOUS EDUCATION OF
PRACTICINJG PHYSICIANS.' THE ARTICLE IS VERY SPECIFIC AND GIVES DETAILED ANALYSES OF 1)
EXAMINATION PREPARATION 2) DIFFICULTY OF QUESTIONS 3) VOLUNTELRS 4) GROUP SCORES AND 5)
INTERPRETATION OF SCORES. THE ARTICLE ALSO DEFENDS MULTIPLE-CHOICE EVALUATIONS AS OPPOSED TO
MORE SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED AS CLOUDED BY OPINION AND PERSONAL PREJUDICES.
THE CLNFERENCES ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE SPONSORED BY THE ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE. FK
49218 *** FOELMAN, LILY 49218
TEACHING ADULTS VIA TELELECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER (VICTOR ELECTRONIC REMOTE BLACKBOARD)
WASHINGTCN, COMMISSION ON ADULT JEWISH EDUCATION, B'NAI B'RITH, 1967
49228 *** WALLACE, NED 4922B
EXPERIMENTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
MADISON, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, N.D. MIMED. 3P
4923 *** KRYSTAL, H. 4923
POSTGRADUATE TEACHING IN PSYCHIATRY COMBINING TV AND FM RADIO WITH SEMINARS
PSYCHOSOMATICS 3, P188-92, MAY-JUNE 1962
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4924C *** NELSCN. WILLIAM P. (EDITOR) * WOOLSEY, FRANK M., JR. (EDITOR) 4924C
TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION
NEW YORK STATE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 58,23, P3831-8, DEC 1958
// NEW-YORK ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TRANSCRIPT-TELECONF
THIS ARTICLE CONTAINS THE EDITED TEXT OF A TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCE ON PSYCHOTHERAPY, 
HELD APRIL
12, 1957 BETWEEN THE ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER AND SIX HOSPITALS IN THE ALBANY AREA. 
THE
CONFERENCE BEGAN WITH PRESENTATIONS BY DR. WILLIAM L. SANDS AND DR. JOHN K. MENEELEY, 
JR., BOTH
OF ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE. IN HIS PRESENTATION, DR. MENEELEY STRESSED THAT HE WAS 
SPEAKING TO
ALL PHYSICIANS, NOT JUST PSYCHIATRISTS. FOLLOWING THE PRESENTATIONS, PARTICIPATING HOSPITALS
WERE ALLOWED TO SUBMIT QUESTIONS TO THE DISCUSSANTS. OFTEN THESE QUESTIONS LED TO
GIVE-AND-TAKE DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN DR. SANDS, DR. MENEELEY AND THE CONFERENCE'S MODERATOR, 
DR.,
FRANK M. WOOLSEY, JR. OTHER TELECONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS WILL BE PRINTED IN THE NEW YORK 
STATE
JOURNAL OF MEDICINE. SEE ALSO 0542 AND 4051. FK
4925C *** BRISKIER, ARTHUR 
4925C
HEART EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION
JOURNAL CF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 169,17, P71-89 APRIL 25, 1959
// NEW-YORK-CITY PARIS ROME REMOTE-CONSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIO-SHORT-WAVE
RADICPHOTOGRAPHY EKG INTERNATIONAL-DATA-TRANSMISSION
TWO EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING THE TRANSMISSION OF CLINICAL DATA FROM NEW YORK TO PARIS AND 
ROME WERE
PERFCRMED ON MAY 26, AND JULY 3, 1958. HEART SOUNDS WERE TRANSMITTED FROM NEW YORK VIA SHORT
WAVE RADIO. THE RECORDED SOUNDS WERE INSTANTLY RETRANSMITTED ACROSS THE ATLANTIC FOR
CROSS-CHECKING. VISUAL CLINICAL INFORMATION WAS EXCHANGED BY RADIO PHOTOGRAPHY--THIS 
INCLUDED
ROENTGENOGRAMS, ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS AND CARDIO-CHARTS TOGETHER WITH ESSENTIAL PERSONAL
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PATIENT. THE SUCCESS OF THESE EXPERIMENTS LEADS BRISKIER TO COMMENT
OPTIMISTICALLY ON THE FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF THIS TECHNOLOGY. SINCE THE TRANSMITTED
INFORMATION IS SELF-EXPLANATORY AND CONTAINS NO SPEAKER WORDS, THERE WILL BE NO LANGUAGE
BARRIER TO ,...INSTANTANEOUS MEDICOSURGICAL EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION.' APPLICATION OF
LONG-DISTANCE CONSULTATION '...SHOULD RESULT IN A MORE COMPLETE AND SATISFACTORY MUTUAL
UNDERSTANDING AMONG ALL DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.' WH
4926C *** RICE, ED * QUINN, STANLEY J. 4926C
TALKBACK AT UCONN
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION 1,8, P1-4, JUNE 1969
4927 *** 4927
TWO-WAY RADIO CUNFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION - TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 1955-1966
TWO-WAY RAVII CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION - TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 1955-1966
ALBANY, N.Y., ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE OF UNION UNIVERSITY. DEPARTMENT OF POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION,
1966. PAMPHLET
4928C *** BALINT, MICHAEL 4928C
TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES
LANCET 2,7372, P1293, DEC 12, 1964
// LONDON NURTHAMPTON ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
AFTER OBSERVING THE TWO-WAY RADIO NETWORK AT NEW YORK'S ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE, THE AUTHOR EXAMINED
THE POSSIBILITIES OF SETTING UP A SIMILAR SYSTEM IN GREAT BRITAIN. THE NEED FOR IN-SERVICE
MEDICAL EDUCATION WAS RECOGNIZED, BUT IT WAS NECESSARY TO DEVISE A SYSTEM THAT WOULD NOT
DISRUPT THE WORK DAY. AN ACCEPTABLE TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM WAS NEGOTIATED WITH THE RELIANCE
TELEPHONE CO., USING PARALLEL TRUNK LINES BETWEEN NORTHAMPTON AND LONDON. THE AUTHOR FEELS
TiIAT, 'fHE RANGE UF USEFULNESS OF THIS METHOD IS CONSIDERABLE. ONE CAN THINK OF APPLYING IT
ANYWHERE WHERE THE AUDIENCE IS SMALL ENOUGH TO MAKE INTENSIVE PARTICIPATION FEASIBLE - SAY TEN
rO IWENTY PARTICIPANTS AT EACH END. ALTHOUGH DIRECT PERSONAL CONTACT HAS TO BE SACRIFICED,
11IS IS MORE THAN MADE GOUO DY THE LESSENED DISTURBANCE UF ONE'S DAILY ROUFINE.' CONSIDERABLE
ATTENTION WAS PAIl) TO DEVELOPING A SYSTEM WHICH WAS PORTABLE, INEXPENSIVE AND COULD BE OPERATED
HY PERSONS NUT TRAINED IN ELECTRUNICS. LC
4929 *** NATIONAL EXrENSION CULLEG. INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT 4929
UNIVERSITY INTERCOMMUNICATION, IHE NINE UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH PROJECT
OXFORD, NEW YORK, PERGAMON PRESS, 1966. 92P
4930 *** NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE. INTER-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH UNIT * PERRATON, H.D. * WADE, D.A. 4930
* FOX, J.W.
LINKING UNIVERSITIES BY TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE, 1969. 83P
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4931C ** 4931C
TEACHING BY TELEPHONE
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 12,7, P683-7, SEPT 1967
// TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSION
CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES
HOMEBOUND-CHILOREN
THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS OF TOPEKA, KANSAS BEGAN USING A TWO-WAY TELEPHONE AND ELECTROWRITER
TELELECTURE TECHNIQUE AS A TEACHER SHARING DEVICE WITHIN THREE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS. THE
SCHOCLS PLAN TO USE TELELECTURES FOR COURSE ENRICHMENT BY PROVIDING CONTACT BETWEEN THE
STUDENTS AND PROMINENT SPEAKERS. THE AUTHUR ALSO DESCRIBES USE OF TELELECTURES BY OTHER
INSTITUTIONS TO DEMONSTRATE OTHER MODES OF USE AND THE EQUIPMENT UTILIZED. HE DESCRIBES A UCLA
ADULT EXTENSION COURSE WHICH USED PUSH-BUTTON PHONES TO ALLOW SUBGROUPS TO CONVERSE
INDEPENDENTLY OR WITH THE ENTIRE GRUUP. CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING USES THE
'BLACKROARO-HY-WIRE' TO TtACH INDUSTRIAL SCIENTISTS 55 MILES AWAY. THE SYSTEM UTILIZED TWO-WAY
VOICE AND ONE-WAY ELECTRONIC PEN COMMUNICATION AND AN INDICATUR BUTTON TO SIGNAL THE DESIRE TO
SPEAK. HOMEBOUND CHILDREN IN NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES ARE RECEIVING INSTRUCTION BY MEANS OF A
NEW BELL SYSTEM SERVICE CALLED TELE-CLASS SERVICE. THE SYSTEM UTILIZED AUTOMATIC DIALING, PUSH
BUTTCNS ALLOWING SIMULTANEOUS OR INDIVIDUAL CUNNECTIONS, AND MULTI-DIRECTIONAL VOICE
COMMUNICATION. THE ALVURD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT IN RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA HAS A DIAL-A-TAPE
SYSTEM FOR REPETITION OR EXPLANATION OF HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS. CM
4933 *** 4933
DEVELOPMENT, UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION BY TWO-WAY RADIO ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
CONFERENCES. FINAL REPORT
ALBANY, N.Y., ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE. DEPARTMENT OF POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE, 1967
4934C *** BRETZ, RUDY 4934C
LU -- UJL , I a U4 UIt, rUVLKIlL3 A"I.U UJLj
SANTA MONICA, CALIF., RAND CORPORATION, 1969. 113P
4941C *** PARKER, LORNE A. 4941C
WISCONSIN IDEA JOINS THE PARTY-LINE
PROGRAM PREVIEW 1,9, P19-21, NOV 1968
// WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW ETN-SCA MULTIPLEXING WHA-FM FM-RADIO SCA-REGULATION FCC
PROGRAMING
THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ETN AND SCAt TWO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS WHICH
THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ETN AND SCA, TWO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS WHICH
ARE BEING USED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN EXTENSION TO TRANSMIT PROGRAMS THROUGHOUT THE
STATE OF WISCONSIN. LINKING 50 .COURTHOUSES, 56 HOSPITALS AND 15 UW CAMPUS CENTERS, ETN IS A
TELECONFERENCING HOOKUP SIMILAR TO AN OLD FASHIONED, RURAL TELEPHONE SERVICE WITH A NUMBER OF
PARTIES ON THE SAME LINE. SCA IS A MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUE WHICH ALLOWS AN FM STATION TO
TRANSMIT AN ADDITIONAL SIGNAL ON TOP OF ITS REGULAR ONE. THE FCC AUTHORIZED SCA FOR COMMERCIAL
PURPOSES IN 1955 AND FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES IN 1961. ALTHOUGH THE TWO SYSTEMS HAVE MANY
SIMILARITIES, ETN IS MORE FLEXIBLE AND SPONTANEOUS, WHILE FEEDBACK OVER SCA REQUIRES THAT A
LISTENER PLACE A LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALL TO THE ORIGINATING FM STATION. SCA AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN BEGAN IN 1966 OVER WHA-FM, AN EDUCATIONAL STATION, WHILE ETN BEGAN BY
TRANSMITTING POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL PROGRAMS IN 1965. SINCE THEIR BEGINNINGS, ETN AND SCA HAVE
BOTH EXPANDED AND DIVERSIFIED THEIR OFFERINGS, ALTHOUGH '...lHE SURFACE HAS BARELY BEEN
SCRATCHED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWO SYSTEMS.' FK
4942C ** 4942C
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS
COMMUNICATIONS NEWS 7,6, JUNE 1970
// PENNSYLVANIA LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
LEE HOSPITAL IN JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA HAS INITIATED AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NETWORK WHICH ALLOWS
PHYSICIANS TOI ANALYZE EKG TRACINGS WITHOUT LEAVING THEIR HOMES. THE EKG NETWORK, WHICH IS
AVAILABLE UN WFEKENDS, AT NIGHTS, AND AT OTHER TIMES WHEN A HEART SPECIALIST IS NOT PRESENT AT
LEE HOSPITAL, RESULTS"IN SPEEDY DIAGNOSIS AND SAVES PHYSICIANS MUCH TRAVEL TIME. UTILIZING
STANCARD TELEPHUONE LINES PROVIDED BY THE GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA, THE SYSTEM
CONSISTS OF EKG MACHINES AND DATA TRANSLATORS AT BOTH THE HOSPITAL AND PHYSICIANS' HOMES.- THE'
HOSPITAL UNIT CAN BE MOVED FORM ROOM TO ROOM, AND EKG TRACINGS ARE TAPE RECORDED FOR FUTURE
REFERENCE. THE POSSIBILITY OF ADDING OTHER HOSPITALS TO THE EKG NETWORK IS BEING INVESTIGATED.
A DIAGRAM AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SYSTEM ARE INCLUDED. FK
4949C *** FINGER LAKES REGION SUPPLEMENTARY EIJUCATIONAL CENTER 4
9 49C
GRADUATE INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE
HOMER, N.Y., SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATION CENTER, 1968. 19P
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4951C *** ORLICH, DONALD C. (EDITOR) * HILEN, CHARLES 0. (EDITOR) '4951C
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING
EVERETT, WASHINGTON, GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE NORTHWEST AND WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY,
1969. 62P. ERIC ED 045 868
// TELEPHONE-TECHNICAL-CAPACITIES TV-TWO-WAY COST BELL
THIS REPCRT OF A SEMINAR ON THE APPLICATION OF TELECOMMINICATIONS TECHNOLOGY TO EDUCATIONAL THEORY
AND PRACTICE CONTAINS ELEVEN SPEECHES. THE FIRST PRESENTS ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE NEED FOR
FEEDBACK FROM THE USER, BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLANNING IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AND USES OF
THE NEW ECUIPMENT. THE SECOND DESCRIBES THE FUNCTION AND MECHANICS OF A TELEPHONE SYSTEM AND
THF AVAILABLE SERVICES PROVIDED BY TELEPHONE COMPANIES, AND THE THIRD SPEECH DEALS WITH VOICE
GRADE COMMUNICATION PEVICES AND THEIR USES. THE FOURTH OFFERS CRITERIA FOR ANALYZING A DATA
CMMUICTIG'JS SYSTEm AN') A CESCRIPTIJN U- DATA SETS AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE BELL SYSTEMe
AND THE FIFT I)ETAILS OIFFERtENT MODES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE SERVICES AND SUPPORTIVE
HARDOWARE OFFERED BY TELEPHONE COMPANIES. THE SIXTH SPEECH CONSIDERS WAYS TO PLAN AND APPLY
DATA COMMUNICATIONS CEVICES TO EDUCATION, WHILE THE SEVENTH CONSIDERS THESE DEVICES IN
RELATION TO THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY. THE EIGHTH EXPLORES SPECIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE NEW
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION, AND THE NINTH DETAILS OPERATIONAL COSTS AND THE CONCEPT OF TIME
SHARING. THE TENTH IS CONCERNED WITH lTHE USES OF TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN THE FUTURE OF
EDIICATION, AND THE FINAL SPEECH DEALS WITH PROBLEMS OF EDUCATORS IN MAKING PREDICTIVE
JUDGEMENTS CONCERNING THE USES OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY. (SM) ERIC
4963B *** WUOIORFF, GARY L. 4963B
THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF VOICE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
PAGES 7-8 IN URLICH, DONALD C. AND CHARLES 0. HILER (EDITORS) TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING.
EVERETT, WASHINGTON, GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE NORTHWEST AND WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY, 1969
4964B *** BRONG, GERALD R. 49648
UTILIZATION OF VOICE MEDIA
PAGES 9-11 IN ORLICH, DONALD C. AND CHARLES 0. HILER (EDITORS) TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING.
EVERETT, WASHINGTON, GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE NORTHWEST AND WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY, 1969
4965B *** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. HEALTH SCIENCES UNIT 49658
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE
BROCHURE. CONFERENCE TO BE HELD OCTOBER 15-16, 1970, MADISON, WISCONSIN
4972C *** COWAN, JOHN D.w JR. 4972C
OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING USING AUDIO VIDEO LINK
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION 3, P431-3, 1965
4973C *** COWAN, JOHN 0., JR. 4973C
TWO-WAY CFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING VIA TV
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE. PROCEEDINGS 22, P938-40, 1966
4974C *** BECKMAN, EVERETT G. 4974C
PROFESSOR STEVENS, THE CLASS IS READY
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 15,3, P74-5+, MARCH 1970
4984 +4984
AROUNU THE CORNER, THE VIEWPHONE
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 24,16, P69, OCT 1969
4985 *+* BLOCKSTEIN, WILLIAM * DURANT, WINSTON J. 4985
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND THE TELECONFERENCE TECHNIQUE
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION 32, P619-24, NOV 1968
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4986A *** NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY IN EDUCATION, ATHENS, GEORGIA, DEC 4-6, 1968 4986A
* CARPENTER, C.R. EDITOR * MEANEY, JOHN W. EDITOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION
WASHINGTCN, JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS, 1970. ERIC ED 044 917
// CPB JCET PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
PAPERS FROM A CONFERENCE ON TELECOMMUNCIATIONS ARE PRESENTED IN THIS REPORT, AS WELL AS THE
UISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FIVE CONFERENCE COMMISSIONS. THE PAPERS ARE CONCERNED
WITH EDUCATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS, THE CORPORATION OF PUBLIC BROADCASTING, INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE, CABLE TELEVISION, SATELLITE SYSTEMS, THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON
COMMUNICATIONS POLICY, AND SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS. THE WORK AND REPORTS OF THE CONFERENCE
COMMISSIONS CENTERED AROUND THE RELATIONSHIPS OF TELECOMMUNICATION WITH UNIVERSITIES, SCHOOLS,
PRESCHOOL ECUCATION, CONTINUING EDUCATION, AND URBAN EDUCATION. THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
CONFERENCE COMMISSIONS WERE THAT, THE JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS (JCET)
SHOULD INSURE THE RECOGNITION OF EDUCATION'S STAKE IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES, THAT JCET SHOULD
EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE OPPORTUNITY THAT NOW EXISTS TO BRING TWO-WAY CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS INTO THE AMERICAN HOME, THAT JCET SHOULD HELP WITH STRATEGY TO USE
COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA IN ATTACKING SOCIAL PROBLEMS, THAT JCET SHOULD JOIN WITH OTHER AGENCIES TO
BRING ABOUT COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, AND THAT JCET SHOULD URGE THE
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION TO EXPAND ITS PROGRAMS FOR TRAINING FACULTY AND TECHNICIANS
IN THE USE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS. (MF) ERIC
4987C *** PARKER, LORNE A. 4987C
SCA - A NEW MEDIUM
MADISOJN, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, 1969. 43P
// ETN-SCA SCA-REGULATION FM-RADIO WHA-RADIO WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW
'THIS IOCK PRESENTS A HISTURICAL ANALYSIS OF SCA UNDER THOSE CATEGORIES - TECHNICAL, HISTORICAL,
LEGAL, AND UTILIZAIIONAL - ESSENTIAL FOR AN UNI)ERSTANDING OF ITS POTENTIAL. CHAPTER I
INTRCI)UCES AND GIVES A BRIEF HISTORY UF THF SCA. CHAPTER II TRACES THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
or THE MULTIPLEXING THEORY FROM 1111 SPARK TRANSMITTER DEVELOPED DIY MARCONI TO THE PRESENT FURM
OF FM MULTIPLEXING THAT WAS DEMONSTRATED BY MAJOR ARMSTRONG IN 1953. THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY
ASPECTS OF SCA ARE DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER III.' 'THIIE COMMERCIAL FM STATIONS STARTED USING
MULTIPLEXING OUT OF ECONOMIC NECESSITY. THEY OBTAINED REVENUE BY SELLING BACKGROUND MUSIC
TRANSMITTED ON THEIR SCA CHANNELS. SCA PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL MEANS BY WHICH MOST FM STATIONS
ARE ABLE TO CARRY ON THEIR BROADCAST FUNCTION. THIS AND OTHER COMMERCIAL UTILIZATIONS ARE
DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER IV.' 'CHAPTER V DISCUSSES THE EDUCATIONAL UTILIZATION OF SCA. dHA-RADIO,
A SERVICE OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, WAS ONE OF THE FIRST
EDUCATIONAL FM STATIONS TO ADOPT AND UTILIZE THE SCA CHANNEL FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES. BECAUSE
OF THIS FACT, CHAPTER V MAINLY DEALS WITH THE EDUCATIONAL SCA UTILIZATION IN WISCONSIN.
CHAPTER VI IS A SUMMARY OF THE HISTORY OF SCA AND GIVES CONCLUSIONS AS TO NEEDS AND PROBABLE
TRENUS.' 'IT HAS TAKEN THIRTY-TWO YEARS FOR THE USE TO CATCH UP WITH THE TECHNOLOGY OF FM
MULTIPLEXING. THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS ARE HERE. IT. IS UP TD EDUCATIONAL ANO CO4MMERCIAL
MULTIPLEXING. THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS ARE HERE.. IT IS UP TO EDUCATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL
BROACCASTERS TO EXPLOIT THE TREMENDOUS POTENTIAL THAT SCA MULTIPLEXING OFFERS.' A CONCISE
VERSION OF THIS BOOK CAN BE FOUND IN THE AUTHOR'S ARTICLE IN EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING REVIEW.
(SEE 4708). LC
8700C *+* 8700C
DIALING UP A DIALUGUE ON CABLE
BROAOCASTING 80,22, P45, MAY 31, 1971
// UVERLAND-PARK KANSAS HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN SHOPPING CATV-TWO-WAY TELECABLE-INC
VICOP-MANUFACTURING
BEGINNING JUNE 23, 1971, AN EXPERIMENT WILL BE CONDUCTED IN OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS, WHICH WILL TEST
POSSIBLE USES OF TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION OVER CABLE TELEVISION. USING A NEW TYPE OF TERMINAL
UNIT, THE EXPERIMENT WILL INITIALLY CONCENTRATE ON HOME INSTRUCTION FOR DISABLED CHILDREN. THE
DISABLED CHILD AND HIS TEACHER WILL BE ABLE TO SEE EACH OTHER VIA TELEVISION CAMERAS AND THE
CHILC WILL RAISE HIS HAND BY PUNCHING BUTTONS ON THE TERMINAL. TELECABLE, INC., WHICH WILL
CONDUCT THE EXPERIMENT, WILL ALSO TEST THE APPLICATION OF TWO-WAY CATV FOR SHOPPING, FIRE AND
BURGLAR ALARM NETWORKS, AND OPINION SURVEYS. JK
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MIMEO. 14P. RECEIVED FROM DR. JOHN KLUS, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH ##* 0419C
SUGGESTIGNS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS
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CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE
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LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
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AUDIO -u AL A!. L 4 1R W L L _' T , C ,%mUS aJ)IL, r jRKS // MISS%1LJR I STEPHFNS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN 0550C
WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHiR-CD HISTO:Y-TELECONF VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUUY
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING USING AUDIO VIDEO LINK 4972C
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDI3 VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 
4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRACUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
AUDIOVISUALS *** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 
0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMFNT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
AUDIOVISUAL-LIORARY *** CARIGN-COUNTY COORDINATEI INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 
4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
AUDIO-VISUAL-ED-ASSOC-OF-IUWA *** TEL-A-LECTURE TECHNIQUE // IOWA MALCULM-PRICE-LAB-SCHOOL 
4065C
AUDIO-VISUAL-ED-ASSOC-OF-IOWA VISUAL-AIDS COST
AUSTRALIA *** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-JNIV 
0589C
SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRAOUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
AUTHORIZATION *** THE DFVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION 
// 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSIUN-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MFDICAL-RAIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING *** BETTER VIDEO CONFERFNCES // HOLMDEL NEW-JERSEY MURRAY-HILL CCTV VISUAL-AIDS 
4627C
AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING BELL-LABS
AUTOVON *** GENERAL TRANSMISSION CONISIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS 
// NOGAD NETWORKS 0598C
NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPFAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
A-V *** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 
4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LABS
BACKGROUND *** TELECONFERENCING, BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
0478C
BAGGS *** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW 
CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVI.CE-EO TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
BARRY-COUNTY *** SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 
.4918C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
BASE *** EXPERIMENTAL VUICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATIUN IN NICARAGUA 
TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCCNSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
BELL +** PICTUREPHONE SERVICE, A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING // AT-T BELL 
4680C
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING // TELEPHONE-TECHNICAL-CAPACITIES TV-TWO-WAY COST BELL 4951C
*** TELtCOMMUNiCATIU-S FOR LEARNINu // TELEPhUONE-TECHNICAL-CAPACITIES TV-TWO-WAY COST BELL 4951C
*** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIDFNTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLOCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
BELL-LABS *** BETTER VIDEO CONFERENCES // HOLMDEL NEW-JERSEY MURRAY-HILL CCTV VISUAL-AIDS 4627C
AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING BELL-LABS
*** HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN SATELLITE TELEPHONING // DELAY ECHO BELL-LABS 0477C
*** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LABS
*** PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FUR COMMERCIAL USE // NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-DC CHICAGO 0462C
BELL-LABS
BELL-TELEPAK-A *** BOEING NETWURK CUTS APOLLO WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LDX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
BIBLIOGRAPHY *** FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY // TELECOPIER 4018A
XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER LOX BIBLIOGRAPHY
*** HEAn-START TELELECTURE PROJECT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS 4015A
A MEDIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA // WEST-VIRGINIA EDUCATION-INC
EVALUATION BIBLIOGRAPHY
BIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL *** HELLO GREAT AMERICAN // WALWORTH WISCONSIN BIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 0464C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS
BIOLOGY *** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4116A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
BIOMEDICAL-INFORMATION-NETWORKS *** ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR- INFORMATION NETWORKS // 4511A
BIOMEUICAL-INFORMATION-NETWORKS COST
BLACKBOARD *** TEACHING ADULTS VIA TELELECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER (VICTOR ELECTRONIC REMOTE BLACKBOARD) 4921B
*** VICrCR ELECIROWRITER REMUTE BLACKBOARD, VERB // CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED 4694C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE *** BLACKBOARD-bY-WIRE AND GRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN CHEMISTRY 0450
*** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MIO-APPALACHIA-CULLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTRUWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELCPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
BLOCK-ISLAND *** BLOCK-ISLAND (A PACE PROJECT) 0427
BLOOMINGTON *** TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS BLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION TV
BOEING *** VOICE PICTU<RE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COUPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX 4670C
*** BOEING NETWGRK CUTS APOLLC WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LDX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
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BOSTON *** TWO-WAY RADIO 'CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
vcrMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
BOTANY *** SIU P'UFS TEACH 3Y TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-FD COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
BRIDGE *** A MULTIPORT TELEPHONE CONFERENCE BRIDGE // NOGAD NETWORKS ECHO SWITCHED-GAIN-AMPLIFIER 0597C
FOUR-WIRE
BROOKLYN *** EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE 4618C
TELEPHONE // BROOKLYN NEW-YORK TEACHER-ED CAI PRUGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
INDIVIlUAL-INSTRUCTION VIDEOTAPE IBM
BUFFALO *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-Y3RK
ROSWELL-PARK-MFMORIAL-INSTITUrE MEDI:AL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
BURLINGTON *** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PkESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-FAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMONT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
BUSINESS *** GE'S HOOKUP FOR tUSINESS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS 4600C
MANAGFMENT-TELFVISION-SYSTEMS-INC
b*** USINFSS GETS EYE-TO-EYE BY PHONE // PICTUREPHONE AT-T UNION-CARBIDE 0429A
BUTLER-UNIV *** CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK // INDIANA-UNIV 41194
PURDUE-UNIV DUTLFR-UNIV INOIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED CURRENT-AWARENESS
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
CABLE *** DIALING UP A nlAtLIGItC ON CAHLE // OVFRLANO-PARK KANSAS HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN SHOPPING 8700C
CATV-TWO-WAY TELECA1LE-INC VICOM-MANUFACTURING
CAI *** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // NEw-YOK-CITY ILLINOIS PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MATHEMATICS 4628C
DIAL-ACCESS CAI COMPUTER-IELEPHONE-LINK 403D-MULTIPLE-DATA-SET HOME-STUDY
*** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INIERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAl DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE 4618C
TELEPHONE // BROOKLYN NEW-YORK TEACHER-ED CAI PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION VIDEOTAPE IBM
CALIFORNIA *** REVIEWING LESSONS FOR ABSENTEE STUDENTS // RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA ALVORD-SCHOOL-DISTRICT 0562C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS TITLE-III
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS TITLE-III
** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** NeW DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
*** SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER // DOWNEY CALIFORNIA HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED 4130A
SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-ED INSERVICE-ED INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** TIE STAIFORD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-FO ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACF COST FCC
*** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA LUS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-DISTRICT 0432C
HOMEBOUND-CHILOREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TELEPHONE-CO
*** MEET THE SPOKFSMAN // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA PRIMARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0444C
*** EDITORS GO TO CLASS VIA TELEPHONE HOOKUP // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV 4649C
IOWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
*** 'J' STUDENTS QUIZ EDITORS ACROSS US // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV IOWA-STATE-UNIV 4650C
NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-EO CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
*** INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE KCET
VIOEOCAPE-RECIRD COST
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN FL INSTRUCTION // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY 0452C
INTERNArINAL-TELECONF SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHCIlt.-IF-MrOICINF *** MEDICAL RADI)U CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO 4123C
CAL iO -IA U' IV C 'lI;L--;F -LUIC I NE MLDICAL-ED POSTGRADUAIC-~U LEARNING-CENTER
DISSEMINAT ION-OF- INFORMAT ION
CALLS *** CONFEREICE CALLS RE-CIME FUN // NEW-YORK-CITY TELEPHONE-DISCUSSION-GROUP TELESESSION-CO 4648C
CAMBRIDGE-UNIV *** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHEFFIELO-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATF-EO STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
CAMPUS *** VISUALS FCR TFLELECTURE AND CAMPUS AUDIO NETWORKS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN 0550C
WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED HISTORY-TELECONF VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUDY
CAMPUSES *** TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE IN0IANAPOLIS BLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERAT ION TV
CAPACITY *** TELECONFERENCING, CAPACITY OF CURRENT COMMUNICATION FACILITIES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0481C
NATO COST TECHNICAL-CONSIUERATIONS
CARBONDALE *** SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
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CARBON-COUNTY *** CARPON-COUNTY COUROINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
CATE *** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
CATV *** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGIGNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** UNIVFPSITY INDUSTRY TELFVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4693C
INCUST Y-UNIVLRSITY E ui'l ERIG ITFS LAIV LLeI ALUWRIlER SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE
GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
*** THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINIIING-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2686-2690-MHZ
CATV-TWO-WAY *** THE RFSTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-IWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAl DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTUN-IRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION // CPB JCET 4986A
PRESIOFNTS-TASK-F[RCF-UN-COMMUNICATIO N-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED GIADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-El) ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
*** DIALING UP A DIALOGUE ON CABLE // UVERLAND-PARK KANSAS HUMEBOUND-CHILDREN SHOPPING 8700C
CATV-TWU-WAY TELECABLE-INC VICOM-MANUFACTURING
CCCIC *** PILOT STUDY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION ELECTROWRITER 4699C
*** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
*o* CARRCN-COUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
*** FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** ART-HISTORY MAKES HISTORY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT 4698C
ELECTROWRITER
*** TEACHERS EARN GRAOUATE CREDIT VIA VERB // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED 4700C
PROBLEM-SOLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
CCTV *** ON THF LINE // MISSUURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTRUOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
*** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MIO-APPALACHIA-COLLFGE-CUUNCII. INTERUNIVERSI[Y-COOPERATIUN HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTRUWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
*** GE'S HOOKUP FOR BUSINFSS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS 4600C
MANAGEMENT-TELEVISII)N-SYSTEMS-INC
*** IHt INNJVAl lE GRiJUP INNUVAT WITH IV // HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE NEw-YORK 46UbL
CONFERFNCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV TECHNULOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
*** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IIAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
+* THE STANFORD INSTRUCTIO;NAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACE COST FCC
*** BETTER VIDEO CONFERENCES // HOLMDEL NEW-JERSEY MURRAY-HILL CCTV VISUAL-AIDS 4627C
AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING BELL-LABS
CEDAR-FALLS *** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LADS
** 'IOWA TEACHERS LEARN MATH VIA VERB // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS 4054C
STATE-COLLEGE-OF-IOWA CHICAGO URBANA ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
CENTER *** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
*** SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER // DOWNEY CALIFORNIA HOMEBUUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED 4130A
SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-ED INSERVICE-ED INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-(;RADUAFE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
*** CARRON-COUNTY CUUORDINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
CENTERS *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
RUSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
CENTRAL *** TEACHING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHUOLS // SOUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-ED PRIMARY-ED INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
ELECIROWRITER COLUMBIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE *** TELECONFERENCING, PROCEDURES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF DEFINITION-TELECONF NETWORKS 0482C
PROTOCOL LANGUAGE PRESENTATION-SKILLS CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE
*** PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IN TELECONFERENCING // DEFINITION-TELECONF INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0422C
PROBLEM-SOLVING LANGUAGE CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE NETWORKS TV TELETYPE
CHANGES *** DEVELOPMENT UF A STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN 4021A
YOUNG CHILDREN // EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
CHECKLIST *** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PECI // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXIENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST 4711C
ETN-SCA
*** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST 4712C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ETN-SCA
CHEMISTRY *** BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE AND GRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN CHEMISTRY 0450
*** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4116A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
*** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIF WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
CHEYENNE *** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
CHICAGO *** PICTUREPHONE AS A PHOTO TOOL // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO 0474C
*** PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL USE // NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-DC CHICAGO 0462C
BELL-LABS
*** IOWA TEACHERS LEARN MATH VIA VERB // NURTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS 4054C
STATE-COLLEGE-OF-IOWA CHICAGO URBANA ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** PICTUREPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO WASHINGTON-OC COST SPECTRUM-USE AT-T 0461C
CHILDREN *** DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN 4021A
YOUNG CHILDREN // EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
CINCINNATI-UNIV *** NEW CCNCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS // NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV OHIO CINCINNATI-UNIV 0458C
HISTORY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NORTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
CIRCUITS *** TIME DIVISION CONFERENCING OF FOUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS // ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK 0596C
INTELLIGIBILITY MULTIPLEXING SATELLITE-LINKS
CIRM *** RADIO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESCUE // MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS SEA-RESCUE 4121C
CIRM
CITIES *** NURSES OF NINE CITIES LINKED BY EDUCATIONAL TV INTERCOM 4140C
CLASS ** PROFFSR blLVLt4S, TtL LLASJ 1 RLAUY
CLASS *** PROFESSOR STEVENS, THE CLASS IS RFADY 
4974C
*** BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LE:TURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
*** EDITORS GO TO CLASS VIA TELEPHONE HOOKUP // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV 4649C
IOWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
CLASSES *** A STUDY OF TEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELE-LECTURE // WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV 4716C
HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
EVALUATION-T-TEST EVALUATION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
CLASSICS *** LECTURES ON THE I'HIONE, IELELCCrURFS // MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-I 0446A
*** LONG-OISTANCE LECTURES IRHING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSRUM // NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNUATION
CLASSROOM *** THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUING-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2686-2690-MHZ
*** CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION, TELECTURE // DOVER NEW-JERSEY DOVER-PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 4686C
SECONDARY-ED CUURSE-ENRICHMENT INSERVICE-ED HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION
LEARNING-CENTER COST
*** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS 0680C
FRANCE SECONDARY-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISE
*** LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM // NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNDATION
*** TELELECTURE, APPALACHIA'S IN-SERVICE CLASSROOM OF THE AIR // TENNESSEE OHIO 0569C
WEST-VIR';INIA KENTUCKY VIRGINIA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED HEAD-START
APPALACHIA-EDUCATIONAL-LAB EDUCATION-INC
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE // OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECUNDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0424C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
CLASSROOMS *** TELELECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CURP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
CLEVELAND *** NEW APPROACH TO IN-SERVICE EDUCATION. GREATER CLEVELAND SOCIAL-SCIENCE PROGRAM 0433
CLOSED-CIRCUIT *** TEACHING DY CLOSEU-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS // SOUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-ED PRIMARY-ED INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICILUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-TELCCONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
ELECTROWRITER CULUMnIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-IfLEPHUNE-CO
CLOTHING *** TELELFCTURE bRINGS FAMUUS DESIGNCR TU TEXTILE AND CLOTHING STUUENTS // 0466C
SO(UTH-AKOTA-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED CJURSE-ENRICHMENT HOME-ECONOMICS PRE-PLANNING
VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORD
CMT *** NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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COAXIAL-CABLE *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIUFNTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATfACHMENTS CUAXIAL-CABLE
*+* XERGX-OFFERS FACSIMILES BY PHONE // TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO 0580C
LDX COAXIAL-CABLE
*** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITURING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
COLLEGE *** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCE'S, THE ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE PROJECT 0542C
COLORADO *** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** LAKEW000, TELEPHONES HELP STUDENTS STUDY FRENCH AND SPANISH // LAKEWOOD COLORADO 0468C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION INDIVIOUAL-INSTRUCTION
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
*** THE TELEPHONE METHOD OF TFACHING // COLORADO WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT 4505A
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AMERICAN-HISTORY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST
MOUNTAIN-STATES-TELEPHONE-CO
COLUMBIA *** TELEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FUREIGN-RELATIONS // COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 4010A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
*** FINAL RFPI1T nF Iwn If;TF4-IWr1ITUTInIAL P4R.RAMS UII IZINt. AMPLIFIED TELEPHUNE COMMUNICATION 4019A
// COLUM4IA MISSOURI SIEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED AMERICAN-LITERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE ELECTROWRITER
** BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV /I COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 
4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
COLUMBIA-UNIV *** LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM 
// NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST 
FORD-FOUNDATION
*** TEACHING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS // SOUTH-KORTRIGHT 
NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-ED PRIMARY-ED INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION 
SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNAIUONAL-TELECONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE 
VISUAL-AIDS
ELECTROWRITER COLUMPIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
COLUMBUS *** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIU VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON 
OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRADUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
*** UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 
4112A
LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO ANU AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 
4116A
*** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 
4116A
LEARNING-CENTER HIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
COMBINING *** POSTGRADUATE TEACHING IN PSYCHIATRY COMBINING TV AND FM RADIO WITH SEMINARS 4923
COMMERCIAL *** PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL USE // NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-DC 
CHICAGO 0462C
BELL-LABS
COMMON-CARRIERS *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY 
// FCC 4669C
PRESIDENTS- TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-PULICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
COMMUNICATING *** PICTUREPHONE SERVICCE, A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING // AT-r BELL 
4680C
+** A COMPARISON nr THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION Tf ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-CD EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRC-AND-PnST-TEST ING
COMMUNICATION *** FINAL R:PIJlII F TW) INTFR-INSTITUTIINAL PROGRAMS UTIIIING(; AMPLIFIEI) TELEPHONE 
COMMUNICATION 4019A
// C111U11 11I A MI SY IRI STI PHCNS-COLLEGE IIIGHER-LO AMERICAN-LI TERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUA I IN-SUO.JFC IIVE ELC I.RC WR I TFR
*** TELECONFERENCING, CAPACITY OF CURRENT CUMMUNICATION FACILITIES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 
0481C
NATO COST TECHNICAL-CONSIOERATIONS
** COMMUNICATIN MEDIA, PROPERTIES AND USS 
4934C
SECONDARY-ED C OUR S E- ENRI C"_ME RW~TmrNSFRVI L, nsTe-rUtf: - rm- 
-
LEARNING-CENTER COST
COMMUNICATIONS *** THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF VOICE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS 49638
*** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
*** EXPERIMENTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCGNSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
*** COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR THE CONTINUING 4132C
EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
*** ETV, HOW TO PUT TOGETHER A COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, TELELECTURE INSTALLATIONS 0571
*** COMMUNICATIONS. TELETYPEWRITER AND TELEPHONE CONFERENCES 4000C
COMMUNICATION-SKILLS *** PRUJECT EAR, EDUCATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO // HARRISON NEW-YORK UYUMBICHO ECUADOR 4016C
INTERNATIONAL-TELECINF CRUSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF PRIMARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT
COMMUNICATION-SKILLS INTERNAlIONAL-EDUCATIONAL-NETWORK
COMMUNITY *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YRK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
COMPANIES *** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX 4670C
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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COMPARISON *** A CCMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-ANI)-POST-TESIING
COMPETITION *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-PULICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLOCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FCREIGtN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
COMPLEX *** ExPFIrV'ICLS WITl TwO-Y TELEVISION IN A tEALHINu HOPI IAL LUMPLtX // VER UNI-UNIV UJ --
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MUNITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
COMPUTER *** A NEW-ENGLAND LAN~D-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 
4514C
INFORMATION LINKS IETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUJ IVERSITY-CO)IPRATIUN REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
** UNI)ERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMDUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4112A
LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST TF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAl DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION AND TELEPHONE AS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS 0574C
*** EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE 
4618C
TELEPHONE // BROOKLYN NEW-YORK TEACHER-ED CAI PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION VIDEOTAPE IBM
*** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 41L6A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
COMPUTER-SCIENCE *** MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION IN EXTENSION // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CORRESPONDENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
COMPUTER-TELEPHONE-LINK *** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY ILLINOIS PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED 4628C
MATHEMATICS DIAL-ACCESS CAl COMPUTER-TELEPHONE-LINK 403D-MULTIPLE-DATA-SET HOME-STUDY
COMSAT ** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 
4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
CONCEPT *** NEW CONCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS // NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV OHIO CINCINNATI-UNIV 
0458C
HISTORY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NORTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
HISTCRY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NORTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
CONFER *** WEST-UNION, TELELECTURES HELP SIX DISTRICTS CONFER // IOWA NORTHEAST-TELEWRITER-PROJECT 
0572C
INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER COST TITLE-I
CONFEREES *** GE'S HOOKUP FOR BUSINESS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS 
4600C
MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSTEMS-INC
CONFERENCE *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE / 49650
*** CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENT FOR NORAD // NETWORKS MILITARY-USE 0593C
*** EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE 4064
MEDICAL EDUCATION
*** A MULTIPORT TELEPHONE CONFERENCE BRIDGE // NOGAD NETWORKS ECHO SWITCHED-GAIN-AMPLIFIER 0597C
FOUR-WIRE
*** CONFERENCE CALLS BECOME FUN // NEW-YORK-CITY TELEPHONE-DISCUSSION-GROUP TELESESSION-CO 46480
*** GENERAL TRANSMISSION COtSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS // NOGAD NETWORKS 0598C
NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPEAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
CONFERENCES *** COMMUNICATIONS. TELETYPEWRITER AND FELEPHONE CONFERENCES 4000C
*** THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES 4048
*** DEVELOPMENT, UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION BY TWO-WAY RADIO ACTIVE 4933
PARTICIPATION CONFERENCES. FINAL REPORT
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMED)ICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** TWO YEARS OF EXPERIFNCE WITH TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION 4049
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRAI)UAFE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD (IF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION // NEW-YORK 4924C
ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TRANSCRIPT-TELECONF
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION - TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 4927
1955-1966
*** BETTER VIDEO CONFERENCES // HOLMDEL NEW-JERSEY MURRAY-HILL CCTV VISUAL-AIDS 4627C
AUTOMATIC-SWITCHING BELL-LABS
*** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES, THE ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE PROJECT 0542C
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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CONFERENCES *** WISCONSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES // WISCONSIN WASB 0552C
EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION EXTENSION-UW ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
CONFERENCING *** TIME DIVISION CONFERENCING OF FUUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS // ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK 0596C
INTELLIGIBILITY MULTIPLEXING SATELLITE-LINKS
CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT *** THE INNOVATIVE GROUP INNOVATES WITH TV // HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE NE4-YORK 4608C
CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV TECHNOLOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
CONFRAPHONE *** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHEFFIELO-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
CONNECT ** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX 4670C
CONNECTICUT *** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW MET)IOD OF PRESFNTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTUN MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNr-COLLEGE-OF-MFDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RAUIU VISUAL-AIDS COST
CONSERVATION **e PILCT STUDY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION ELECTROWRITER 4699C
CONSIDERATIONS *** GENERAL TRANSr'ISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS // NOGAD NETWORKS 0598C
NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TULL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPEAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
CONSULTATION *** HEART EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION // NEW-YORK-CITY 4925C
PARIS ROME REMOTE-CONSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIU-SHURT-WAVE RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY EKG
INTERNATIONAL-DATA-TRANSMISSION
CONSULTATIONS *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE *** AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4020A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CURRENT-EVENTS CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE
TEACHER-EC
CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CC *** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST JF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM 4745C
// CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED
MATHEMATICS CAI DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-IRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
CONTINUING *** CONTINUING EI)UCATION AND THE TELECONFFRENCE TECHNIQUE 4985
*** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4609C
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
*** CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK // INDIANA-UNIV 4119A
PURDUE-UNIV BUTLER-UNIV INDIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED CURRENT-AWARENESS
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
*** COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR THE CONTINUING 4132C
EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
*** USE OF TWO-WAY RADIO BY VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 0489C
*** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVF VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND CPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
CONTINUING-ED *** TELECUMMUtJICATIONS, TOWARD NATIUNAL POLICIES FOR FDUCATION // CPB JCET 4986A
PRESI)ENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECUNDARY-EO HIGHER-ED GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PRUGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
*** CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWURK // INDIANA-UNIV 4119A
PURDUE-UNIV BUTLER-UNIV INDIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED CURRENT-AWARENESS
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
*** DEFINITIVE DIALING - NURSING DIAL-ACCESS // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW CONTINUING-ED 4512C
DIAL-ACCESS-LIBRARY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST WISCONSIN-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM
*** MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION IN EXTENSION // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CURRESPUNDENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
*** THE STANFORDI) INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CnNTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHL FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACE COST FCC
*** PHUNE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENFERS // 4720C
REGILNAL-MED ICAL-PROGRAM-F(IR-WESTERN-NFW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWFLL-PARK-MEMORIAI.-INSTIrUTE MFI)ICAL-EI) CONTINUING-EU ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILEn-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
EVALUATION-OIESTION:NAIRE VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
**e " )IC.L FUIATIt1% ' [ITWURK // GMEN f)lHG PENNSYLVAHIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGILNAL-MEDICAL-NErWURKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RAUIO IV LAfV
*** ADULT EDUCATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW GRADUATE-ED 4507C
CONTINUING-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP ETN ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
*** UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4693C
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE
GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
*** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
*** VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD, VERB // CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED 4694C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
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CONTINUING-ED *** THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUINC-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2686-2690-MHZ
*** ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP // TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS 4136C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-EU COST LEASED-LINES TAPE-RECORD
*** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
*** BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RAOIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO // NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS 4137C
ALBANY-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
*** OHIC MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
*** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
Mn'ITANA CONTINUING-FC FrflICAL-ED LFARNING-CENTER LIBRaRY-ACCFSS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
RE[mJIT-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** MEDIC, A COIPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-E) EVALUATION-ATTENUANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD (IF PRESENTATIOIN // ALIBANY NEW-YORK DOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGF TUFTS
VERMCNT-CGLL[EG-UF-MFDICINE CONTINUING-ED MLI)ICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED BY NEW-YORK-RMP // MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED 4138C
REGICNAL-MEOICAL-NErWORK
CONTROL *** AFROSPACE ENGINEERS ATTFND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 4061
COOPERATIVE *** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINJING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-EU EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
COORDINATED *** CARBON-CCUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-EU TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELFCTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
COORDINATOR *** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
CORNELL *** TFACHING RY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSION CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HUMEBOUND-CHILDREN
CORPORATION *** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY. COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAI DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
CORRESPONDENCE-ED *** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING // SWEDEN TEACHER-ED 4009A
ENGL ISH-LANGUAGE SELF-INSTRUCTION CORRESPONDENCE-ED ARIICULATED-INSTRUCTION
PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
*** MULTIIMEIA INSTRUCTION IN EXICNSION // ILLINOIS-UNIV -UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE CUMPUTER-SCIENCE GRAUUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CORRESPONDENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
*** RADIO LISTENING EDUCATIONAL STYLE // CORRESPONDENCE-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION 4029C
PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RAOIO FM-RADIO MULTIPLEXING EDUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
COST *** ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR INFORMATION NETWORKS // BIOMEDICAL-INFORMATION-NETW3RKS COST 4511A
*** LLASPLR;C LLM 'L -LA II(UNI ILt LIUR // ULJVt V'rWJtKHt I)UV ,- r Uv-LIL 3L ,t)UL R
SECOND)ARY-ED COURSE-ENR ICHMENT INSE4VICE-ED HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION
LEARNING-CENTER COST
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE // O1IO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 
0424C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
*** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 
0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUUROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
*** EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHERS 
// 4126A
TEACHER-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP COST
*** FACSIMILE BY PHONE OFFERED HY XEROX // TELECUPIER MAGNAVOX-CO COST 
b437C
*** FEASIHILITY OF INCORPORATING TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS COURSE TO VOCATIONAL 45040
TEACHERS // INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED [VALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUAT I N-OT I S-EMPLOYMENT-IEST COST
*** INITIAL FXP-RiINCE WITH ENCODI)ED TWO-WAY MFDICAL TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 050LC
UCLA POS TGRAIATI -EfC MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-CD MODERATUR EVALUA I I ON-QUESIONNAIRE KCET
VIEO APE-RECORI) COSr
*** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND FUINIU0:GH-UNIV CAMIlRIDGC-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHIFF IFLn-JN IV INT R-lONIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NAT I UNAL-EXTNS I ON-CLLEGE
INTE RUNIVERSITY-COOPERATIOUN POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
*** MAKI;NG CURRENT-EVENTS REAL FOR STUDENTS // OSWEGO NEW-YORK SECONDARY-ED 0476C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT TAPE-RECORD COST
*** TELETEACHING, THE PARTY-LINE REVIVED // MINNESOTA-UNIV EXTENSION AGRICULTURE 4692C
PRESENTATION-SKILLS MODERATOR VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** TEL-A-LECTURE TECHNIQUE // IOWA MALCOLM-PRICE-LAB-SCHOOL AUDIO-VISUAL-ED-ASSOC-OF-IOWA 4065C
VISUAL-AIDS COST
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COST *** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 
47070
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMFDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PRCGRAM-LISTING COST
** TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS 3ETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIFD JUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNUATION //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
* TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** TELEPHONE TEACHERS // HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN OMAHA-UNIV VISUAL-AIDS COST AT-T 047GC
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING // TELEPHONE-TECHNICAL-CAPACITIES TV-TWO-WAY COST BELL 4951C
*** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LABS
*** TELELFCTURES // HIST(RY-TELECONF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4917C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
* SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 8OTA NY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NEW PARTY-LINE FUR EDUCATION // HISTORY-TELECONF COST ELECTROWRITER 0447C
FACSIMILE SLOW-SCAN-TV
*** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARU-3Y-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST FLECTROWRIrER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
*** TEL-LECTURE // WISCONSIN-UNIV LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE EXTENSION-UW HIGHER-ED 0544C
CURRICIJLUM-ENRICHMENT PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS PRE-PLANNING PUBLICITY COST
EVALUAT ION-QUEST IONNA IRE LACROSSE- TELEPHONE-CO
*** THE STANFORD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWURK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHL CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUOY ACE COST FCC
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM // NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 04300C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNDATION
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-FD MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
*** TrLCLECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-EO 4915C
INTERINSTITUTInNAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-RUSINESS-MACHINE-CORP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
*** UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4112A
LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-L-MEDCAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YJRK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTIJUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP // TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS 4136C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST LEASED-LINES TAPE-RECORD
*** THE TELEPHONE METHOD OF TEACHING // COLORADO WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT 4505A
SECONDARY-EDO CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AMERICAN-HISTORY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST
MOUNTAIN-STATES-TELEPHON-CO
*** NEW CCNCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS // NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV OHIO CINCINNATI-UNIV 045BC
HISTORY-TELECGNF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NORTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** PICTUREPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO WASHINGTON-DC COST SPECTRUM-USE AT-T 0461C
*** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** TELECONFERENCING, CAPACITY OF CURRENT COMMUNICATION FACILITIES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0481C
NATO COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
*** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CUNTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST IECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
*** WEST-UNICN, TELELECTURES HELP SIX DISTRICTS CONFER // IOWA NORTHEAST-TELEWRITER-PROJECT 0572C
INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER COST TITLE-I
*** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS 0680C
FRANCE SECONDARY-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISE
*** DEFINITIVE DIALING - NURSING I)IAL-ACCESS // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW CONTINUING-ED 4512C
DIAL-ACCESS-LIBRARY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST WISCONSIN-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM
*** THE CLASSROOM COMPS TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUING-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 26A6-2690-MHZ
COSTS *** BOEING NETWORK CUTS APOLLO WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LDX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
COURSE *** TEACHING AN EXTENSION COURSE BY TELE-LECTURE // ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4115A
LIBRARY-SCIENCE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS WATS
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COURSE *** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION OEPARTMENF OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
*** CHEPISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
,LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** FEASIBILITY UF INCORPORATING TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS COURSE TO VOCATIONAL 4504C
TEACHERS // INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUATION-OTIS-EMPLOYMENT-TEST COST
COURSES *** TELEPHONE NETWORK COURSES 0547C
*** INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAMURAL COURSES // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX EXTENSION 4506C
AGRICULTURE EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
COURSE-ENRICHMENT *** MEET THE SPOKESMAN // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA PRIMARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0444C
*** VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD, VERB // CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED 4694C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
s** TFLEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FOREIGN-RELATIONS // COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 4010A
COURSE-ENHICHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE // OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0424C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS CUST
*** SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
*** TELELECTURES fRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CORP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
*** TFLECOMMUNICATIONS IN FL INSTRUCTION // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY 0452C
INTERNATICNAL-TELECONrF SECCNDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
** IELELECTURE BPINGS fAMUtJS DFSI;NER TJ TEXTILe AND CLOTHINU STUDENTS // 0 66C
SOUTH-DAKOTA-STATF-UNIV IlGHER-ED CUURSE-ENRICHMENT HOME-ECONOMICS PRE-PLANNING
VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORD
*** CLASSROOM CUMMUNICATION, TELECTURE // DOVER NEW-JERSEY DOVER-PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 4686C
SFCONOARY-FO COURSE-ENRICHMtNT INSERVICE-EU HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION
LEARNING-CENTER COST
*** AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4020A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT INTERIJNIVERSITY-COUPERATION CURRENT-EVENTS CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE
rEACHER-ED
*** NEW TELEPHONE LEARNING TECHNIQUES // NEWFOUNOLAND-CITY NEW-JERSEY 0445C
*** NEW TELEPHONE LEARNING TECHNIQUES // NEWFOUNDLAND-CITY NEW-JERSEY 0445C
wEST-MILFORD-TOWNSHIP-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-EO COURSE-ENRICHMENT
NEW-JERSEY-iELL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** TFLELECTURES // HISTORY-TELECONF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4917C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
*** MAKING CURRENT-EVENTS REAL FOR STUDENTS // OSWEGO NEW-YORK SECONDARY-ED 0476C
COURSE-CENRICHMENT TAPE-RECURD COST
*** TFACHIN, Y TELEPHONE // IOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA AItJLL-EI) EXTENSION CORNELL I NIUS IR Y-UNI VERS I TY ENGINEERING ELECTRUWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LI)S-ANGELES HUME BOUND-Ci I I) RE N
*** IFLLO GREAT AMERICAN // WALWURTH WISCONSIN DIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 0464C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AlOS MAILED-MATERIALS
COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS *** ON THE LINE // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED 
0545C
POLITICAL-SCIENCE LEGAL-STUDIES COURTRUOOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
CPB *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NAfIUNAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION 
// CPB JCET 4986A
PRSIOENTS- r ASK-FURCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-PH LICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED 
GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-E0 HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
CREDIT *** TrACHFS EARN GRADAIi ' CREDI)I VIA VERB // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED 
GRADUATE-ED 4700C
PRODLEM-SCLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
CREDIT-COURSES *** TrLELrCTURE, AN EXPERIMFrN IN REMOTE TEACHING // SAINT-LOUIS MISSOURI-UNIV 
ADULT-ED 0428C
FXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESrING
EVALUAr ION-CUNTROL-GROUP
CREICHTON-UNIV +** HFARTLINE LINKS TIHE GP Tn SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTUN-UNIV 
REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
EK I(IWA MISSOURI WYOM ING SUUTH-I)AKUIA DATAPHONE
CROSSTALK *** TIME D)IVISION CONFERENCING UF FOUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS // ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK 0596C
INTELLIGIBILITY MULTIPLLXING SATELLITE-LINKS
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED *** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE *** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND 0180C
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LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
*** TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPFRATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATIUN REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
*** A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
*** RADIO LISTENING EDUCATIONAL STYLE // CORRESPONDENCE-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION 4029C
PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RADIO FM-RADIO MULTIPLEXING EDUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RADIO FM-RADIO MULTIPLEXING EDUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
*** NEW DFVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
*** EVALUATICN INFERENCE APPLIED TO PROGRAMMING ON AN EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK - A BEGINNING 4500C
// WISCONSIN EXTENSION-UW ETN EVALUATION-FORMAL
*** THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION AN) TELEPHONE AS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS 0574C
*** NURSES OF NINF CITIES LINKEL bY EDUCATIONAL IV INTERCOM 4140C
EDUCATION-ADMINISTRArIlN *** THE TECHNICUE OF TELE-LECTURE // ALBANY NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK 0564C
STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED SEMINAR-ENRICHMENT EUUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
*** INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE INSERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF // WAUSAU WISCONSIN 4011A
rEACHER-EC EDUCATION-ADMINISTRAIION ELECTROWRITER
*** WISCCNSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES // WISCONSIN WASB 0552C
EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION EXTENSION-UW ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
*** RADIO TELEPHONE NETWORKS USED FOR IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION // OHIO-STATE-COLLEGE-OF-ED 4111A
INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION FM-RADIO WOSU-FM
*** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND CPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMEI)-INSTRUCTION
*** TEACHING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS // SOUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-ED PRIMARY-ED INSERVICF-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
ELECTROWRITER COLUMBIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
EDUCATION-INC *** TELELECTURE, APPALACHIA'S IN-SERVICE CLASSROOM OF THE AIR // TENNESSEE OHIO 0569C
WEST-VIRGINIA KENTUCKY VIRGINIA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED HEAD-START
APPALACHIA-EUUCATIONAL-LAd EDUCATION-INC
*** HEAD-START TELELECTURE PROJECT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS 4015A
A MECIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA // WEST-VIRGINIA EDUCATION-INC
EVALUATION HIPLIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION-LAW *+* ELECTRONIC WONDERLAND, HARBINGER OF THE FUTURE // NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK 0565C
STATF-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED EDUCATION-LAW ELECTROWRITER TV VIDEOTAPE
EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
EF *** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV RFMOTE-PATIFNT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-rRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
EEN *** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGICNAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
EFFECTIVE *** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
EFFECTIVENESS *** A CCMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-ANO-POST-TESTING
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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EFFECTIVENESS *** EVALUATION CF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE 4064
MEDICAL ECUCATION
*** A SITUATION TEST OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS // VOCATIONAL-ED ADULT-ED 4014A
MULTIMEDIA-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
EKG *** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-fRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
*** HEAPT EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION // NEW-YORK-CITY 4925C
PARIS ROME REMOTE-CONSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIO-SHORT-WAVE RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY EKG
INTERNATICNAL-DATA-TRANSMISSION
*** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING SOUTH-DAKOTA DArAPHONE
EKG-VIA-SATELLITE *** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REM(ITE-PATIENT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH *** ELECTROCARDIDGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // 4942C
PENNSYLVANIA LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
ELECTRONIC *** TEACHING ADULTS VIA TELELECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER (VICTOR ELECTRONIC REMOTE BLACKBOARD) 4921B
*** ELECTRONIC WONDERLAND, HARBINGER OF THE FUTURE // NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK 0565C
STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED EDUCATION-LAW ELECTROWRITER TV VIDEOTAPE
EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
ELECTROWRITER *** ART-HISTORY MAKES HISTORY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT 4698C
ELECTROWRITER
*** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** FINAL REPORT OF TWO INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS UTILIZING AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION 4019A
// COLUMBIA MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED AMERICAN-LITERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE ELECTROWRITER
*** INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE INSERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL.STAFF // WAUSAU WISCONSIN 4011A
TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION ELECTROWRITER
*** IOWA TEACHERS LEARN MATH VIA VERB // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS 4054C
STATE-COLLFGE-OF-IOwA CHICAGO URBANA ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
** MULI IwEDIA IVIRUCI IUO IN t~ILNSI( N // I LLUI :-UNIV UNIVEA HIbHtR-cD 4IUA
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CORRESPONCENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
*** PILOT STUDY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION ELECTROWRITER 4699C
PILOT STUDY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION ELECTROWRITER 4699C
** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
*** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
*** TEACHERS EARN GRADUATE CREDIT VIA VERB // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED 4700C
PROBLEM-SOLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
*** TELELECTURES // lI1STURY-TELECONF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4917C
INTER INST IT UTINAL-INSTRUCTI ON COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
C* ARDGN-COUNlY COURDINATFU INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECROWRI TER AUDIOVISUAL-LIHRARY
*** SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRIIER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-FO COURSE-ENRLCHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
*** THE CLASSROOM CLIMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INOUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUING-ED ITFS' FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2686-2690-MHZ
*** TFACHING, bY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS // SUUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-EU PRIMARY-ED INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-IELECONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
ELECTROWRITER COLUMDI.A-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
*** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHEFFIELD-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
*** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LABS
*** TELELECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CURP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
W* FST-OJNION, TFLELECTURES HELP SIX DISTRICTS CONFER // IOWA NORTHEAST-TELEWRITER-PROJECT 0572C
INSERVICE-EO TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER COST TITLE-I
*** NEW OEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
** ELEMENTARY TEACHERS RECEIVE IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION VIA 'TELELECTURE' // 4110A
NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA-UNIV TEACHER-ED MATHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER
EVALUATION
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NEW PARTY-LINE FOR EDUCATION // HISTORY-TELECONF COST ELECTROWRITER 0447C
FACSIMILE SLOW-SCAN-TV
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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ELECTROWRITER *** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
*** VISUALS FOR TELELECTURE AND CAMPUS AUI)IO NETWORKS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN 0550C
WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED HISTORY-TELECONF VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUDY
*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSION CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HOMEBOUND-CHILOREN
*** VICTOR ELECTRIIWRITFR REMUTE BLACKBOARD, VERB // CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED 4694C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
*** UNIVERSITY INnUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4693C
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE
GFNESYS-SYST EMS- INC
*** INNOVATIONS BOLSTER IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS // ANTIGO MERRILL ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU 0442C
STEVENS-C INT WISCONSIN-UNIV-STEVENS-POINT .IEACHER-ED FEACHER-A ID-ED INSERVICE-ED
EVALUATION-QUESTIUNNAIRE ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill
*** THE INOIVIDUALIIATION OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF // ANTIGO MOSINEE 4002C
ROTHSCHILD-SCHI IECLD WAUSAU STEVENS-PUINI WISCUNSIN-SIATE-UNIV TEACHER-ED
FVALUATION-'LUESTIONNAIRF EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RFCORU ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
*** FRENCH s15 AUGHT OVFR VER // SARATUGA HANNA iNCAMPMENr SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill' INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** ELECTRONIC WUNDERLANO, HARBINGER OF THE FUTURE // NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK 0565C
STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED EDUCATION-LAW ELECTROWRITER TV VIDEOTAPE
EVALUATION-CUURSE-SUCCESS NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNDATION
*** TEACHING ADULTS VIA TELELECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER (VICTOR ELECTRONIC REMOTE BLACKBOARD) 49210
*** A STUDY OF TEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELE-LECTURE // WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV 4716C
HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
EVALUATION-T-TEST EVALUArION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATION-CCNTROL-GROUP
*** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
ELECTRO-WRITER *** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROwRITER
ELEMENTARY *** ELEMENTARY TEACHERS RECEIVE IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION VIA 'TELELECTURE' // 4110A
NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA-UNIV TEACHER-ED MAFHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER
EVALUATION
EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGET)WN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-mEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
*** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
ENCAMPMENT *** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
ENCODED *** INITIAL [XP[RIrNCE WITH FNCOD)E)D Two-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA PIri GRADUArF-FI) MFUICAL-EO INSI:RVICE-C) MUDERATUR EVALUATION-QUFST I ONNAIRE KCLT
ENGINEER ** TIfr CLASRI',ROM COMES TOI TIIF ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CON TINIII'G-- Ifrr: FM-RAUIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CAV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
CUSI ?646-2690-MIIH
ENGINEERING *** MULTIMFEOIA INSTRUCTION IN EXTENSION // ILLINUIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
CURR I CIJI.IM-FNR I CHMEN T AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SC I ENCE GRADUATC-ED LIBRARY-SC IENCE
CORRL SPUNUFNC-CEU CUNTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITLR
*** TEACHIN:; IY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHEh-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA AOULT-COED EXTESIO CORNELL II)OUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HOMEOOUND-CHILOREN
*** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4609C
ENGINEFRING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
*** UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4693C
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE
GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
*** THE STANFORO INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACE COST FCC
*** A STUDY OF TEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELE-LECTURE // WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV 4716C
HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
EVALUATION-T-TEST EVALUATION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
*** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTRCWRITER
ENGINEERS *** AEROSPACE ENGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 4061
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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ENGLAND *** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
*** LONG-II;TANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C111" 1 11- I'l, I - ,,rocirv oU'CC o "S li r A Tt 1kA I l.Vr[IIn. rnhlrrr
INTLRUNIVERSITY-CkuIPLRATION PUSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATIUN-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE *** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMFNT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING // SWEDEN TEACHER-ED 4009A
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE SELF-INSTRUCTION CORRESPONUENCE-ED ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
+9* PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
RE(;IONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FUR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
R)OSWELL-PARK-MFMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
ENRICH *** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
ESTABLISHING *** TOWARD A NFW-1HAMPSHIRF INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILIFY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EUUCATItONAL INFOR4AI ION LINKS OIETWCEN KEECNE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMUUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVFRSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WIlIH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTLRUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LANI)-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATINAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUJNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RACIO TV COMPUTER
ETN +++ ADULT EDUCATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW GRADUATE-ED 4507C
CONTINUING-EU HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP ETN ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
t~* EVALUATICN INFERENCE APPLIED TO PROGRAMMING ON AN EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK - A BEGINNING 4500C
// WISCONSIN EXTENSION-UW ETN EVALUATION-FORMAL
ETN-SCA ** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST 4711C
ETN-SCA
*** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST 4712C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ETN-SCA
*** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFERED BY THE UW EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
*** ETN-SCA EVALUATION // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST PEC 4710C
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
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*** TEL-LECTURE // WISCONSIN-UNIV LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE EXTENSION-UW HIGHER-ED 0544C
CURRICULU-ENRICHMENT PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS PRE-PLANNING PUBLICITY COST
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE LACROSSE-TELEPHONE-CO
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
EVALUATION-UESTIUNNAIRE VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
*** ETN-SCA PROGRAM HANDBOOK // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW PROGRAMING PRESENTATION-SKILLS 4709C
VISUAL-AIDS MODERATOR EVALUATION-CHECKLIST
*** WISCCNSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES // WISCONSIN WASB 0552C
LO)uCATTION- AP IISTRATIUN EXTENSICN-OU ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
*** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RAOIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
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EXTRAMURAL *** INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAMURAL COURSES // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX EXTENSION 4506C
AGRICULTURE EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
EYE-TO-EYF ** OHISINESS GETS EYE-TO-FYF BY PHONE // PICTUREPHONE AT-T UNION-CARBIDE 0429A
FACE-TO-FACE *** A COMPA'ISON (IF THE EFFECTIVENESS UF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EI)UCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-ANO-DOST-TESTING
FACILITIES *** TELECONFERENCING, CAPACITY OF CURRENT COMMUNICATION FACILITIES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0481C
NATO COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
FACSIMILE *** FACSIMILE BY PHONE OFFERED DY XEROX // TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO COST 0437C
*** TELECOMMUNICATIUNS, NFW PARTY-LINE FOR.EDUCATION // HISIORY-TELECONF COST ELECTROWRITER 0447C
FACSIMILE SLOW-SCAN-IV
*** FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY // TELECOPIER 4018A
XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER LUX BIBLIOGRAPHY
FACSIMILES *** xCROX OFFERS FACSIMILES DY PHONE // TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO 0580C
LDX COAXIAL-CAPLE
FACTOR *** HUMAN FACTOR PROnLEMS IN SATELLITE TELEPHONING // DELAY ECHO DELL-LABS 0477C
FACTORS *** TELECONFERENCING, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL FACTORS // INrERNATIONAL-TELECONF INTERPRETATION 0480C
TRANSLATION CROSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF
FCC *** THE STANFORD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHL CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACE C:'ST FCC
I -v 14 , %l ' L, rI I i.i iAI ,S i f iP)li)IARY h.ir, .ICATIONS AUTHORIZLATION // 4108L
wlSCC'SIYN-uJ'flv E NSII -Lw SCA MI TIPLEXIN., FM-RADIU WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RAOlu-SYSTFM SIGHI-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
*** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIOENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-OOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
*** WISCONSIN IDEA JOINS THE PARTY-LINE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW ETN-SCA MULTIPLEXING 4941C
WHA-FM FM-RADIO SCA-REGULATION FCC PROGRAMING
FEASIBILITY *** TOWARD A NEw-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 
4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEw-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INFORMATION LINKS RETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERArIUN REGICNAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
*** FEASIBILITY OF INCORPORATING TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS COURSE TO VOCATIONAL 4504C
TEACHERS // INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUATION-OTIS-EMPLOYMENT-TEST COST
*** EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHERS // 4126A
TEACHER-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP COST
*** HEAD-START TELELECTURE PROJECT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS 4015A
A MECIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA // WEST-VIRGINIA EDUCATION-INC
EVALUATION BIBLIOGRAPHY
FIELD *** TELECCNFERENCING, LITERATURE REVIEW, FIELD STUDIES, AND WORKING PAPERS 
0483C
FIELDTRIP *** HOMEDOUND-LESS // WATERLOO IOWA HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED 0566C
VISUAL-AIDS FIELDIRIP
*** MULTIMEnIA FIELDTRIP REPLACEMENTS // ILLINOIS-UNIV HIGHER-ED AGRICULTURE VISUAL-AIDS 0573C
FIRSTHAND *** DEFECTOR, OFFICIALS REPORT FIRSTHAND TO STUDENTS 4919
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSICN *** EXPERIENCFS WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // 0512C
VERMCNT-UNIV KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUORCSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
FM ** POSTGRADUATE TEACHING IN PSYCHIATRY COMBINING TV AND FM RADIO WITH SEMINARS 4923
FM-RADIO *** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4609C
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // wISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
*** PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS DEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO // NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS 4137C
ALBANY-REGIONAL-MEOICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-OUESTIONIAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
++* RADIO LISTENING EDUCATIONAL STYLE // CORRESPONDENCE-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION 4029C
PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RAOIO FM-RADIO MULTIPLEXING EOUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
*** WISCONSIN IDEA JOINS THE PARTY-LINE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW ETN-SCA MULTIPLEXING 4941C
WHA-FM FM-RADIO SCA-REGULATION FCC PROGRAMING
*** OHIC MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
*** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUING-ED ITFS FM-RAOIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2696-2690-MHZ
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FM-RADIO *** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 
4708C
WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
*** SCA - A NEW MEDIUM // ETN-SCA SCA-REGULATION FM-RADIO WHA-RADIO WISCONSIN-UNIV 4987C
EXTENSION-UW
*+* RADIO TELEPHONE NETWORKS USED FOR IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION // OHIO-STATE-COLLEGE-OF-ED 4111A
INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION FM-RADIO WOSU-FM
*** THE STANJFORD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
SRADUAti-L 'E INIiING-FO VNGINEFRING ITF 3 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
FORD-FOUNDATION *** LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM // NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNDATION
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNCATION
*** TELELECTURES DRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTInNAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CORP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
T***T WARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTERUNIVFRSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLOCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INrERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
FOREIGN-RELATIONS *** TELEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FOREIGN-RELATIONS // COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 4010A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
FORT-WAYNE *** TELFVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS BLOUMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTLRUNIVERSITY-COOPERArIUN TV
FOUR-WIRE *** A MULTIPORT TELEPHONE CONFERENCE BRIDGE // NOGAD NETWORKS ECHO SWITCHED-GAIN-AMPLIFIER 
0597C
FOUR-WIRE
*** TIME DIVISION CONFERENCING OF FOUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS // ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK 0596C
INTELLIGIDILITY MULTIPLEXING SArELLITE-LINKS
FRANCE *** FIRST INTERCUNTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS 
0680C
FRANCE SFCONDARY-F) CRUSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RAOIUDIFFUSION-FELEVI1ION-FRANCAISE
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISE
FRENCH *** LAKEWnOD, TELFPHONES HELP STUDENTS STUDY FRENCH AND SPANISH // LAKEWOOD COLORADO 
0468C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
*** FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
FRENCH-LANGUAGE *** FIRST INTERCONTINFNTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN 
PARIS 0680C
FRANCF SECUNIARY-CO CROISS-CULTURAL-FXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WIIA-IV RADIUDIIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISL
FRESNO *** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-OUESTIUONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXOR-FM KPFA-FM
FUNDED *** TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED BY NEW-YORK-RMP // MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED 4138C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK
FUTURE *** ELECTRONIC WONDERLAND, HARBINGER OF THE FUTURE // NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK 05650
STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED EDUCATION-LAW ELECTROWRITER TV VIDEOTAPE
EVALUATION-COURSE-SUCCESS NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
*** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 46690
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
wESTERN-NION-INTFRNATIOJNAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
*** DIAL F FOR FUTURE // TELEPHONE-EQUIPMENT 0435C
GE +*+ GE'S HOOKUP FOR BUSINESS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS 46000
MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSrEMS-INC
GENERAL *** GENERAL TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS // NOGAD NETWORKS 0598C
NOISE ECHO SINGING VUICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPEAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CU *** TELELECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CORP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY *** LONG-DISTANCE 'ILACKHROARO-Y-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA *** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS 4942C
// PENNSYLVANIA LEE-HOSPIFAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG
GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC *** UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV 4693C
CONTINUING-ED INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER SUNSTAR TAGER
SURGE GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
GEORGETOWN *** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
*** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
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GEORGETOWN-UNIV *** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 
4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
(,* .IORGFTIIWN UNIVFRSITY HAM NETWORK SENI)S CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGCETOIWN-UNIV 4139C
INf(l NAT II NAI -Ml[ ICAI) -AMA I iUR-RAI) (1-SoC I E Y IMIR(IlNCY-CUNSULIA ION ECUAOUR LAIIN-AMEI ICA
SCOILANU MEXICU RACIU-AMAIEUR
GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV *** OEW-LINE FUR DRUGS // MEDIPHONE WASHINGTON-DC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV 
0434C
CURRENT-AWARENESS DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS
GFRMAN-LANGUAGE *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN F1 INSTRUCTION // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY 
0452C
INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF SECCNDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
GLEN-COVE +** THE INNOVATIVE GROUP INNOVATES WITH TV // HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE NEW-YORK 
4608C
CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV TECHNOLOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
GP *** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 
4721C
EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING SOUTH-DAKOTA DATAPHONE
GRADUATE *** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRADUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
*** TEACHERS EARN GRADUATE CREDIT VIA VERR // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED 4700C
PROBLEM-SOLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
*** DEVELOPMENT, UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION BY TWO-WAY RADIO ACTIVE 4933
PARTICIPATION CONFERENCES. FINAL REPORT
*** DLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE AND GRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN CHEMISTRY 0450
*** GRACUATE INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE 
4949C
*** AERCSPACEENGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 4061
*** GRACUATE TEACHING BY TELEPHONE AND RADIO 
0605C
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING USING AUDIO VIDEO LINK 4972C
*** TWO-WAY OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING VIA TV 4973C
GRADUATE-ED *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION // CPB JCET 4986A
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
*** THE STANFORD INSTRUCTIONAL rELEVISION NETWORK // CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 4646C
GRADUATE-FO CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ITFS 2686-2690-MHZ FM-RADIO 4-MHZ CCTV VIDEOTAPE
HOME-STUDY ACE COST FCC
*** ADULT EDUCATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW GRADUAIE-ED 4U IL
CONTINUING-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP ETN ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
*** THE CLASSROOM COMES TO THE ENGINEER // ACE INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY GRADUATE-ED 4644C
CONTINUING-ED ITFS FM-RADIO VISUAL-AIDS VIDEOTAPE ELECTROWRITER CATV SATELLITE-DOMESTIC
COST 2686-2690-MHZ
*** CHEPISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAVIF WYCMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4609C
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
*** MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTInN IN EXTENSION // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CORRESPONCENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
*** TEACHING AN EXTENSION COURSE BY fELE-LECTURE // ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4115A
LIBRARY-SCIENCE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS WATS
*** TEACHERS EARN GRADUATE CREDIT VIA VERB // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED 4700C
PROBLEM-SOLVING VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRAOUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
GROUP *** THE INNOVATIVE GROUP INNOVATES WITH TV // HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE NEW-YORK 4608C
CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV TECHNOLOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
GT-E *** TELELECTURES BRING NOTABLES INTO CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION CUURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CDRP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
*** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
*** BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
GUIDELINES *** TELECONFERENCING, GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH 0479C
HAM *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATICNAL-MEOICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
HAMMOND *** TFLFVISIN NETWORK LINKS ThG UNIVrRSITIFS AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LtJAv rir '. IA' \ ,l L:ltMINGT I MILHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
IN[ERUNIVERSITY-CO(PERATI uN TV
HANDBOOK *** ETN-SCA PROGRAM HAnOaOUK // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW PROGRAMING PRESENTATION-SKILLS 4709C
VISUAL-AICS MODERATOR EVALUATION-CHECKLIST
HANNA *** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT 
MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697t
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
*** FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING 
CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
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HARRISON *** PROJECT EAR, EDUCATIUNAL AMATEUR RADIO // HARRISON NEW-YORK UYUMBICHO 
ECUADOR 4016C
INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CROSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF PRIMARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT
COMMUNICATION-SKILLS INTERNATIONAL-EDUCATIONAL-NETWORK
HARRISON-HOUSE *** THE INNOVATIVE GROUP INNOVATES WITH TV // HARRISON-HOUSE GLEN-COVE 
NEW-YORK 4608C
CONFERENCING-ENVIROMMENT CCTV TECHNOLOGY-COMMUNICATION-INC
HARVARD ** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, 
FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON 
VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CUNTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
HAVANA-UNIV *** TEACIIING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS 
// SOUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
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OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
JCET *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES 
FOR EDUCATION // CP8 JCET 4986A
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-UN-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED 
HIGHER-ED GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
JOHNSTOWN *** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL 
WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-fRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
JOURNALISM *** EDITORS GO TO CLASS VIA TELEPHONE HOOKUP I/ CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV 
4649C
IOWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT 
JOURNALISM
*** 'J' STUDENTS QUIZ EDITORS ACROSS US // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV 
IOWA-STATE-UNIV 4650C
NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
KANSAS *** DIALING UP A DIALOGUE ON CABLE // OVERLAND-PARK KANSAS 
HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN SHOPPING 8700B
CATV-TWO-WAY TELECABLE-INC VICOM-MANUFACTURING
*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING 
COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSION CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING 
ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN
KANSAS-UNIV *** EXPERIENCES wITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING 
HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSM I SSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
KCET *** INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL 
TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE 
KCET
VIDECTAPE-RECORD COST
KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE *** TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, 
A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE 
AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION 
//
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV 
COST
KENTUCKY *** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK 
TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED 
LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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KENTUCKY *** TFLELECTURE, APPALACHIA'S IN-SERVICE CLASSROOM OF THE AIR // TENNESSEE OHIO 0569C
WEST-VIRGINIA KENTUCKY VIRGINIA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED HEAD-START
APPALACHIA-EDUCATIONAL-LAB EDUCATION-INC
*** OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
*** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGIGNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
KPFA-FM *** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
KQUE-FM *** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZAIIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
KOQR-FM *** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE *** TEL-LECTURE // WISCONSIN-UNIV LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE EXTENSION-UW HIGHER-ED 0544C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS PRE-PLANNING PUBLICITY COST
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE LACROSSE-TELEPIIONE-CO
LACROSSE-TELEPHONE-CO *** TEL-LECTURE // WISCONSIN-UNIV LACROSSE-STATE-COLLEGE EXTENSION-UW HIGHER-ED 0544C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS PRE-PLANNING PUBLICITY COST
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE LACROSSE-TELEPHONE-CO
LAFAYETTE *** TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS BLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION TV
LAKEWOOD *** LAKEWOOD, TELEPHONES HELP STUDENTS STUDY FRENCH AND SPANISH // LAKEWOOD COLORADO 0468C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
*** LAKEWOO0 TELEPHONES HELP STUDENTS STUDY FRENCH AND SPANISH // LAKEWOOD COLORADO 0468C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
LAND-GRANT *** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERAION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATICN LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM *** THE MFOICAL SCH O1L OF THF AIR // SYDNEY WCLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 0589C
SYNVFY-tNIJ PSTi', TRAI,iAT- -F MnFIC AI-Fo INTFAUNIVFRSITY-COPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILEO)-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
LANGUAGE *** TELECONFERENCING, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL FACTORS // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF INTERPRETATION 04800
TRANSLATION CROSS-CULTURAL-TELECONF
*** PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IN TELECONFERENCING // DEFINITION-TELECONF INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0422C
PROBLEM-SOLVING LANGUAGE CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE NEIWORKS TV TELETYPE
*** DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN 4021A
YOUNG CHILDREN // EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
*** TELECnNFERENCING, PROCEDURES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF DEFINITION-TELECONF NETWORKS 0482C
PROTCCnL LANGUAGE PRESENTATION-SKILLS CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE
*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING // SWEDEN TEACHEk-ED 4009A
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE SELF-INSTRUCTION CORRESPONDENCE-ED ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
LARAMIE *** CHEVISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
LATIN-AMERICA *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATICNAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
LDX *** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX 4670C
*** BOEINr NETWORK CUTS APOLLO WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LDX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
*** FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY // TELECOPIER 4018A
XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER LDX BIBLIOGRAPHY
*** XERCX OFFERS FACSIMILES BY PHONE // TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO 0580C
LDX COAXIAL-CABLE
LEARN *** IOWA TEACHERS.LEARN MATH VIA VERB // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS 4054C
STATE-COLLEGE-OF-IOWA CHICAGO URBANA ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
LEARNING ++* PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO // NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS .4137C
ALHANY-REGIONAL-MEOICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
*** LEARNING BY TELEPHONE 0549C
*** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4116A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
*** UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 411i2A
LFARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** NFW TFLFPHONE LEARNING TECHNIQUES // NEWFOUNDLAND-CITY NEW-JERSEY 0445C
WEST-MILFORD-TOWNSHIP-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT
NEW-JERSEY-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR LEARNING // TELEPHONE-TECHNICAL-CAPACITIES TV-TWO-WAY COST BELL 4951C
LEARNING-CENTER *** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4116A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
TELECCNFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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*** UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4112A
LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** CLASSROOM CUMMUNICATION, TELECTURE // DOVER NEW-JERSEY DOVER-PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 4686C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT INSERVICE-ED HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION
LEARNING-CENTER COST
*** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER VERB
*** CARBON-COUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
*** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND CPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
LEASED-LINES *** HOEING NETWORK CUTS APOLLO WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LOX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HOC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
*** PHONE LECTURFS LINK COMMUNIrY HOSPITALS TU UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
MFGI CNAL-F i) CAL-P(jGK mU-Fuk-wES TERN-4Ew-YURK BUFFALO NEW-YURK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-DARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** LONG-DISTANCE 'ILACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST FLECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
*** GE'S HOOKUP FOR BUSINESS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES SHERATON-HOTELS 4600C
MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSTEMS-INC
*** HIGH-SCHCOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES / TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
*** ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP // TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS 4136C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST LEASED-LINES TAPE-RECORD
*** ART BY TELEPHONE, DESIGN AND EVALUATION // NEVADA UTAH OREGON IDAHO 4519A
WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES TITLE-Ill
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
LECTURE *** GIVE A RING, GET A LECTURE. TELEPHONES IN THE SOUTHERN STATES 0448
LECTURES *** LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM // NEW-YORK COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNDATION
*** TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED BY NEW-YORK-RMP // MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED 4138C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK
*** EXPFRIMENTAL SERIFS OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE 4618C
rELEPHONE // BROOKLYN NEW-YORK rEACHER-ED CAI PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
INDIVIDUAL-INSTRUCTION VIDEOTAPE IBM
*** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** LECTURES ON THE PHONE, TELELECTURES // MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II 0446A
LEE-HOSPITAL *** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 4942C
LEE-HUSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
LEGAL-ASPECTS *** BOFING NETWORK CUTS APOLLO WORK COSTS // INDUSTRY NASA LOX BELL-TELEPAK-A THERMOFAX 0420C
REAR-SCREEN-PROJECTORS AD-HGC-CONFERENCES LEGAL-ASPECTS LEASED-LINES
LEGAL-STUDIES *** ON THE LINE // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
LESSONS *** REVIEWING LESSONS FOR ABSENTEE STUDENTS // RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA ALVORD-SCHOOL-DISTRICT 0562C
SECONDARY-ED DIAL-ACCESS TITLE-III
LIBRARIES *** FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION IN LIBRARIES, A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY // TELECOPIER 4018A
XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER LOX BIBLIOGRAPHY
LIBRARY-ACCESS *** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
LIBRARY-SCIENCE *** MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION IN EXTENSION // ILLINOIS-UNIV UNIVEX HIGHER-ED 4120A
"CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AGRICULTURE COMPUTER-SCIENCE GRADUATE-ED LIBRARY-SCIENCE
CORRESPONDENCE-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
*** NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
*** TEACHING AN EXTENSION COURSE BY TELE-LECTURE //, ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4115A
LIBRARY-SCIENCE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS WATS
LINE *** ON THE LINE // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
LINES *** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
TELECONFERENCING, AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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LINES *** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
LINK *** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING USING AUDIO VIDEO LINK 4972C
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-(,RADUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
*** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWFLL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-EO ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
LINKED *** NURSES OF NINE CITIES LINKED BY EDUCATIONAL TV INTERCOM 4140C
LINKING *** LINKING UNIVERSITIES BY TECHNOLOGY 4930
LINKS *** TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
*** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
*** UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY TELEVISION, RADIO AND TELEPHONE LINKS // STANFORD-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4693C
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ITFS CATV ELECTROWRITER SUNSTAR TAGER SURGE
GENESYS-SYSTEMS-INC
*** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING SOUTH-DAKOTA DATAPHONE
*** TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS DLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION TV
LISTENING *** RADIO LISTENING EDUCATIONAL STYLE // CORRESPONDENCE-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION 4029C
PROGRAMING INTERACTIVE-FM-RADIO FM-RADIO MULTIPLEXING EDUCASTING-SYSTEMS-INC SYLVANIA
LITERATURE +** TELECONFERENCING, LITERATURE REVIEW, FIELD STUDIES, AND WORKING PAPERS 0483C
LOCKHEED *** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDKX 4670C
LONDON * TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOUR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
LONG-DISTANCE *** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063CMID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
* * LONG-DISTANCE LECTURES BRING EXPERTS TO THE CLASSROOM // NEW-YORK' COLUMBIA-UNIV 0430C
HIGHER-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II COST FORD-FOUNDATION
*4* LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008CSHEFFIELD-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
LOOK *4* TELELFCTURE, A NCW LOOK 0585C
LOS-ANGELES *4* INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION* // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE KCET
VIDECTAPE-RECORD COST
*4* TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 4931C
UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSIOW CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN
*** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-DISTRICT 0432C
HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TELEPHONE-CO
LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHICOL-niSTRICT *** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA 0432C
LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOUL-DISTRICT HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED
MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TELEPHONE-CO
LOUOSPFAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM **9 GENERAL TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS // NOGAD 0598C
NETWCRKS NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPEAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTOVON
MADISON 4** EXPERIMENTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCCNSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
MAGNAVOX-CO *** FACSIMILE BY PHONE OFFERED BY XEROX // TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO COST 0437C
*** XEROX OFFERS FACSIMILES BY PHONE // TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO 0580C
LOX COAXIAL-CABLE
MAILED-MATERIALS *** HELLO GREAT AMERICAN // WALWORTH WISCONSIN BIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 0464CCOURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS
*4* PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-EO ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILEO-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-EC PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST' TAPE-RECORD
** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-OISTRICT 0432C
HOMEBOUND-CHILOREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TF FppnF-rn
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*** ART BY TELEPHONE // WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT OREGON NEVADA IDAHO UTAH 4715C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS SLOW-SCAN-TV
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE TITLE-III
*** TELELECTURE BRINGS FAMOUS DESIGNER TO TEXTILE AND CLOTHING STUDENTS // 0466C
SOUTH-DAKCTA-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT HOME-ECONOMICS PRE-PLANNING
VISUAL-AICS MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORD
*** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 0589C
SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
*** TEACHING AN EXTENSION COURSE BY TELE-LECTURE // ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4115A
LIBRARY-SCIENCE VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS WATS
MAINE *** POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN MAINE - A NEW EXPERIMENT UTILIZING TWO-WAY RADIO AND. 0602C
TELEVISION
MALCOLM-PRICE-LAB-SCHOOL *** TEL-A-LECTURE TECHNIQUE // IOWA MALCOLM-PRICE-LAB-SCHOOL 4065C
AUDIO-VISUAL-ED-ASSOC-OF-IOWA VISUAL-AIDS COST
MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSTEMS-INC *** GE'S HOOKUP FOR BUSINESS CONFEREES // CCTV LEASED-LINES 4600C
SHERATON-HOTELS MANAGEMENT-TELEVISION-SYSTEMS-INC
MANCHESTER-UNIV *** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHEFFIELD-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
MARYLAND *** MEDIC, ACOOPFRATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
MASSACHUSETTS *** PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO II NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS 4137C
ALBANY-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
MATH *** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-,IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNDATION
*** IOWA TEACHERS LEARN MATH VIA VERB // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT CEDAR-FALLS 4054C'
STATE-COLLEGE-OF-IOWA CHICAGO URBANA ILLINOIS-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ELECTROWRITER
MATHEMATICS *** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CA[ DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
CAI DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY ILLINOIS PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MATHEMATICS 4628C
DIAL-ACCESS CAI COMPUTER-TELEPHONE-LINK 4030-MULTIPLE-DATA-SET HOME-STUDY
*** NEW A-V TOOL // CEDAR-FALLS IOWA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS 4695C
ELECTROWRITER COST BELL-LABS
*** ELEMENTARY TEACHERS RECEIVE IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION VIA 'TELELECTURE' // 4110A
NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA-UNIV TEACHER-ED MATHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER
EVALUATION
*** A STUDY OF TEACHING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CLASSES BY TELE-LECTURE // WEST-VIRGINIA-UNIV 4716C
HIGHER-ED MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING ELECTRUWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
EVALUATInN-T-TEST EVALUATION-F-RATIO EVALUATION-MANN-WHITNEY-U-TEST EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
*** FINAL REPORT OF TWO INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS UTILIZING AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION 4019A
// COLUMBIA MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED AMERICAN-LITERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE ELECTROWRITER
*** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSFRVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMEO-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNDATION
MD *** BUSY MO'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
MEASUREMENT *** DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CHANGES IN 4021A
YOUNG CHILDREN I/ EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
MEDIA *** UTILIZATION OF VOICE MEDIA 4964B
*** COMMUNICATION MEDIA, PROPERTIES AND USES 4934C
MEDIC *** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MFDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-FD EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
I A t i T AT O Al f ~Ic Ta PF " IRP
1w'c, *** RADIO MECICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESCUE II MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS SEA-Rt Itt 4121C
CIRM
*** EXPERIMEKTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCCNSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES, THE ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE PROJECT 0542C
*** EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE 4064
MEDICAL EDUCATION
*** TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION 4049
*** TWO-WAY RADIO IN MEDICAL EDUCATION 4052
*** USE OF TWO-WAY RADIO BY VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 0489C
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MEDICAL *** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN MAINE - A NEW EXPERIMENT UTILIZING TWO-WAY RADIO AND 0602C
TELEVISION
*** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-EC PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEv OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION // NEW-YORK 4924C
ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TRANSCRIPT-TELECONF
*** IWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION - TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 4927
1955-1966
*** INTERMOONTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CO()NrINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-UF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRAOUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 0589C
SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
*** THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT // REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK POSTGRADUATE-ED 4920C
MEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING RADIO
*** INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE KCET
VIDECTAPE-RECORD COST
MEDICAL-ED *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED .BY NEW-YORK-RMP // MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED 4138C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK
*** ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP // TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS 4136C
*** ANOTHER WAY FOR DOCTORS TO KEEP UP // TELE-MED DIAL-ACCESS CURRENT-AWARENESS 4136C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST LEASED-LINES TAPE-RECORD
*** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
*** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
*** BUSY MOOS ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-ED DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
+** THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT // REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK POSTGRADUATE-ED 4920C
MEDICAL-EC EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING RADIO
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO // NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS 4137CALBANY-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
*** CHIC MFDICAL FDUCATION 'ETWORK 1969-1970 /I OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C!
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIU TV
*** INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION // LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE KCET
VIDECTAPE-RECORD COST
*** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 0589C
SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
*** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA WYOMING 4910C
MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV COMPUTER
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALL IFI) HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-CO ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** MEDIC, A COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
*** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW PETHOC OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMCNT-COLLEGE-OF-MEOICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM *** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
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,MEDICINE *** EXPERIMENTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE 
UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCONSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
*** DEW-LINE FOR DRUGS // MEDIPHONE WASHINGTON-DC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV CURRENT-AWARENESS 0434C
DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS
MEDICINE-BOW *** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
MEDIPHONE *** DEW-LINE FOR DRUGS // MEDIPHONE WASHINGTON-DC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV CURRENT-AWARENESS 0434C
DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS
MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS *** RADIO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESCUE // MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4121C
SEA-RESCUE CIRM
MEDIUM *** SCA - A NEW MEDIUM // ETN-SCA SCA-REGULATION FM-RADIO WHA-RADIO WISCONSIN-UNIV 4987C
EXTENSION-UW
*** HEAD-START TELELECTURE PROJECT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS 4015A
A MEDIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA // WEST-VIRGINIA EDUCATION-INC
EVALUATION BIBLIOGRAPHY
*** AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4020A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CURRENT-EVENTS CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE
TEACHER-ED
MEET *** MEET THE SPOKESMAN // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA PRIMARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0444C
MERRILL *** INNCVATIONS BOLSTER IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS // ANTIGO MERRILL RUTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU 0442C
SrFVrENS-POINT WISCONSIN-UNIV- TEVFNS-POINT FEACHER-ED TEACHER-AID-ED INSERVICE-ED
CVALUAT IIN-OUESTIUNNAIRE ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill
METHOD *** EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTiVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE 4064
MEDICAL EDUCATION
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMONT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** THE TELEPHONE METHOD OF TEACHING // COLORADO WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT 4505A
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AMERICAN-HISTORY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST
MOUNTAIN-STATES-TELEPHONE-CO
METHODS *** FEASIBILITY OF INCORPORATING TELELECTURE IN PRESENTING A TEACHING METHODS COURSE TO VOCATIONAL 4504C
TEACHERS // INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING EVALUATION-OTIS-EMPLOYMENT-TEST COST
MEXICO *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
ItHIGAN *** VISUALS FOR TELELECTURE AND CAMPUS AUDIO NETWORKS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN 0550C
WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED HISTORY-TELECONF VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUDY
ICHIGAN-CITY *** TELEVISION NETWORK LINKS TWO UNIVERSITIES AND EXTENSION CAMPUSES // HAMMOND FORT-WAYNE 4113A
LAFAYETTE INDIANAPOLIS BLOOMINGTON MICHIGAN-CITY INDIANA-UNIV PURDUE-UNIV
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION TV
ICHIGAN-UNIV *** ON THE LINE. // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
ICROWAVE *** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
CAI DIAL-ACCESS-TV RESTON-TRANSMISSION-CO CONTINENTAL-TELEPHONE-CO
ID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL *** LONG-DISTANCE 'BLACKBOARD-BY-WIRE' // KENTUCKY NEW-YORK TENNESSEE 4063C
MID-APPALACHIA-COLLEGE-COUNCIL INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION HIGHER-ED LEASED-LINES CCTV
COST ELECTROWRITER GT-E SYLVANIA GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-KENTUCKY
ILITARY-USE *** CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENT FOR NORAD // NETWORKS MILITARY-USE 0593C
INNESOTA-UNIV *** TELETEACHING, THE PARTY-LINE REVIVED // MINNESOTA-UNIV EXTENSION AGRICULTURE 4692C
PRESENTATION-SKILLS MODERATOR VISUAL-AIDS COST
ISSISSIPPI *** LECTURES ON THE PHONE, TELELECTURES // MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II 0446A
ISSOURI *** TELEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FOREIGN-RELATIONS // COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 4010A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
* SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER // BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM MISSOURI 4918C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
*** FINAL REPORT OF TWO INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS UTILIZING AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION 4019A
// COLUMBIA MISSOURI SrEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED AMERICAN-LITERATURE MATHEMATICS
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE ELECTROWRITER
*** AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE AS A TEACHING MEDIUM // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4020A
C(URSE-ENRICHMENT INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION CURRENT-EVENTS CONTEMPORARY-LITERATURE
TEACHER-ED
*** TELrLFCTURFS HRING NUFABLES INTO: CLASSROOMS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4915C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTIUN COURSE-ENRICHMENT ELECTRUWRIIER COST GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO
GT-E AT-T VICTOR-BUSINESS-MACHINE-CURP FORD-FOUNDATION HISTORY-TELECONF
*** TELELECTURES // HISTI)RY-TELECONF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4917C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
*** VISUALS FOR TELELECTURE AND CAMPUS AUDIO NETWORKS // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN 0550C
WESTERN-MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED HISTORY-TELECONF VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER HOME-STUDY
*** ON THE LINE // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
*** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
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EXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
*** BUSY MD'S ATTEND CLASS VIA DIAL-A-LECTURE TV // COLUMBIA MISSOURI-UNIV CONTINUING-ED 4634C
MEDICAL-EC DIAL-ACCESS GT-E TAPE-LIBRARY
1ITRE *** THE RESTON, VIRGINIA, TEST OF THE MITRE CORPORATION'S INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM // 4745C
CATV-TWO-WAY COMPUTER MICROWAVE INTERACTIVE-TELEVISION HOME-STUDY PRIMARY-ED MATHEMATICS
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*** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
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NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA-UNIV TEACHER-ED MATHEMATICS ELECTROWRITER
EVALUATION
*** SPREADING THE WORD ON THE NEW MATH // NORTHWEST-IOWA-TELEWRITER-PROJECT IOWA TEACHER-ED 0467C
INSERVICE-ED ADULT-ED MATHEMATICS PROGRAMED-TEXTS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER VERB COST
FORD-FOUNCATION
rSES *** TELEPHONE LECTURES FOR NURSES FUNDED BY NEW-YORK-RMP // MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED 4138C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK
*** NURSES OF NINE CITIES LINKED BY EDUCATIONAL TV INTERCOM 41400C
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
SRSING *** DEFINITIVE DIALING - NURSING DIAL-ACCESS // WISCONSIN-UNIV. EXTENSION-UW CONTINUING-ED 4512C
DIAL-ACCESS-LIBRARY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST WISCONSIN-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM
' J URSINU RADIO CONFEME tt. -. - ICAL-eD 4142C
EVALUATIOk-OUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RAOIO KXOR-FM KPFA-PM
TCIALS *** DEFECTOR, OFFICIALS REPORT FIRSTHAND TO STUDENTS 4919
F-CAMPUS *** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRADUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
*** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING USING AUDIO VIDEO LINK 4972C
*** TWO-WAY OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE TEACHING VIA TV 4973C
I0 *** NEW CCNCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS // NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV OHIO CINCINNATI-UNIV 0458C
HISTCRY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NURTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
*** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** TELELECTURE, APPALACHIA'S IN-SERVICE CLASSROOM OF THE AIR // TENNESSEE OHIO 0569C
WEST-VIRGINIA KENTUCKY VIRGINIA INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED HEAD-START
APPALACHIA-EDUCATIONAL-LAB EDUCATION-INC
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE // OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 042.4C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
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]HIO-STATE-COLLEGE-OF-ED ** RADIO TELEPHONE NETWORKS USED FOR IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION // 4111A
OHIO-STATE-COLLEGE-OF-ED INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION FM-RADIO WOSU-FM
,HIO-STATE-UNIV *** DIAL-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4116A
LEARNING-CENTER BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER TV HOME-STUDY
*** UNDERGRADUATE DIAL-ACCESS LEARNING SYSTEM // COLUMBUS OHIO-STATE-UNIV HIGHER-ED 4112A
LEARNING-CENTER COMPUTER COST HOME-STUDY
*** OHIC MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-'1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
S** OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE CENTER GETS AUDIO VIDEO LINK // COLUMBUS DAYTON OHIO-STATE-UNIV 4114A
WRIGHT-PATTERSON-GRACUATE-CENTER GRADUATE-ED TV
KAHA *** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST // OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING SOUTH-DAKOTA DATAPHONE
kAHA-UNIV *** EDUCATION BY TELEPHONE I/ OESCRIPTION-TELELECTURE OMAHA-UNIV HIGHER-ED TEACHER-SHARING 0595C
VISUAL-AIDOS
*** NEW CCNCEPT IN SHARING SPEECH PROFESSORS // NEBRASKA OMAHA-UNIV OHIO CINCINNATI-UNIV 0458C
HISTORY-TELECONF HUMAN-FACTORS COST NORTHWESTERN-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
*** TELEPHONE TEACHERS // HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN OMAHA-UNIV VISUAL-AIDS COST AT-T 0470C
kEN *** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK II OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** OHIO MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK 1969-1970 // OMEN OHIO-STATE-UNIV KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4047C
CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO TV
:-SITE *** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4609C
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
PERATIONAL *** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND CPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
PERATOR *** DIAL 0 FOR OPERATOR // PRESCHOOL-ED 0570C
EGON *** ART BY TELEPHONE // WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT NEVADA OREGON IDAHO UTAH 4023A
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
*** ART BY TELEPHONE, DESIGN AND EVALUATION // NEVADA UTAH OREGON IDAHO 4519A
WESTERN-'STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES TITLE-III
*** ART BY TELEPHONE // WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT OREGON NEVADA IDAHO UTAH 47150
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS SLOW-SCAN-TV
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE TITLE-III
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE TITLE-Ill
'RGANIZATION *** USE OF TWO-WAY RADIO BY VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 0489C
SWEGO *** MAKING CURRENT-EVENTS REAL FOR STUDENTS // OSWEGO NEW-YORK SECONDARY-ED 0476C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT TAPE-RECORD COST
6VERLAND-PARK *** DIALING UP A DIALOGUE ON CABLE //, OVERLAND-PARK KANSAS HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN SHOPPING 8700C
CATV-TWO-WAY TELECAILE-INC VICOM-MANUFACTURING
wssS *** GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NeiWUkK SENDS CONSULTATIONS OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
'NERSHIP *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 
4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLOCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
ACE B** LOCK-ISLAND (A PACE PROJECT) 0427
,IFIC-TELEPHONE-CO *** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA 0432C
LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-DISTRICT HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED
MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TELEPHONE-CO
APERS *** TELECONFERENCING, LITERATURE REVIEW, FIELD STUDIES, AND WORKING PAPERS 
0483C
IARAMEDICAL-ED *** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 
4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIEU HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** MEDIC, 4 COOPERATIVE VENTURE IN CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION // MARYLAND CONTINUING-ED 4131C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST TAPE-RECORD
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
,'ARIS *** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN 
PARIS 0680C
FRANCE SECONDARY-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISE
*** HEART EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION // NEW-YORK-CITY 4925C
PARIS ROME REMOTE-CONSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIO-SHORT-WAVE RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY EKG
INTERNATIONAL-DATA-TRANSMISSION
PARTICIPATION *** DEVELOPMENT, UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION BY TWO-WAY RADIO ACTIVE 
4933
PARTICIPATION CONFERENCES. FINAL REPORT
PARTY-LINE *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NEW PARTY-LINE FOR EDUCATION // HISTORY-TELECONF COST ELECTROWRITER 
0447C
FACSIMILE SLOW-SCAN-TV
*** PARTY-LINE FOR NURSES // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW INSERVICE-ED CONTINUING-ED 4133C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE VISUAL-AIDS ETN-SCA FM-RADIO
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE II OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0424C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
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ARTY-LINE *** TELETEACHING, THE PARTY-LINE REVIVED // MINNESOTA-UNIV EXTENSION AGRICULTURE 4692C
PRESENTATION-SKILLS MODERATOR VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** WISCONSIN IDEA JOINS THE PARTY-LINE // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW ETN-SCA MULTIPLEXING 4941C.
WHA-FM FM-RADIO SCA-REGULATION FCC PROGRAMING
"EACE-CORPS *** TELELECTURES // HISTORY-TELECONF MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE HIGHER-ED 4917C
INTERINSTITUTIONAL-INSTRUCTION COURSE-ENRICHMENT PEACE-CORPS COST ELECTROWRITER
EC *** ETN-SCA EVALUATION // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST PEC 4710C
*** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST. 4712C
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ETN-SCA
*** PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC) // WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW EVALUATION-CHECKLIST 4711C
ETN-SCA
ENNSYLVANIA *** MEDICAL EDUCATION NETWORK // OMEN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA KENTUCKY WEST-VIRGINIA 4135C
REGICNAL-MEDICAL-NETWORKS CONTINUING-ED FM-RADIO TV CATV
*** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA .4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
.ENNSYLVANIA-UNIV *** ON-SITE CONTINUING EDUCATION // DELAWARE-VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 46090
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ITFS FM-RADIO
.ERSONNEL *** COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR THE CONTINUING 4132C
EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEnICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
PHARMACEUTICALS *** DEW-LINE FOR DRUGS // MEDIPHONE WASHINGTON-DC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV CURRENT-AWARENESS 0434C
DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS
*** CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK // INDOIANA-UNIV 4119A
PURDUE-UNIV BUTLER-UNIV INDIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED CURRENT-AWARENESS
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
PHARMACISTS *** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRAOUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-EG ETf-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
HARMACY *** CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PHARMACY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK // INDIANA-UNIV 4119A
PURDUE-UNIV BUTLER-UNIV INDIANA-PHARMACEUTICAL-ASSOC CONTINUING-ED CURRENT-AWARENESS
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
PHARMACEUTICALS TV
'HONE *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS // 
4720C
REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILEC-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
*** FACSIMILE BY PHONE OFFERED BY XEROX // TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO COST 
0437C
*** BUSINESS GETS EYE-TO-EYE BY PHONE // PICTUREPHONE AT-T UNION-CARBIDE 0429A
*** XEROX OFFERS FACSIMILES BY PHONE // TELECOPIER XEROX-MAGNAFAX-TELECOPIER MAGNAVOX-CO 
0580C
LDX COAXIAL-CABLE
*** LECTURES ON THE PHONE, TELELECTURES // MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II 
0446A
HOTO *** PICTUREPHONE AS A PHOTO TOOL // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO 
0474C
*** HEART EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION // NEW-YORK-CITY 4925C
PARIS ROME RCMOTF-CUNSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIO-SHORT-WAVE RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY 
EKG
INTERNATIONAL-DATA-TRANSMISS ION
HYSICAL-THERAPISTS *** PHYSICAL-THERAPISTS BEGIN LEARNING BY RADIO // NEW-YORK VERMONT MASSACHUSETTS 
4137C
ALBANY-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED FM-RADIO
HYSICIANS *** COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES 
FOR THE CONTINUING 4132C
EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 
0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES. VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST
- TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 
4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNI-V POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 
4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
HYSICS *** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE 
SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE. ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
ICTURE *** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES I/ BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS 
LOX 4670C
UREPHLNE *** PICTUREPHONE AS A PHOTU TOOL // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO 0474C
*** BUSINESS GETS EYE-TO-EYE BY PHONE // PICTUREPHONE AT-T UNION-CARBIDE 0429A
*** PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL USE // NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-OC CHICAGO 0462C
BELL-LABS
*** PICTUREPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO WASHINGTON-DC COST SPECTRUM-USE AT-T 0461C
*** PICTUREPHONE SERVICE, A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING // AT-T BELL 4680C
,ILOT *** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
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PILOT *** PILOT STUDY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED CONSERVATION ELECTROWRITER 4699C
IPLANNING *** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
AND CPERATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WESTERN SOUTH-DAKOTA // INSERVICE-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
LEARNING-CENTER PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION
.YMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE *** TOWARD A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
,OLICIES *** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION // CPB JCET 4986A
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
tOLICY *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLOCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
-POLITICAL-SCIENCE *** ON THE LINE // MISSOURI STEPHENS-COLLEGE MICHIGAN-UNIV HIGHER-ED POLITICAL-SCIENCE 0545C
LEGAL-STUDIES COURTROOM-PROCEEDINGS CCTV
,OSTGRADUATE *** TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION 4049
*** TWU-WAY RADIO CONFFRENCFS FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW PETHOC OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 
BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEw-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE 
TOFTS
VERMONT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE, CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 
RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
*** POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN MAINE - A NEW EXPERIMENT UTILIZING 
TWO-WAY RADIO AND 0602C
TELEVISION
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION 
// NEW-YORK 4924C
ALBANY-MEOICAL-COLLEGE TRANSCRIPT-TELECONF
*** TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION - TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 
4927
1955-1966
*** POSTGRADUATE TEACHING IN PSYCHIATRY COMBINING TV AND FM RADIO 
WITH SEMINARS 4923
POSTGRADUATE-ED ** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE 
MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT // REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK 
POSTGRADUATE-ED 4920C
MEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING RADIO
*** INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENCODED TWO-WAY MEDICAL TELEVISION 
// LOS-ANGELES CALIFORNIA 0501C
UCLA POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INSERVICE-ED MODERATOR EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE 
KCET
VIDEOTAPE-RECORD COST
*** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA 
NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 0589C
SYDNEY-UJIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED- INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION 
RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECORDING-SERVICE
*** TELELECTURES FOR PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL /I WISCONSIN-UNIV 
POSTGRADUATE-ED 0554C
MEDICAL-ED PARAMEDICAL-ED RADIO LEASED-LINES VISUAL-AIDS EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-DELAYED-POST-TESTING
*** THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 1971-1972 TELEPHONE RADIO CONFERENCES 
FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES, 4707C
PHARMACISTS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL // WISCONSIN-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED 
MEDICAL-ED
PARAMEDICAL-ED ETN-SCA PROGRAM-LISTING COST
*** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV 
MANCHESTER-UNIV 4008C
SHEFFIELD-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENSION-COLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE 
CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
POST-GRADUATE ** EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE AS A METHOD OF POST-GRADUATE 4064
MEDICAL EDUCATION
POST-OFFICE *** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING 
POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
STTTIAL *** HEAD-START TELELrCTLRE PROJFCT. A FEASIBILITY STUDY TO ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF TELELECTURE AS 4015A
A MEDIUM FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN APPALACHIA // WEST-VIRGINIA EDUCATION-INC
EVALUA r ION IL IUGRAPHY
,PRELIMINARY *** TELECONFERENCING, PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 0484A
*** PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IN TELECCNFERENCING // DEFINITION-TELECONF INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF 0422C
PROBLEM-SOLVING LANGUAGE CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE NETWORKS TV TELETYPE
*** PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT FOR EVALUATING THE ELECTRO-WRITER COURSE (EWC) 4701C
OFFEREO BY THE UW EXTENSION CEPARTMENI OF ENGINEERING // WISCONSIN-UNIV CONTINUING-ED
INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY EVALUATION ETN-SCA ELECTROWRITER
RESCHOOL-ED *** DIAL 0 FOR OPERATOR // PRESCHOOL-ED 0570C
,RESENTATION *4* TWO-WAY RADIO CONFERENCES FOR POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION, FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH A 4051C
NEW METHOD OF PRESENTATION // ALBANY NEW-YORK BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS BURLINGTON VERMONT
NEW-HAVEN CONNECTICUT HARVARD YALE ALBANY-MEDICAL-COLLEGE TUFTS
VERMONT-COLLEGE-OF-MEDICINE CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED RADIO VISUAL-AIDS COST
PRESENTATIONS *** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
4** SIX WORKSHOPS RECEIVE KEY PRESENTATIONS VIA TELELECTURE 0463
PRESENTATION-SKILLS 4** TELECONFERENCING, PROCEDURES // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF DEFINITION-TELECONF NETWORKS 0482C
PROTOCOL LANGUAGE PRESENTATION-SKILLS CHAIRMANSHIP-ROLE
*** TELETEACHING, THE PARTY-LINE REVIVED // MINNESOTA-UNIV EXTENSION AGRICULTURE 4692C
PRESENTATION-SKILLS MODERATOR VISUAL-AIDS COST
** SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE TELE-LECTURE PRESENTATIONS // COORDINATOR MODERATOR 0419C
r PRE-PLANNING PRESENTATION-SKILLS VISUAL-AIDS ELECTROWRITER
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-REGIONAL-MEDICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK *** PHONE LECTURES LINK COMMUNITY HOSPITALS TO UNIVERSITY CENTERS 4720C
// REGIONAL-MEI)ICAL-PROGRAM-FOR-WESTERN-NEW-YORK BUFFALO NEW-YORK STATE-UNIV-OF-NEW-YORK
ROSWELL-PARK-MEMORIAL-INSTITUTE MEDICAL-ED CONTINUING-ED ENGLISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
REGIONAL-NETWORK *** TOWARI) A NEW-HAMPSHIRE INFORMATION NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 4520A
EDUCATIONAL INFURMATION LINKS BETWEEN KEENE-STATE-COLLEGE, PLYMOUTH-STATE-COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, CARRIED OUT WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE FORD-FOUNDATION ./
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK DATA-PLEX-SYSTEM TV COST
**s A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
*** A NEW-ENGLAND LAND-GRANT NETWORK, A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING EDUCATIONAL 4514C
INFORMATION LINKS BETWEEN THE SIX LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN NEW-ENGLAND //
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION REGIONAL-NETWORK EEN RADIO TV COMPUTER
REGULATORY *** FUTURE REGULATORY POLICY ASPECTS OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY // FCC 4669C
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY BELL RCAC ITT-WORLDCOM
WESTERN-UNION-INTERNATIONAL COMMON-CARRIERS COMPETITION SATELLITES-DOMESTIC OWNERSHIP
COMSAT FOREIGN-ATTACHMENTS COAXIAL-CABLE
'RELAYS *** RELAYS FOR EVERY APPLICATION SHOWN 4030
REMOTE *** TEACHING ADULTS VIA TELELECTURE AND ELECTROWRITER IVICTOR ELECTRONIC REMOTE BLACKBOARD) 4921B
*** VICTOR ELECTROWRITER REMOTE BLACKBOARD, VERB // CONTINUING-ED INSERVICE-ED 4694C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COURSE-ENRICHMENT
*** AEROSPACE ENGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 4061
*** EXPERIMENTATION TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHERS // 4126A
TEACHER-ED HOME-ECONOMICS EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP COST
*** A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FACE-TO-FACE AND REMOTE TEACHING IN COMMUNICATING 0421C
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION TO ADULTS // EXTENSION ADULT-ED EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
*** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING // SAINT-LOUIS MISSOURI-UNIV ADULT-ED 0428C
EXTENSION CREDIT-COURSES PSYCHOLOGY EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING
EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
REMOTE-CONSULTATION *** HEART EXAMINATION AND CONSULTATION BY RADIO AND RADIO PHOTO TRANSMISSION II 4925C
NEW-YORK-CITY PARIS ROME REMOTE-CONSULTATION DATA-TRANSMISSION RADIO-SHORT-WAVE
RADICPHOTOGRAPHY EKG INTERNATIONAL-DATA-TRANSMISSION
REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS *** ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH NET LINKS JOHNSTOWN HOSPITAL WITH HOMES OF PHYSICIANS // PENNSYLVANIA 4942C
LEE-HOSPITAL REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS DATA-TRANSMISSION EKG GENERAL-TELEPHONE-CO-OF-PENNSYLVANIA
*** HEARTLINE LINKS THE GP TO SPECIALIST /I OMAHA NEBRASKA CREIGHTON-UNIV REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS 4721C
EKG IOWA MISSOURI WYOMING SOUTH-DAKOTA DATAPHONE
CIRM
REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING *** INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM // IRMP UTAH IDAHO COLORADO NEVADA 4910C
WYOMING MONTANA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED LEARNING-CENTER LIBRARY-ACCESS RADIO CCTV TV
COMPUTER REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING
*** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MONITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
REPLACEMENTS *** MULTIMEDIA FIELOTRIP REPLACEMENTS // ILLINOIS-UNIV HIGHER-ED AGRICULTURE VISUAL-AIDS 0573C
REPORT +** DEVELOPMENT, UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION BY TWO-WAY RADIO ACTIVE. 4933
PARTICIPATION CUNFERENCES. FINAL REPORT
*** SEMINAR BY AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE, A REPORT AND EVALUATION // 40Za
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REPORT *** COMMUNICATIONS. REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF TELELECTURES FOR THE CONTINUING 4132C
EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
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L-CALL *** WISCCNSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES // WISCONSIN WASB 
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EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION EXTENSION-UW ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
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MAILED-MATERIALS COST LEASED-LINES
ROTHSCHIL-SCHOFIELD *** THE INDIVIOUALIZATION OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF // ANTIGO 
4002C
MOSINEE ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU STEVENS-POINT WISCONSIN-STATE-UNIV TEACHER-ED
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
*** INNCVATIONS BOLSTER IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS // ANTIGO MERRILL ROTHSCHILD-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU 
0442C
STEVENS-POINT WISCONSIN-UNIV-STEVENS-POINT TEACHER-ED TEACHER-AID-ED INSERVICE-ED -
EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV *** EDITORS GO TO CLASS VIA TELEPHONE HOOKUP // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV 
4649C
IOWA-STATE-UNIV NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
*** 'J' STUDENTS QUIZ EDITORS ACROSS US // CALIFORNIA SACRAMENTO-STATE-UNIV IOWA-STATE-UNIV 4650C
NEVADA-UNIV HIGHER-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT JOURNALISM
SAINT-LOUIS *** TELELECTURE, AN EXPERIMENT IN REMOTE TEACHING // SAINT-LOUIS MISSOURI-UNIV 
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EVALUATION-CONTROL-GROUP
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*** MEET THE SPOKESMAN // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA PRIMARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0444C
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN FL,INSTRUCTION // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY 0452C
INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
SAN-FRANCISCO *** MEDICAL RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCiSCO CALIFORNIA-UNIV-SCHOOL-OF-MEDICINE MEDICAL-ED 4123C
POSTGRADUATE-ED LEARNING-CENTER DISSEMINATION-OF-INFORMATION
*** NURSING RADIO CONFERENCES // SAN-FRANCISCO FRESNO CALIFORNIA CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED 4142C
EVALUArION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST FM-RADIO KXQR-FM KPFA-FM
*** NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS // SAN-FRANCISCO SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA 0443C
DAVI CMT LIBRARY-SCIENCE ELECTROWRITER DATA-PHONE
SARATOGA +** FRENCH iS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA MANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOM!NG CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** CHEMISTRY COURSE // SARATOGA RAWLINS HANNA BAGGS ENCAMPMENT MEDICINE-BOW CHEYENNE 4697C
LARAMIE WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED GRADUATE-ED ELECTROWRITER
SATELLITE *** STUDENTS VISIT VIA SATELLITE 0661
*** TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TOWARD NATIONAL POLICIES FOR EDUCATION // CPB JCET 4986A
PRESIDENTS-TASK-FORCE-ON-COMMUNICATION-POLICY PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED HIGHER-ED GRADUATE-ED
CONTINUING-ED ADULT-ED HOME-STUDY PROGRAMING CATV-TWO-WAY SATELLITE
*** EXPERIENCES WITH TWO-WAY TELEVISION IN A TEACHING HOSPITAL COMPLEX // VERMONT-UNIV 0512C
KANSAS-UNIV REMOTE-PATIENT-MUNITORING X-RAY EEG EKG-VIA-SATELLITE
FLUOROSCOPIC-TRANSMISSION SATELLITE COAXIAL-CABLE COST
*** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS 0680C
FRANCE SECONDARY-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISIUN-FRANCAISE
*** HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN SATELLITE TELEPHONING // DELAY ECHO BELL-LABS 0477C
*** LECTURES ON THE PHONE, TELELECTURES // MISSISSIPPI CLASSICS SATELLITE TELSTAR-II 0446A
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SATELLITE-LINKS *** TIME DIVISION CONFERENCING OF FOUR-WIRE TELEPHONE CIRCUITS // ECHO DELAY CROSSTALK 0596C
INTELLIGIBILITY MULTIPLEXING SATELLITE-LINKS
::SCA *** SCA - A NEW MEDIUM II// ETN-SCA SCA-REGULATION FM-RADIO WHA-RADIO WISCONSIN-UNIV 4987C
.: EXTENSION-UW
*** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION / 4708C
WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM 
INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
SCA-REGULATION *** WISCONSIN IDEA JOINS THE PARTY-LINE II 
WISCONSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-UW ETN-SCA MULTIPLEXING 4941C
WHA-FM FM-RADIO SCA-REGULATION FCC PROGRAMING
*** SCA - A NEW MEDIUM // ETN-SCA SCA-REGULATION FM-RADIO WHA-RADIO 
WISCONSIN-UNIV 4987C
EXTENSION-UW
SCHOOL *** AEROSPACE ENGINEERS ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL BY REMOTE CONTROL 
4061
*** EXPERIMENTAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION 
IN NICARAGUA TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 4922B
WISCONSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
*** THE MEDICAL SCHOOL OF THE AIR // SYDNEY WOLLONGONG AUSTRALIA NEW-SOUTH-WALES-UNIV 
0589C
SYDNEY-UNIV POSTGRADUATE-ED MEDICAL-ED INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION 
RADIO-UNIVERSITY
LAND-LINE-SYSTEM MAILED-MATERIALS TAPE-RECOROING-SERVICE
SCHOOLS *** TELE-CLASSES IN LOS-ANGELES SCHOOLS // CALIFORNIA 
LOS-ANGELES-UNIFIED-SCHOOL-DISTRICT 0432C
HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED MAILED-MATERIALS PACIFIC-TELEPHONE-CO
*** AUDIOVISUALS ENRICH ISOLATED SCHOOLS // CARBON-COUNTY WYOMING CCCIC 
LEARNING-CENTER 0568C
MULTIMEDIA-LIBRARY COURSE-ENRICHMENT REGIONAL-COOPERATION ELECTROWRITER 
VERB
*** TEACHING BY CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEPHONE IN NINE CENTRAL SCHOOLS 
// SOUTH-KORTRIGHT NEW-YORK 0449C
SECONDARY-ED PRIMARY-ED INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION 
SPEECH-THERAPY
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF CUBA HAVANA-UNIV 
SPANISH-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
ELECTROWRITER COLUMBIA-UNIV NEW-YORK-TELEPHONE-CO
SCOTLAND G** EORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HAM NETWORK SENDS CONSULTATIONS 
OVERSEAS // GEORGETOWN-UNIV 4139C
INTERNATIONAL-MEDICAL-AMATEUR-RADIO-SOCIETY EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION 
ECUADOR LATIN-AMERICA
SCOTLAND MEXICO RADIO-AMATEUR
SEA-RESCUE *** RADIO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESCUE / MEDITERRANEAN-ISLANDS 
REMOTE-DIAGNOSIS SEA-RESCUE 4121C
CIRM
CIRM
SECONDARY-ED *** TELEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FOREIGN-RELATIONS 
// COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 4010A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT ADULT-ED VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
*** CLASSROOM PARTY-LINE // OHIO YELLOW-SPRINGS-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 
COURSE-ENRICHMENT 0424C
AMERICAN-INSTITUTIONS COST
*** SIU PROFS TEACH BY TELEWRITER I/ BARRY-COUNTY TELEWRITER-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM 
MISSOURI 4918{
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT BOTANY CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT COST 
ELECTROWRITER CARBONDALE
ILLINOIS SOUTHERN-ILLINOIS-UNIV
** TELECOM4UNICATIONS IN FL INSTRUCTION // SAN-DIEGO CALIFORNIA WEST-GERMANY 0452C
INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT GERMAN-LANGUAGE VISUAL-AIDS
- ** CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION, TELECTURE // DOVER NEW-JERSEY DOVER-PUBLIC-SCHOOLS 4686C
SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT INSERVICE-EO HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN EVALUATION-STUDENT-REACTION
LEARNING-CENTER COST
* * NEW TELEPHONE LEARNING TECHNIQUES // NEWFOUNDLAND-CITY NEW-JERSEY 0445C
WEST-MILFORD-TOWNSHIP-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED COURSE-ENRICHMENT
NEW-JERSEY-BELL-TELEPHONE-CO
** MAKING CURRENT-EVENTS REAL FOR STUDENTS // OSWEGO NEW-YORK SECONDARY-ED 0476C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT TAPE-RECORD COST
***,HELLO GREAT AMERICAN // WALWORTH WISCONSIN BIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 0464C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS
*** FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL TV CLASSROOM // INTERNATIONAL-TELECONF WEST-BEND WISCONSIN PARIS 0680C
FRANCE SECONDARY-ED CROSS-CULTURAL-EXCHANGE FRENCH-LANGUAGE TV SATELLITE EARLY-BIRD COST
WHA-TV RADIODIFFUSION-TELEVISION-FRANCAISE
*** THE TELEPHONE METHOD OF TEACHING // COLORADO WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT 4505A
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT AMERICAN-HISTORY EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE COST
MOUNTAIN-STATES-TELEPHONE-CO
*** FRENCH IS TAUGHT OVER VERB // SARATOGA HANNA ENCAMPMENT SINCLAIR WYOMING CCCIC 4696C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT ELECTROWRITER TITLE-Ill INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-CENTER
*** ART-HISTORY MAKES HISTORY // WYOMING-UNIV CCCIC SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT 4698C
ELECTROWRITER
*** HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION VIA TELEPHONE LINES // TEXAS-A-M-UNIV CATE SECONDARY-ED 4062C
CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT MATHEMATICS PHYSICS ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ELECTROWRITER VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES SYLVANIA
* * ART BY TELEPHONE, DESIGN AND EVALUATION // NEVADA UTAH OREGON IDAHO 4519A
WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
LEASED-LINES TITLE-III
* * ART BY TELEPHONE // WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT NEVADA OREGON IDAHO UTAH 4023A
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS
** ART BY TELEPHONE // WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT OREGON NEVADA IDAHO UTAH 4715C
SECONDARY-ED CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS SLOW-SCAN-TV
EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE TITLE-11I
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0562C
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*** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE // TOPEKA KANSAS SECONDARY-ED TEACHER-SHARING COURSE-ENRICHMENT 
4931C
UCLA ADULT-ED EXTENSION CORNELL INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING ELECTROWRITER
NEW-YORK-CITY LOS-ANGELES HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN
*** CARBON-COUNTY COORDINATED INSTRUCTION CENTER // WYOMING CCCIC REGIONAL-CENTER 
4129A
LEARNING-CENTER PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-EDl TEAM-TEACHING CURRICULUM-ENRICHMENT EXTENSION
TEAC-ER-ED ELECTROWRITER AUDIOVISUAL-LIBRARY
*** HOMEBOUND-LESS // WATERLOO IOWA HOMEBOUND-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED 
0566C
VISUAL-AIDS FIELDrRIP
SELF-INSTRUCTION *** TEACHING BY TELEPHONE, AN EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 
// SWEDEN TEACHER-ED 4009A
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE SELF-INSTRUCTION CORRESPONDENCE-ED ARTICULATED-INSTRUCTION
PROGRAMED-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
SEMINAR *** SEMINAR BY AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE, A REPORT AND EVALUATION 
// 4022A
WESTERN-STATES-SMALL-SCHOOLS-PROJECT NEVADA-UNIV INSERVICE-ED TEACHER-ED EVALUATION
*** TELEPHONIC SEMINAR IN FOREIGN-RELATIONS /I COLUMBIA MISSOURI SECONDARY-ED 
4010A
COURSE-ENRICHMENT ADULT-EQ VISUAL-AIDS INDEPENDENT-STUDY
SEMINARS *** POSTGRADUATE TEACHING IN PSYCHIATRY COMBINING TV AND FM RADIO WITH SEMINARS 
4923
*** LONG-DISTANCE SEMINARS // ENGLAND EDINBURGH-UNIV CAMBRIDGE-UNIV MANCHESTER-UNIV 
4008C
SHEFFIELD-UNIV INTER-UNIVERSITY-RESEARCH-UNIT NATIONAL-EXTENS iN-CCLLEGE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
INTERUNIVERSITY-COOPERATION POSTGRADUATE-ED STATISTICS EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE CONFRAPHONE
ELECTROWRITER COST
*** THE DELEWARE MEDICAL SEMINARS EXPERIMENT // REGIONAL-MEDICAL-NETWORK POSTGRADUATE-ED 4920C
MEDICAL-ED EVALUATION-PRE-AND-POST-TESTING RADIO
*** TWO-WAY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SEMINARS USING POST-OFFICE TRUNK LINES // LONDON NORTHAMPTON 4928C
ENGLAND CONTINUING-ED MEDICAL-ED COST TECHNICAL-CONSIDERATIONS
SEMINAR-ENRICHMENT *** THE TECHNIOUE OF TELE-LECTURE // ALBANY NEW-PALTZ NEW-YORK STATE-UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE 0564C
HIGHER-ED SEMINAR-ENRICHMENT EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION
SERIES *** EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF LECTURES FOR TEACHERS UTILIZES THE COMPUTER, TELEVISION, AND THE 4618C
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VOCATIONAL-ED *** A SITUATION TEST OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS // VOCATIONAL-ED ADULT-ED 
4014A
MULTIMEDIA-INSTRUCTION EVALUATION
VOICE *** EXPERIMENTAL. VOICE COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEDICAL BASE STATION IN NICARAGUA TO THE 
UNIVERSITY OF 49228
WISCCNSIN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN MADISON
*** UTILIZATION OF VOICE MEDIA 
49648
*** VOICE PICTURE HOOKUPS CONNECT TWO COMPANIES // BOEING LOCKHEED VISUAL-AIDS LDX 4670C
*** THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF VOICE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS 4963B
VOICE-SWITCHING *** GENERAL TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS IN TELEPHONE CONFERENCE SYSTEMS // NOGAD NETWORKS 
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NOISE ECHO SINGING VOICE-SWITCHING TOLL-TELEPHONE-CONFERENCING
LOUDSPEAKER-CONFERENCE-SYSTEM AUTrOVON
VOLUNTARY *** USE OF TWO-WAY RADIO BY VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 
0489C
WALWORTH *** HELLO GREAT AMERICAN // WALWORTH WISCONSIN BIG-FOOT-HIGH-SCHOOL SECONDARY-ED 
0464C
COURSE-ENRICHMENT VISUAL-AIDS MAILED-MATERIALS
WASB *** WISCONSIN TELEPHONE HOOK-UP, STATEWIDE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES // WISCONSIN WASB 0552C
EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION EXTENSION-UW ROLL-CALL EVALUATION-SUBJECTIVE
WASHINGTON-DC *** PICTUREPHONE DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL USE // NEW-YORK-CITY WASHINGTON-DC CHICAGO 
0462C
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*** PICTUREPHONE // NEW-YORK-CITY CHICAGO WASHINGTON-DC CUST SPECTRUM-USE AT-T 0461C
*** DEW-LINE FOR DRUGS // MEDIPHONE WASHINGION-OC GEORGE-WASHINGTON-UNIV CURRENT-AWARENESS 0434C
DIAL-ACCESS MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS
WATERLOO *+* IIOMEFOUNO-LESS // WATERLOO IOWA HOMEBOUNOD-CHILDREN PRIMARY-ED SECONDARY-ED 0566C
VISUAL-AIDS FIELOTRIP
WATS *** TEACHING AN EXTENSION CUURSE BY TELE-LECTURE // ILLINOIS-UNIV GRADUATE-ED 4115A
LIRRARY-SCIENCF VISUAL-AIDS MAILEU-MATERIALS WATS
WAUSAU *** THE INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF // ANTIGO MOSINEE 4002C
ROTHSCHILC-SCHOFIELD WAUSAU STEVENS-POINT WISCONSIN-STATE-UNIV TEACHER-ED
EVALUATION-OUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION-ATTENDANCE-RECORD ELECTROWRITER TITLE-III
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EVALUATION-QUESTIONNAIRE ELECTROWRIFER TITLE-Ill
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WA3FXJ *** GEORGETOWN'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO // GEORGETOWN-UNIV EMERGENCY-CONSULTATION MEDICAL-ED 4141C
CROSS-CULTURAL-ED RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
CROSS-CULTURAL-EO RADIO-AMATEUR WA3FXJ
WEATHER-WARNINGS *** THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORIZATION // 4708C
WISCCNSIN-UNIV EXTENSION-Uw SCA MULTIPLEXING FM-RADIO WHA-FM INSERVICE-ED MUSICASTING
MEDICAL-RADIO-SYSTEM SIGHT-RADIO WEATHER-WARNINGS TEXAS KQUE-FM FCC HOME-STUDY
WESTERN *** PLANNING A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER AND FOR CONTINUING SERVICES WITH PILOT PROJECTS 4128A
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